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“Ana that is all.

A little clasping to her yearning breast;
A little musing over future years;
A heart that prays “ Dear Lord, thon know¢8t best,
But spare my flower life’s bitterest rain of

:
And that is all.

A little spirit speeding through the night;
A little home grown lonely, dark and chill;
A sad heart, groping blindly for the light;
A little snow-clad grave beneath the hill—
And that is all.

A heart that sings, ¢ Thy darlingis not dead,
God keeps her safe through his eternal
:

ENOOH MACK,
made

fi

fought the great Anti-

Slavery fight are left!

I miss greatly

and

our

shape

ment, as heard are inspired and

dramatic

conversations. Nothing could be more
complete than the success with which for
two hours the attention of athousand
people was held while the results of
patient thought and inquiry concerning
man’s physical and moral nature were
set forth.
The appearance of the lecturer is re-

and the sharp rasping- utterance

found in him.

are

not

He is notan Englishman,

at least his build and bulk are rarely seen

southern

and midland counties,

A Britisher,

reared

in the North,

fed and educated in the South,

TESTIMONIALS.

of us who

power

subject and rivet the attention from first
to last, no printed page can fully show.
His lectures -as read are strong and
cogent but fragmentary pieces or argu-

lish.

letters written by John G. Whittierto the
late Enoch Mack and to'his son:
few

special

and his speculative ‘and metaphysical
turn ‘of wind is Scotch rather than Eng-

ARAL

extracts are

the

eloquence, that ‘give unity to the whole

in the

that is all,

— Macmillan’s.

How

not soon be forgotten. The lecturer comes
to us with a great and well-earned trans-/
Atlantic reputation. Books and newspaper
reports - have already given us some idea
of the man and his theme. But neither
book nor newspaper report enabled us to

markable, and suggests northern origin.
Heis not an American ; the slim Yankee

A little gathering of] life's broken thread;
A little patience keeping back the tears;

The following

The occasion will

scribable life and animation and vigor and

sings—

AND

‘tue by Joseph Cook.

them and strength’of reasoning and
soundness of judgment, but the inde-

Stirs like a bird at dawn that wakes and

LETTERS

COOK.

of strings of propositions or series of
arguments. There is grasp of thought in

A little dreaming, such as mothers know ;
A little lingering over dainty things;
‘JA happy heart, wherein Hope all aglow

PV

BY JOSEPH

al best outlines of lectures in the

MOTHER'S HEART.

years "-—
And

A LECTURE

At length an opportunity has been
afforded us to hear in Nottingham a lec-

charm of theédecturer lay. The printed
lectures read like fragments of lectures or
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Freewill

INDIA LETTER.

old

friend Garrison.
Of all those who signed the
¢ Declaration” of the American Anti-Slavery
Society,
but few live: —Elizur, Wright, Dr.

H. P. Wakefield, Robert Purvis,Judge Sterling
and thee and I are all that I know of.
I wish I could make a journey up the Hudson and talk over the old days with thee, and
look once more upon the beautiful scenery of
mountdin
and
river. But I am not well
enough, J am seldom without pain and any ex-

with sup-

plemental unification in Germany and
America ; such is the impression made by
his breadth of frame, his grasp and vigor
of mind sairescy and fire. of tongue,
But who speaks of origin when a man’s
name already belongs to the whole, English-speaking race?
The lecture at Nottingham was: happy
in its theme and its audience.
The
specialty of the lecturer is his study of
the relations between philosophy and
science and religion.

The theme was the

evidence from man’s physical and moral
nature of existence after death. The
ertion of body or mind exhausts me. But I' audience was made up in large measure
have many blessings.
I feel a livély interest
of men who live amidst an active and
in all good causes.
I enjoy the beauty and
powerful secularist propaganda, and it
grandeur of the changing seasons, and I love
included
also some of the secularists
to recall the past, and the noble men and
themselves. The lecturer rose to- the
.women
with whom it was "my privilege to
importance of the occasion. He stated
labor.
I am glad to know thatthou art so pleasantly
his subjuct,its difficulties,its practical and
situated,and that thine evening of life is so calm
momentous issues, and he kept himself
and peaceful. May thee enjoy many years of
closely to it. He described his antagonhappiness here, and may we meet hereafter, in
the holier state which we are permitted to hope
for.
God bless thee, dear friend, in all things!
Thine Truly,

JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Amesbury, Mass., 9th mo. 18th, 1880.
hy

DANVERS,

Mass,

:
31rd mo. 5th, 1881. §
MY DEAR FRIEND :
Thy letter informing me of the death of thine
honored father has been received, and I feel
that a good and worthy man has gone from us.
I remnember him well and his
good works.
1
know and am glad that his last days have been
made happy in his home uader the shadow of
the Catskills.
There are now only four or five of us left

who signed the Anti-Slavery
Sentiments in 1833,

We

must

Declaration

all soon pass on.

of

God has béen

ists,

their weakness,

courage he
them. The
the
lower

instincts of man and

the higher,

ignores

which deals logically with one half of the,
facts of life and experience and neglects
the more important, which follows science
so far as it supports its theories and
refuses to follow it when it leads out to
the unseen and spiritual was exposed
with a genial yet relentless logic. THat
an unseen power builds up this frame,
and directs the forces of

unseen power

and

as

can

life;

that

reconstruct

a responsible

that

its frame

individuality

amenable to reward and

is

punishment was

Iusion established = by legitimate
- from facts which science and
i nce reveal ; and that conscience
rethibution was the decisive and trinmph-

cause.

i corroboration

Lum very trofy,
‘Thy Friend,"

JOHN G. WHITTIER,
The following

is a testimonial

unani-

mously passed by the New York City
Mission Society at a regular meeting held
5th, 1881:

‘The Missionaries have scarcely

recorded the

death of one of their number (A. R. Wetmore)
when the informatiog
has reached them, that
another, one of their
former companions, has
fallen asleep in Jesus.
Rev. Enoch Mack diedat Catskill Station, N

Y,, on the 20th of February, 1881, aged 75
years. He became a missionary in January,
1850, and retired in March, 1868, having been
in the
years.

and

and with firm and fearless
proceeded to grapple with
secularism which
trusts

800d to such of us as have lived to see the
end of slavery,
1 have alwuys regarded thy futher as one of
the truest and ablest workers in the good

March

their strength

ervice

a little

more

/han

Bineteen

of

this-

conclusion.

Secularism was therefore only half awake,
only half informed, and the higher,
grander, larger interests and inspirations
of life would cease but as men’s eyes were
fully - opened und infinite und eternal
issues come within their ken.
‘America is to be congratulated on her
possession of so able a champion of
Christian faith. There is only one man

in England who is at all comparable with
Joseph Cook in his particular department,
and he is of another school and another
ist lecturer and disciple of
lecturer on Christian

Strauss,

now

Evidences and ‘dis-

be “remembered asa man of more: ‘| ciple of the great Master, has much of
than ordinary talents and strong individuality, the argumentative power and vigorous
grasp ‘of thought
which characterize
As helpful in’ his work, he ‘made use of the
printing-press, and published: for a series of Joseph Cook, but Mr. Cooper is an older

.
ETE

Li Ee

years a paper called The Disciple,

His views

‘otherwise,

CALCUTTA, Jan. 28, 1831.
Twenty-one days of this charming
month our camp has stood in the Santal
selected from Shasta,
country to the West of Midnapore, at Palasbani, 22 miles from the station.

Koran® and Bible,
‘his sabbath service 3 y strange medley of

There

(the first and

second

names

mean

Somaj

sect,

of

and

his

tempest and noon ;—the placidity of the
lunar sphere however: preponderates in his
.norant superstitious woman, more man's
disposition over the strength and stir and
slave, than his companion, into her true
swiftness of hurricane ‘or cyclone), a lay |
place in society. All missionary sociepreacher has been laboring here during
ties. ay®: laboring for the education of
the past year. He and his wife have
Hinddo girls. - Tomorrow the London
done good in a quiet way, aud though I
Miss. Soc. holds a mass meeting in one
can report no accessions from the heaof the largest halls of the city for the
then, there has been real growth in the
presentation of prizes to several girls’
small Christian community.
£.
schools, The Cgmmissioner will preside
While at Palasbani the home mail
and hundreds of'Hindoo girls sing sweet
brought us cash from friends at Castle
Christian’ hymns and some recite prose
Roék; Minn., which was at once devoted and poetry. What a change since dear
to a school for poor children at Dahijudi,
Mrs. Mullins began her work for native
a Bengali village a fhile west of the women in 1860! My ideas were quite
camp. The teacher is Romani, ‘Tuphan’s startled to-day on reading this sign over
wife, who began work before we came a door on College
street:
—** Srimati
away. She, and the woman who accom(which stands for Mrs. or Miss) J. L.—
panies her, succeeded in bringing in midwife with a Diploma!”
There are
about a score of pbor’boys and girls as a several such now in Calcutta, and Bennucleus, and we hope others will follow. gali girls are studying for the University
The kind friends in Minn. - (into which examinations ! This month there is andelightful country I've peen glad ever nounced a Bengali monthly magazine
since that I made a missionary raid during conducted by native ChriStlan women.
my Western tour in '78) will liear partic- Verily, the world SY
i J. 1. P.
ularly from Mrs. Phillips concerning the
prosperity of this new school. We had:
DEFINITION OF REVIVALS.
teen talking of the fine opening fur such
a school in Dahijudi and wishing there
BY PROF, 1,
R. DUNN, D. DD.
were funds at hard for it only the day
Webster says a revival is
Renewed iff”
May the Lord
| before the money came.
terest in religion after indifference and debless the donors and the little new school cline; a period of religious awakening;

too.

Yay it be a bright light.

Several itinerating parties are now

work in our districts.

special religious interest.”
Worcester says a revival is ¢‘ A renewed
or increased attention to religion;
an

at

Dr. Bacheler and

Jacob are at Tumlook, a prominent settlement on the Rupnarayan river, forty

miles east

of Midnapore.

Much

awakening.”
According to these authorities there
may be revivals in heaven or on earth,
wherever one individual or many give
‘“ increased attention to religion” or feel

seed

has been sown there, and we look for
fruit. Dr. B. writes of cheering tokens,
particularly the eager attention of the
people in the Tumlook bazars.
Messrs.
Marshall and Coldren are also in camp.
They, with a good staff of native helpers,

they ‘desired to look into these things.”
The Christian development of character
requires special interest and increased at-

have attended the great jatras,

tention; and the only question is how

slow

this growth

safe.

or

*¢ special interest,” as the angels did

relig-

ious markets (?) at Sarsangka and Ulma-

must

be

to

render

when

it

The conversion of one soul is a revival, but
how many can be converted dt one time

ra on the Southern border 7, our district,

and afterwards visited villages on the
Northern border of their district of Balasore.
They will undoubtedly
report
progress in direction of Sora, where there
were such cheering indications of a good
government two years ago.
I believe
Mr. Marshall is there now.
Last month and this my camp has been

or in one place without endangering the
church and increasing the. probability of
backsliding is the question.
A revival
does not imply that a church must die or
is dead but that there is a special growth,

or new life involving the development of
forces and: influences. not before active.
The fact is;gpur living and best churches

along the river beds, and all my people

have the most revivals.

have been down with fever.” My own
system successfully resisted the malarious influence till a day or two before

But even if ¢“ Decline must precede revivals” and ‘“ A dead church may need a re-

Christmas when I was seized by the fever

such a ‘refreshing from

vival,” are

quinine I have

been

able,

however,

to

With him returned Mr. Oakes, fresh from

We

If

And

‘“ that the world lieth in wickedness,”

revivals

have fallen away, we should all be glad

that

sliders?

Thanks to Heaven,, all do pot

turn away,

of all the Christians and ministers
whom the writer has conversed

with
upon

Christian experience in his public life
44 years were converted in revivals.

accompanying

the

Puritan Pilgrim Fathers on their voyage to.
America,

of

and asks if the two poets

not have found the company

At all events, let us have no con
oversy
over the dead in trespasses an
but

of

would

such

men

intolerable.
instead of
thrown into
John, would
much more

If, however, the two poets
the Puritan exiles had been
the society of" St. Paul and St.
they have found their society
to their mind? These sharp

to answer.

It is no use smoothing them

labor to save men—*¢ Pulling them out of
the fire.” If any believe in saving. souls
without revivals let them show the fruit ‘contrasts suggest some questions not easy

of their labors.

If any believe in general

revivals let them act accordingly;
may God have mercy upon us all.

over by commonplaces about the one-sided-

and

ness of all men, and the limitations of ‘our
pature.

+

THE POLITICIAN’S REWARD.
In a Washington letter to the N.
Tribune, from Mr. E. V.

Salley:

.
Y.

new

occur

President

is

the

presence of many men long since dead as
hctive political forces and buried away
from public notice. The advent of a new
Administration stirs them in their graves
and acts like the Angel Gabriel's trump.
They rise up and appear at the judgment

seat in Washington with their plaintive
appeals for a new lease of life. Isaw todayat the White House an ex-Cabinet
Minister who dnce wielded the patronage
of a great department, but who could now
scarcely influence the appointment of a
cross-road

postmaster.

I

saw

too,

an

“ex-Congressman whose voice in the House

as chairman of an

the

expenditure

millions of dollars, and who would

we think over it,

make

the

these rarely gifted natures, that they have
both co-existed in any high degree. Take
the case of a man who has not had a religious home and childhood, but has begun
with culture. It is easy to see that such a
one, when from his scientific investigation and philosophical reasonings, or m=s-thetic ideals, he turns his thoughts for the

first

time

toward

religious

truth, will

come in eontact with an order of things
that is alien to the ways of thought and
repugnant to the modes of feeling engen—
dered in him by culture.
The practical
thought of God is something so different
from the apprehension of any truth of science or philosophy, and puts the mind into
such a different posture from any to which
these have accustomed it, that the -mere
man of culture will feel that for such contemplation he either requires new faculties, or must make a new use of the old,

important committee

formerly controlled

however,

combination of the two things difficult—
so difficult that it is only in a few, and

these significant passages:
One of the striking features of the daily
assemblages that watch and wait for a
chance to see the

When,

we can see Some reasons which

of
now

be glad of some petty office in his old age.
Sadder still than the sight of these resurrected fossils it is to’ see the men who
have lately died and don’t know it yet—
men whose terms in Congress have just
expired, and whose constitutents, grown
weary of them, have sent fresh men to
take their places. They clutch eagerly
at the skirts of power.
‘ What shall we

do with Mr. Blank ?” said a bluff West-

and likely enough he will give it up in de-.
spair.— Principal

Shairp.

- THE PATHOS OF HUMOR.
No

real humorist

jokes

always.

Bur-

dette says in one of his recent letters :

‘““WhileI was lecturing at Washington, I saw a lady with an intelligent, preteyes that.
ty face,
and bright, eloquent
were, rarely lifted toward the speaker, and
then only for a flash of time. They were:
bent upon her husband’s hands almost con-stantly.
Brilliant and accomplished a few

ern Governor to-day, chatting about probable appointments.
‘He has been ten years ago, she had gone into the world of
years in Congress, and now he is through voiceless silence and now, all the music,
he has nothing in the world but $200 and and all the speech that comes into her life,
his little house and lot at home. The comes through the tender devotion of her
husband ; and, as I talked, I watched him
poor man is flat on his back.”
If there were room in a daily paper for telling off the lecture on his nimble fingers:
moralizing, what a sermon might
be while his eager eyes glanced into her sympreached on the emptiness and fruitless- pathetic face. It was a pretty picture of
ness of public life in this country, taking devotion. They were so young to have
for a text this man’s case. Before he came this cloud shadow the morning skies of
to Congress he was eight years in impor- their lives; but as I glanced from the
oiceless wife to her husband,
I thought
tant posts at home and abroad. The
hpw beautifully the sunlight (of his devo- house and lot he earned previous to" ention was breaking through the clouds, and
téring politics. Here, then, are the net |
tinting even their afflictions with a tender
results of eighteen years of intelligent radiance. This discipline of attending upon suffering is a good

brave and tender and
an’s.”

that

strong

as a

Wwom-

laws of

health or the use of means, is in the teeth
of the very instructions of the Spirit of
God.
A correspondent
sends us some

he has

striking illustrations

of ' the

uses

and

abuses of the system: ‘ Wer geet, also:
stated that at Clifton Springs, Dr. Foster,
whom we know to bé an excellent man
and of sound mind, understands the Scripture to mean that while the prayer of faith
shall save the sick, it is to be supplement.
ed by the “anointing with oil,” which implies that, all the means at command are to
be used.
*¢ All that there is in the varied
forms of electrical applications, all that

pe
of all religion,

man.

OURED BY PRAYER.

PIETY AND CULTURE.
The ground

a

The faith cure, if it despises the

his little homestead, his gray bairs and
his two hundred dollars to: show for his
long career in the public service, and that
is all.
:
—————

for

—_———

ceptionally pure. He is not a lawyer, so
he could not earn fees by neglecting his
duties in the House. He was too upright

for the lobby to approach. * Now

thing

It rounds out his life; it develops his manlier, nobler qualisies; it makes
his heart

which

makes it possible, is-the relation in which
the human soul stands to God.
This relation is the root one, and determines what
a man really is.
As 4 Kempis
says,
‘What thou art in the sight of God; that
thou truly art.” The practical recogni-

of

bath,

both alone and in combination

with

elec—

vital,

tricity and medicine, all

there is'in

which embraces and regulates all others,

manipulation

¢t building up.”

this is religion.

in the affected parts, whatever can be
reached by a compression of the air till the
quantity of oxygen is doubled, whatever
can be reached by stimulants jor oils ap—

Human

nature is

sick

faint;”

in

so that

verting and

saving

souls

taught by the Apostle.

from

death

as

It is not for any

most

permanent

And

one, as

each

that

man

ious just in proportion as he

has been developed in every kind

one

is relig-

does

practi-

them

Dy

connecting

them

with

tention, interest

If this view

that

writers

in

and

earnestness

Paul exhibited in his ‘missionary

such

as

work,

plied to the skin, is

be.

true, culture

and

rubbing

in

free

of

the

use,

form

and

the

in attributing
the success of

this cure, or he can believe as the doctor
believes, and adopt them both.”
That is religion and common
sense
united. Thousands of cures follow a treatment that may or may not be the cause of
the cure.
In many cases cures and medi¢ines are coincidences.
Bat this fact does
not diminish our faith in prayer oy physic.
Oar advice, gratis, to all who are sick

ghe

telligent excitement, hut for increased at-

particular class of means

and

that

patient can take his choice
to the prayer or the man

may cultivate them to the utmost, and elevate

thought of the giver, and the purpose for
which he gave them.
We see, then, that religion, when it Bas
its perfect work, must lead on to culture.

the Star have been pleading, nor for unin-

enough to require medical treatment is to:
call in a regular physician, not a quack,
no
n adventurer, but a good, honest doc-

religion

are not, when rightly regarded, two opposite powers, but they are, as it were, one
line with two opposite poles.
Start from
.themanward pole, and go along the ne
without revivals generally die within a honestly and thoroughly, and you land in
few years. That: som
kinds of revivals ‘the divine one. Start from the divine
killcobugehesub alt iin it: lmplion i
Chere ait wn Chaier SFM

tor, and then do as he directs.

and such as in all periods of the Christian
church has been the means of ils’ growth,
the conditions of its survival.
Churches

things by prayer make known

unt& God.

Faith jn God

Aud in all
‘yoag

does

wants

not turn

away froin the rieans,
his providence has
appojsved.
Faith in God helps medicine

059 more-churgliea Jilied by: tn judicin

od 7
6.1 ny Pleasant. remem- Sa
him may-cheer thet
brances they will mve-of

THOMAS Goas.
+

—

Good health is highgreat blessing to man

in this life.

To impair

care of it is duty. |

it is sin,

to take

"a time when Christian workers in Bengal

| than by injudiclons revivats;and yot nefthef Teotton of | rum.

pastors nor revivals can he d\spensed with.
had high hopes of his becoming u devout’ ‘And éxcéssive fear of some imprudence
follower of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Now | or mistakes ‘may prevent success in re-

1 fear few, if indeed any, here cherfsh such
hopes. The topic of his address this year
was ** The New Dispensation.”
He has
a

liglous

“labor

as

in gther

enterprises.

Personal Tailares and backsliding have followed all successful efforts. And if after

[]

‘Mr. Matthew Arnold figures to himself
‘ Virgil and Shakespeare

for at least nineteen-twentieths

tion of this relation as the deepest, most

on Dhurrumtollah. Rev. Mr. Inskip, making a ‘“ holiness tour” of the globe, is ‘gospel, to send them to the work of con-~

is |

now

Goethe, the high priest. of. culture, loatheshear of some places where there were |. Luther;
the preacher of righteousness.
many conversions and no révivals, and no The earnestness and fervor of the one disdecline or
ksliding afterward.
Many
turb and offend the ‘calm serenity” which
efforts ‘are
not succeeded by -backsliding the other loves.
And
Luther, likely
for there af&no converts to backslide but enough, had he seen Goethe, would have
where are the converts without any back- done him but scact justice,

cally so recognize this bond which binds
esthetical*8F ethical food, or character Lim to his Maker.
building can be of any use until the Great
Tir, then, religyon be this, it must emPhysician shall heal the soul and change
brace culture; first, because it is itself the
the heart through faith. No true Chrisculture of the highest capacity of our be‘tian lives to himself, and whoever ating; and, secondly, because, if not partial
tempts it needs = converting,
and
any
and blind, it must acknowledge all the othchurch laboring for its own survival needs
er capacities of man’s nature as gifts
a revival of thé aggressive spirit of the
which God has given, and given that man

M. E. church is ‘here

=

to

of

if

—

not been in the past, so it is not

many

¢ there is no soundness” and no amount of

congregation, this evening in the chapel

py

great

men ¢ must be born again,” labor to convert the world, and to lead men to secure
a character through Christ that is worth
‘“head” and the ‘‘heart is

who

hold to the parity of the clergy pay little
heed to the movements of the church: dignitaries, but I may say that Bishop Merrill of the American

for

or ‘¢ backsliding” for ten years, we will respectfully request revival workers to give
their time and labors to less favored pastorates. But if all other churches need revivals; we ask with intense anxiety if there
is not considerable revival work needed
before pastors all for a halt in that direction. '
Bat the raiption that Christian 204
ministerial labor-is mainly for the churches is the fundamental error in all this matter.
An army is not organized
and
equipped for itself, but for work outside of
itself. And so must the church, assuming

Drew Theological Seminary, a Caleutta
young man who went to the United States
for his education.
He becomes pastor
(for the two or three years period, I presume) of the only
American church in

India.

occasions

the Lord”?

¢ A pastor” or any pastor can report a
field where there has been no *¢ decline”

the Bible school session this year will
open in March instead of May. The Report of the last year’s session will probably be printed and posted to America
within a week. It affords me no ordinary pleasure to say that the monetary outlook of the, school is far more cheering
now than a year ago, as the Report testifies.
Calcutta is just now hearing much from
our ME. brethren. Dr. Thoburn is back
from America and is the presiding elder.

ei

some

be the only appropriate utterance.

days in the cold may set me up for the hot
season.
Thanks to our American friends,

of

not

any one will compare the F. B. Register

do a part ofthe work I wished to do.
Under medical orders I am now on my
way up to Darjeeling, hoping that a few

the capital

there

any ouversions in

public service—iwo
hundred
dollars!
His sal;
1880 with the one for 1840, or if a man of Nor has he lived extravagantly.
40 years of ministerial experience could ary has been barely sufficient to support
testify, the Psalmist’ s prayer, ¢ Wilt thou his family respectably and pay the very
not revive us again?” and the cry of the ‘moderate campaign assessments of a rural
prophet, ¢ O Lord, revive thy work,” will district in a Styte where politics are ex-

which kept me on my back several days.
Early in thisgnonth I lost several days
again in the same way. By free use of

preaching here daily'now, and drawing
good houses. He is an old gentleman, a
M. E. minister from New York, very earman,
deals with an earlier phase of
nest and out-spoken, and seems to be
skepticism, has had no German draining,
{doing
‘good.
and represents the apologetic attitude of

LE

Brahmo

of his

following is by no means so popular or
so strong as five years ago.
The question is, is he sincere?
The education and elevation of women is
one of the live themes in India just now.
Christian missions directly and indirectly
have done much towards lifting poor ig-

ganized nearly a year ago. Your readers
are aware that Tuphan Chandra Chak-

dar

The

India is'the name

to help the little church at Palasbani, ar-

would be deemed liberal, but they were his
own. He believed in the fatherhood of God
The electric Hindoo reformer, Keshab
half a century ago better than that of to- |
and'the brotherhood of man.
As a missionary he was ditgon, fulfilling day.
He-is an able and remarkable man, Chunda Sen, delivered his annual addtels in English at the Town Hall last
hig duties with earnestness,
l, and a and is still at work lecturing to workingI did not hear him,
singular unselfishness and A
He was ~nlen and others in all the important cen- | Saturday evening.
always highly esteemed by his brethren,
nor
have
I
seen
the
address
in print, but
| ters of population iin England. His race
while mourning his loss will ever think of h
In conversation with several missionary
Rim
wil
soon
be
run,
and
well
will
it
‘be
for
|
as a fellow-laborer with Christian love.
friends who heard him, I left that. this.

and his fdmily in their severe‘liereavement,
_ and illuminate thelr pathway to that glorious
rest, where ‘Wo shall all join him to separate
no more forever.
* JOHN RUSTON,
-t
Sec’y New York City Mission Association.

religious acts.

are quite a number of Santal schools in
this vicinity and they have been respected. But our chief object this month was

order of mind. Thomas Cooper, some- just so
preached a very theologitime chartist agitator, afterward seculare" ‘¢al discolirse, quite over the heads of the

He will

on almost all subjects, religious. or

‘now his twelve apostles, called the Apos‘tles of. the,new dispensation.
His temple isa Pantheon, his sacred scriptures

then, ‘culture must

“Ydeatty
culminate

Thus
“wishes his patient to pm
prayer saves the sick.
This is the faith

in aon

and religion must expand into culture.

So

cure.

It ought to be—so we sometimes imagine,
it might be. But it reqaires Jittle knowl-.

edge af history, and a very small obferva-

tion’ of men, to convince us that 80

The laying on'of hands, If rightly

applied, is often a grand remedy.

ing with oil represents an excellgnt

it has

mept.—N.
~

Y. Observer.
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Sunday-School
(For Questions

“ Weeping must not hinder
Go thou. Activity in Christ's

Lesson.~-Apr. 3.

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

* FOLLOWING JESUS.
7

:

DAILY READINGS.

Following

Jesus, ° Luke

9: 51-62.

T,

Jesus taken, ap.

Mark 15: 14-20.

T.
¥'.

Leaving all for-Jesus. Luke 18: 18—30.
Healed while following Jesus. Matt. 9: 2031.

8.
8.

Confessing Christ:
Followers _.

Fire called down-by

Elijah. 2 Kings1: 1—11,

Matt. 10: 32—42.
Matu. 19: 16—30.

GOLDEN TEXT: And Jesus said unto him,
No man having put %is hand to the plow,and
looking back, is fit’ for the kingdom
Luke9: 62.
5

of

God.

@

hl Luke 9; 51-62.

’

Notes and Hints.
The time between the last regular Jesson
and this was spent
mainly in Galilee; Jesus visits Tysg, Sidon, Decapolis and other places. The journey mentioned in v, 57,
is ulso spoken ofin Matt. 19: 1and Mark
30: 1. Verses 57-60 probably describe the
same incident as Matt. 8: 19—22. Christ
had been preaching nearly three years and
had finished his work in Galilee. It was

now time to publicly proclaim himself at
Jerusalem as the Messiah. In respect to
the route of our Saviour on the journey
spoken of in the first part of this lesson,
it is probable that’ he went from Galilee
into Samaria at the south end of the plain

of Esdrzlon.

Repulsed at the

first vil-

lage, he went back into Galilee, and
thence eastward to the Jordan, crossing

it into Perea at Scythopolis, fifteen miles
south of the Sea of Galilee. Many schol-

ars believe that the incidents narrated in
vs. 56—62, took place before those narra-

ted in vs. 51—56.

The men spoken of in

the last verses of the lesson were not truly willing to follow Jesus at all.
51. When the time was come. Was drawing near. The beginning of the closing
period of his'life had come.
He was
about to finish - his work on earth and
return to the Father.

- Be received up: Asif all thoughts of’
. death were swallowed up in his victory
over death.—Burkit.
Steadfastly set his face. Knowing fully what was before him, he went to ‘meet
it. We shrink from suffering for his
sake, but he suffered willingly for ours.

What sustained him ?

1.

That it was

his Father's will, (2) his love for sinners,
8) the joy that was set before him.
He
looked beyond the cross to the glory that
should

follow,

when

he

should

be

re-

ceived up.— Eugene Stock.
52, 53. Sent Messengers. On account
of the great number of persons going
with him.

55.

See ch. 8: 2, 8 and Matt.

Samaritans.

Jerusalem.

27:

On the direct road

to

After the revolt of the ten

“tribes, Samaria became their capital, from
which the people réceived their name.
Many of them were carried into captivity
by Shulmaneser, and their places filled
by Assyrians. A mixed race sprang up,
and then a mixed religion.
The Je
bated them, and were hated by them
Hence they were ready to oppose any one
going to Jerusalem. Did not receive him.
“This was a refusal to recognize him as
the Messiah, and a violation of

of hospitality.

“Gerizim, and

They

the

worshiped

rites

on_ Mt.

going to Jerusalem’ was

enough to provoke their hostility.
54, James and John were excited by
such treatment of their Master.
They
afterward became more exemplary disci«ples, John being distinguished for the

fullness of love in his heart.

- 55. Jeeus promptly rebuked the hasty
‘ temper of these disciples, whom he ence

vcalled ‘Sons

of Thunder,”

and taught

them a needed lesson of self-control.
‘ What was right in Elijah would be
wrong in you."—8lock.

““Our zeal must be kindled.

with pure

fire from God’s altar, that it may rather
warm than burn, enliven than inflame.”—
Dr. Whichcote, This incident illustrates
the Christian method of roeeting insult

and indignity ; not by penalty but by patience, and,
— Abbott.
56. Som
sell by this
~ Jesus saved

when possiole, by avoidance.
of man. ‘Jesus calls himname. Not come to destroy.
many men’s lives during his

ministry, but destroyed none.

7o save.

See ch. 19: 10. Went to another village.
“When a'stream of opposition is strong,
it is wisdom to get out of the way of it,
rather than to contend with it.”— Henry.
57. Qertain man.
This man was a
volunteer, but had not counted the cost
-of following Christ, If he was influenced
by hope of gain, Christ's reply was such
~as to open his eyes.
J will follow thee.

Meaning

to follow

as a disciple and adhere to him as a master.

«

working.
service is

the best cure for earthly sorrow.
filial love was

« PISHING”-FOR MEN.

not wrong, but just now

‘Christ's followers

must be tested.

dows of heaven to be moved iy'the hands
of our
faith! Oh, let us ponder the solemn
yet joyous truth that it is ours to say on
which side of Heaven's windows—the inside or the outside—God’s blessing shall

Communications.

His
' --

He saidto another.

«calls one to follow him,

Jesus

but

now

is put oft

‘with. what would seemto be a reasona‘ble-excuse. At other times it would halve

‘been, but now matters of greater imporemanded astention,
a

not successful.

God does not always

let

comparative

us realize the good we do, or rather the
good he does through our feeble efforts.
‘ Cast thy bread upon the waters, and
thou shalt find it after bp
days.” Ye
have need of patience.
. The (Christian

want, yet, in dvuniant re~

spectability ‘and honor, and her children
rise up and call her blessed and go out

into the world to make it better.
How

was this done under such discour-

BY GAINSBORO.
aging circumstances? The great heart of
stay!
61. Here is another volunteer who
often needs to exercise patience in nth: in-.| A3od beat with tenderest sympathy formettle ems
effete opm——
modifies his profession with a reservaAll Christians need, and many weltercourse with others. ‘Men are not all, her, ahd the benedictions of all good
tion.
He was not fully set on serving come, all the helps, and hints, that can
‘ THE DOOR INTO THE CHURCH.”
right. yet. There are some wicked, un- souls rested upon her. Though she selChrist.
»
be gotten, in the work of saving men.
BY REV. D. POWELL.
reasonable men still in the world. Pa- dom received the grasp of the hand from
62. The Saviour’s reply taught him
While too many of the professed foltience
‘is often severely tried by them. tried friends, yet more potent than tangithat in his service there must be no divid- lowersof our’ Lord have broken their:
In the Stur of Feb. 9 appeared an artied affections. It was not spoken to repel, vows to ‘watch’ with ‘him, and are cle under the above heading in answer to But even good men, sincere Christians, ble e ression, was the inborn witness of from their hasty’ ae
a say or do that univer 1 sympathy.
but to lead him to deeper searchings of
In her solitude
sleeping, criminally, at their posts, oth-| ‘the following questions :—
“|
which
is
exceedingly
provoking,
eensure and with her tears, the skies smiled with heart. Tn the use of the Eastern’plow it |
1.
‘* What relation has Christian bapers there dre who long for the salvation
and find fault without cause. We. are ‘mingled showers, and the rainbow kissed
was necessary to give the Striotest attentism to an introduction into the Christian
of souls, buf, for one reason and another,
hurt and have need of “patience, and to her meadow-land, . and the birds sang
tion to the work.
;
1
‘do not engage directly, and actively, in church?”
| letit have its perfect work. But no class, special lullabys to her children, and the
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
2. May it, in any sense, be regarded
the work.
re
of Christians, have greater need of pa- trees sacrificed their lives to save "them
I. The Samaritan villagers probably
No doubt one of the greatest « lions" as the door into the church?”
tience than 1ninisters of Jesus Christ. from the wintry blasts.
knew something about Jesus, and delib- in their. way is the impression that the unThe same questions have been put to
They are exposed.to all the temptations
The Lord upholdeth his children with
‘erately rejected him, thus missing great converted will not receive kindly the per- us and an answer requested. We will
and trials common to Christfths, but more
his
hand. And the approval of right
blessing and incurring great guilt.
sonal efforts of Christians ip their behalf. aim to give as clear and direct an answer
and greater that are peculiar to their call: action, whether expressed by sympathy,
II. "Christ's followers should
ever A recent contribution to the Star by ‘J. as we can.
=
ing. They know that their success depends or otherwise, is the hand of God upholdwatch over their ¢¢ spirit,” for they may F.,” is worthy of being re-read, and more"
The questions, evidently, refer to the
very much, under God, upon the hearty
that hand: never tires.
even do good in a wrong way.
than once. Every such fact as he men- congregated body of believers in their co-operation of their brethren and sisters ; ing the soul,—andea
III. Trifling things sometimes hinder tions, calculated to disabuse the notions. society forms!
# What
relation has
but often find them so backward that they
PROGRESSIV I FRIENDS,
men fronreoming to Christ.
:
of Christians on this subject, is worthy of Christian baptism to an introduction into
feel that their labor is all in vain..
t 7 BY REV. I. whTTCHER.
IV. ¢ Preaching the kingdom of God,” study and remembrance. We can not the Christian church,” ‘or, into the body of
Often their small salary is kept back,
in one way or another, relieves from sor- ‘have too many of them.: And, O how professed believers in Christ? The quesWhile
visiting in-Cass Co: “+ Mieh., a
and they find it impossible to meet their
SOW.
often we are surprised at the statements tions have no reference as to how we befew
weeks
since, at Vandalia, I fotind a
expenses as they péss'@long, and conseV. Acceptable service to Christ must of men, after their conversion, touching come numbered meng | the saved or how
=
¢
quently are embarrassed; and then the new style of these people.
be whole-hearted.
this matter!
A student friend of ours in’ we become Christians; * but how we be- frequent change, and many other soureThey
have
a
church
built
of
brick
like
En,
EE,
A E
Harvard College, some years ago, told come formally united with the body or
other churches, in a very neat gothic
es
of
embarrassment
dishearten
them.
GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTEeongregations
who
profess ‘faith .in.
us of the conversion of a fellow-student,
Brethren ¢ Ye have need of patience, that style, with a steeple, frescoed and seated
MAKERS.
*
known as one of the ¢ hardest boys” in Christ. Christ is the door of our accept“that
after ye have done the will of God, very neatly, as other churches, with car(From Monday Club Sermons.)
by
the college, and, as such, one of the most ance with God—the doer or.way
ye
might
receive the promise.” Then pets, rostrum and pulpit like others; and
On his way to the boat the first person hopeless. After his conversion, he told which we come to God.
We become
I
again,
if
there
be no revival, if the house even an organ and a choir of singers.
described in the text accosted him with his one of the Christians there that at any Christians through. Christ; we formally
is not filled up, or if an old debt is not was invited to preach in their church;
proffer of service and loyalty. Hs repre- time in the previous two years he would. put on Christ in baptism; and by this
paid, why, then, many think we must and not a man or woman was dressed in
sented for all time.
have welcomed personal, Christian * la- formal act, we unite ourselves in a ritual | have a change in the pulpit, we must Quaker style.
The minister was en-.
I. The wuncalculating follower. He bor” with himself!
Professor Phelps, of ordinance to the body of believers in
gaged in a revival protracted meeting
have
a
man
that
will
draw
in
the
multiwas a copyist, if not an expounder of the Andover, has just given to The Congrega- Christ. By baptism we are said ** to. put
and was seeing sinners converted to God.
law. The best places at feasts, and chief tionalist an incident in the life of his own on the Lord Jesus Christ”—* to be plant- tude, and draw out their money, and then
we shall prosper. So the faithful, over- ‘* Surely the world moves.”
seats in synagogues were for him.
father, who was a minister. ‘One of ed together.” That which inducts or forBE. gm
worked
minister must go, and seek his
Feeling the sway of the crowd Christ- the wealthiest men in his parish was be- mally admits us into the congregation of
bread
in
another
field
of
labor.
He
SABBATH
QUIET.
ward, he is suddenly in the road making lieved to be unapproachable on the sub- believers is the door into the church. Me
might
engage
in
business,
and
lay
up
One
of
our
city
regiments
and a Massa
his wholesale offer, ¢¢ Whithersoever thou ject of religion. The pastor, not daunt- who refuses to be baptized, virtnally regoest I will follow thee.”
How little did ed by this report, called upon him, fol- fuses formally twacknowledge himself a money but he dare notdo it. God has chusetts company arrived in N. Y. from
Permishe comprehend what was involved in lowed him into his magnificent garden, Christian. A foreign born resident in called him to the ministry, and he en- Washington on Sunday noon.
that! Only one word could sober him and after discussing the fruits of the sea- the United States may perform all the tered it as his life work, and he dare .not sion was asked in advance from Police
whovas carelessly hoping for all things son till his host seemed to be in good hu- duties ofa citizen and in heart and pur- leave it: Ye have need of patience, etc. Superintendent Walling to. parade up
here. Jesus spoke it plainly. ‘I have mor, he sat down with him on a bench in | pose be a citizen; yet, formally and visi- Age creeps upon the minister, as it does Broadway "to the regimental armory,
nothing here,—not so much as the beasts the arbor, and told him his errand. The bly he is not a citizen, until he takes the upon others, and though he may have with music. The Superintendent promptand thé\birds. What bountiful nature old man drew himself up, and said, in oath of allegiance. The; oath of alle- been successful as a minister, and retain ly returned answer that the law imperaphysical and mental vigor, heis * get- tively forbade such processions on Sungrants them she denies me. No place of hackneyed pride: ¢ Sir, my religion lies giance is ‘not that which in fact constiting
old,” and like ‘‘ the poor Chinee" he day, and that it must be obeyed; and
safety, no promise of food or rest or ‘between me and my God.
When I feel tutes him a citizen, but is that law remust
““ go.” Brethren, ye have need of forthwith took measures to enforce jts
friends,—nothing but a relentless pursu- the need of other aid, I will send for quirement which recognizes him as a citing which hurries me out-of the world,— you.” The pastor grasped his hand and izen. His desire and purpose constitute patience. God will set it all right by and obedience. Of course the officers mn com- /
mand, like good citizens, cheerfully subby. * What can’t be cured must be endurthat is _Whithersoever Igo.”
replied: ¢ My friend, you and I may both citizenship, the oath is the law proof of
mitted. It is a good law which the exed.”
Paul
said
to
Timothy,
‘
Endure
"Another worldy character, whose feat- be in eternity long before that time. I the fact—the formal and law admission
ures are familiar, now comes out into the can not afford to wait, if you can.’ In to citizenship. The word door, in its hardness as a good soldier of Jesus perience of former years shows to be
shining light, and we learn how Christ re- three mihutes the sinner of sixty was metaphorical sense, denotes that which Christ.” Tim, "2: 3, and 4Peter says: necessary to the public peace and quiet of
We heartily commend the
garded him. We turn to look at II. Z%e weeping like-a child. He confessed that gives admission, means of entrance; ¢ And when the chief shepird shall ap- Sunday.
delaying follower. Jesus specially called for weeks he had been contending with hence, in this sense, we may term the pear, ye shall receive a crown of glory Jidelity of Superintendent Walling in
this man: He
heard and heeded, and the Spirit of God. »
oath of allegiance the door to citizenship. that fadeth not away.” 1 Peter5: 4. maintaining it.—N. Y. Observer.
Te
promised to go; but—jfirst. He did seem
Baptism being the proper and formal act “Ye shill reap in due time if ye
Let us never forget the tremendous infaint
nol.”
But
ye
have
need
of
Patience.
to bave the best of reasons for waiting.
DOES
DEATH
END ALL? .
by which we put on Christ—profess
terest that Heaven has in the welfare of
We can not think that all the thought
A loved and honored father lay dead,
Christ and assume allegiance to him, is
men’s souls!
The Spirit of God is in the
and song and love of our worldare lost
What more imperative, and yet more
truly and properly the condition of
THE SYMPATHY
IY oF THE SOUL.
world, and will be to the end, working
in death. There is something within us
helpless than the lifeless body? This
membership in the Christian church.
In
BY REV. B. A.
A. SHERWOOD.
with all his mighty power in the hearts
that bids wus hope, that bids us believe.
chosen soul urged a plea that nene disthis sense, ‘baptism is the door.into the
of men. If he did not go before us to
This is liable to be overlooked in its But the question arises, Do we know the
pute. This was a critical case. It was
church—not the door into Christ, but the
prepare the way of our coming to sinful
not a rude but'a ringing answer: < Let
formal act by which we identify and deeper and purer manifestations. Accus-. future at all ? Do we know that we shall
men, well might we despair!
the dead bury their dead.” Jesus is mot
place ourselves among the followers of tomed to look upon the outward and tran- exist after death ? I will say not that,
‘There is a ¢¢ help” in the way of a book Christ. In this sense, baptism is the sient, we lose sightof the inward and per- critically speaking, we do know anything
careful to distinguish meanings when th
manent. Sights and sounds hold us spell- about it, and yet, in the sense of being
that
we greatly, desire to commend to the door into the church.
hearer cannot help understanding. The
assured of the fact, 1 certainly think we
dead are to him alike, whether in sins or readers of the Star, viz., the *‘ Life of "The mode of baptism by which we for- bound, while silent and hidden forces are
in person.
The living must care for the. Uncle John Vassar,” published by the mally put on Christ is np part of the forgotten, or else lie all undiscovered. -} may know. The unseen world is not
We can no more doubt that man is wholly unknown. The ships may seem
living. Thus the bringer of excuses, who American Tract Society. It ought to be question, but we remark : Ifthere be any
created a sympathetic being than that he to sail one way, but in reality
dares put chief duties second, gets his used as a text book, in the divine study mode indicated in, the Scriptur®, that
they do not.
of fishing for men. If you, dear reader, mode alone is bapti}
merited rebuke.
If Christ,.either is created a social being. Neither in the Jesus Christ came out from that unseen
The Master does’ not stop to argue. He feel unable to pay its price, one dollar, by command or “éxample has indicated one case or in the other is it good that he world; came as an ancient spirit, a reashould be alone.
Circumstances may de- son, a
logos, that antedated the days of
next shows us, IIL. The half-hearted fol- get four or five of your neighbors to the mode of baptism, that is just what he
prive
us
of
frequent
and friendly associa~ | Abraham —that
“
club”
with
you
in
buying
it.
You
can
lower. Here is a volunteer. ‘I will
measured back into the:
intends we should do. To make any
follow thee—duz.” What fearful pos- hardly make a better investment for L change is an assumption which does not tion, they may even be the occasion of years of God. He dwelt on earth, He
sibilities are wrapped up in that one inno- yourself and Christian friends, and surely belong to man. That any and every permanent isolation from society; and in told of the future. He went back into
‘cent little word!
It has the power of the no Sunday-school library ought to be form of applying water is baptism, is too like manner separation may prevent the that deep unseen where are the mansions
expression of sympathy by another so as of our Father's house.
keys of the kingdom of heaven. There without it.
He brought life
glaringly fallacious to need comment.
to be recognized by ourselves or by any- and immortality to light.
This
book
emphasizes
both
the
great
is need that the field be made ready for
* * = » »
That the mode should be expressive and
the seed. The light Oriental plough, a fact that our work with the unsaved must uniform, is the dictate of reason and the one who shall understand its déep signifi- Sometimes the brooks and the streams by
cation ; but, though silent and unseen, which we live seem to mock us, and
frail though clumsy. implement, is easily be ¢‘a hand-to-hand” one with the indi- plain teaching of the Word of God.
to say
this we do know, the divine principle, that ** mep may come and men may go but
vidual,
and
(as
Rev.
Dr.
Gordon,
in
a
overturned. A wandering eye insures a
En
Ce
sympathy, is inbornin our race, and to the we go on forever.” Yes, laughing brooks,
rambling furrow. God's course is ever capital«introduction, well says,) ¢¢ the imtried yet honest, faithful soul, this fact you go on forever—matter may be
PATIENCE.
=
in straight lines. ‘So must that of his ser- portance of the method of direct and imeternal
|
affords
meat that the world knows not of. —and we, too, go on foreverfor
mediate
approach
in
dealing
with
souls
vants be. Their gaze must be fixed on
, hope and
BY REV. D. WATERMAN.
From deep conviction of duty a nian love can never die. "It doth not yet apthat which is before, and they will then as the first and almost the highest condibecomes
author of a book on religious pear what we shall be but when Christ
Paul,
writing
to
the
Hebrews,
says:
push right for it. What lies behind is tion of success in the work.”
science.
Indefatigably he toils, like shall appear we shall be like him, for
‘For
ye
have
need
of
patience,
that
after
better forsaken, whether sin or service.
Let us give one incident in the life of
We can not follow both Christ and the this man of God, so * mighty in the ye have done the will of God, ye might Bishop Butler, for twenty. years, and then we shull sed him as ho is.— Bap, WeekHeb. 10: 86. ventures to publish his book and this ly.. world. At this useless experiment many Scriptures, so *¢ full of faith, and the Ho- receive the promise.”
James
says:
‘‘
But
let
patience
have her at 4 time when materialism stands at
seem to be set. They long to return, but ly Ghost.” He was doing revival work,
perfect
work,
that
ye
may
be
perfect
and high water-mark and when orthodoxy to
CHRISVIAN ‘Wivss. — « She was
very
dare not wholly break with their vow.
in a certain place, which was greatly
We know no more of these three who blessed. On the last evening of his stay entire, wanting nothing.” James1: 4. many seems almost inundated. The re- pretty. and charming, but I chose the
came 80 near the Christ. They are there, as he was going to the place of These, and various other texts of Seript- ligious world is all in commotion. Irresis- Christian girl for my wife,” said a genbefore us long enough to teach their les- worship, he was hailed by a ‘loud- ure, show the importance of this grace. tible as a tidal- -wave, this author's formu- tleman- the other day. And he chose
lated theories push themselves outward
wisely. Heatkendom is just mow conson, which every life, good or bad, has mouthed and low-mouthed scoffer,” one Webster defines iL: ‘ Suffering affliction,
into
the regions beyond.
pain,
toil,
calamity,
provocation,
or
othfirming the wisdom of such choices. Says
for them that see it. Failure and success, of a group of men standing on the steps
+ Would-be philosophers see the hope of a letter from Ceylon: ‘It is a noticeable
er evil, with a calm, unruffled temper.”
obedience and refusal, should but, enforce of a store.
Beckoning to ** Uncle John,”
the same truth. ‘ For whosoever will (as he was, and is, affectionately called,)’ .| Jesus includes all this in his remark: |. their gain cut off, and their superstruct- fact that when Cbristian women are marsave his life shall lose it, but whosoever he called out: ** Captain, I want to speak “In your patience possess ye your ures falling, and bitter invectives are ried to heathen husbands, generally the
ifluence
in the household is Christian.
shall lose his life for my sake and the to you.” When * Uncle John" found he souls.” Luke 21: 19. Every Christiun, mercilessly, yet harmlessly, heaped upon
gospel’s the same chall save it.”—Rev. was wanted, he went at once to the finds in his or her experience repeated in- the author's head. How can he endure The chiidren receive 8 Christian training
stances that call for the exércise of pa- such martyrdom? and why do this, when and grow up as Christians. Whereas a
DeWitt 8. Clark.
crowd. The first remark of the blatant
tience. The evils to which the Christian self-preservation is the first law of nat- Christian man takes a heathen wife, he
“ bully” to** Uncle John” was, that if he.
is exposed are too nurherous to be named ure? There is but one answer. Knowing usually loses his Christian character, and
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
did not leave town within twenty-four

Mrs.C. Wicke, of Humbolt, Iowa, has

been identified with Sunday-school

since 1820.

work

Too feeble now to attend

church on the Sabbath, she yet gathers
the little ones of her neighborheod in the

aftérnoon at her home, and teaches them
the lesson for the day. A year or two
ago she passed a normal class examina.
tion at Clear Lake for the sake’ of the ex-

hours, he would thrash him.

Taking the

fellow by the hand,
* Uncle John”
‘““ plead and prayed with him, till he was
subdued to perfect silence.” Now mark

the result.

Several

meeting that night

wept

over

to the

*‘for the first time,

declaring if they had any moral influence
they wanted to cast it on that side.”
“ Among these who sought to express

08. Hath-ne where t0 lay his head. Had ample to her grandchildren, She is ¢% | their
opinion of this transaction was the |
no home on earth.
Could offer no. godd illustration of the fact that thoko |
postmaster of the village, and another |
‘worldly advantage. The reply is won- who once get thorughly iin love with the
prominent citizen, both of whom were
‘derfully pathetic, and ‘ought to move work, always love it.
~By the will of converted ; and another ‘who had previeven a thoughtless beart.
the late Joseph F. Armour, of Ghicago, ously led a reckless life, in relating bis

59.

Ba

in one short article, but let me notice a

he is right, it is enough.

few

man does not crave sympathy. He knows

particulars

called for,

Ir.

in which
With

this grace

himself.

It is

is
the

Not that such a

he shall have this as soon

as the storm is

purpose of every Christian to lead a truly

over, and

Chrisiian life. But in his experience, he
finds appetites, passions, and propensities so strong, that he is often led away
from his holiest purposes. He ‘resolves

time to ** right itself,” and

to do better, and soon those. vows forgets,

give light and heat in his shining.

and then those very
is especially true
pulsive natures.
overtaken it a fault

vows repeats. This’
of ardent and imBeing so frequently
they are tempted to

doubt the reality of their religious experience, or to conclude that. it is’no use

$100,000 was left for the establishment of experience, said that his conviction of sin
try to live
an unsectarian mission church and school started when he heard Uncle John su at- up tbe
in some thickly settled district of the city. tacked.* That exhibition .of depravity
Not more than $60,000-is to be expended
[in real estate and buildings, and the rest convinced him of the ‘ exceeding sinful
is Jo be juvested for income. We hope ness of sin,’on op
‘| have dope

a: Christianlife; and

rage.

But God

to

so give

has promised to

‘the victory if faithful,
But
ed of patience, that after ye
he will; wi-Gud, that. yo

the sympathy,

of the soul

has

like Galileo,

he is willing to wait even’ in prison.
Sympathy

the side of heathenisw.”

A widow is in want.

She

lives

far

from city or village or the highway which

thither.

Her husband

was

sud-

The

need

and

influence of the household the world
over can hardl y be overestimated. —Congrequiongtist.

is as sure to” extend the hand

of helpfulness to such, as the sun ig to

leads

the influences of the household ‘are . on

» GEMS,

* There is no suffering

to a sensitive

nature like that which comes from doubt.
Jove's secret is to be always doing
things for God, and not to Hind because
they are such very little ones.

denly removed by death and a large
Never fear to bring the sablimest mofamily of helpless ones are left to
her
sole care. Her neighbors. are fow#and tive to the smallest duty, and the’ most.
widely sepurated in that sparsely settled infinite comfort to the smallest trouble.
region. . Early and late she applies herGod's mercies frequently surpass our
self to her task

with

womanly

heroism.

Indoors and out she stands at the Helm to

seer h

fast vrai cleae—ot-mor

expectattons : his

meroy is jgreay unto

the heavens’

a

1

ihn exp, [

pirinuntly
-dend OE
teratly- :
dead. “Those who will not follow Cbrist | Six little girls in the “‘Sunday- ebaol

at
Waulballa, gis ., raised thirty - dollars
last year for ok
Missipns—a much

may well enough attend to secular affairs,
There are always enough to attend to larger sum'than is raised bythe average
funeral, weddings

and social = dutjes.

Association eBapl,

Teacher.

ay

Gods

invitation

*“ challenge?)

(shall

to ** prove”

him

we

‘say

as. did

this grand man! He is yet *“ the Lord of
Hosts.” His hands are yet on the win-

grace is sufficient for thee”. ‘with toil and her face wrinkled by ianxiery
2 Cor. 12: 9.

Christians often pray. and

labor, and see no. fruit

immediately

pear, and wouder why their prayers
not heard, or their efforts to do good

ap-

are
are

and exposure, Though life “is: a grand
struggle for bread, yet’ to her’ children

she is a faithful teacher anda worthy lawgiver. Thus she rears her haily in

to take him through the, dread
d
. to-morrow. If you are Christ's you, have no

ight to. worry.

You ean trust him in the

shallow, quiet river,as well

SERRE

as

:

in the

:

Wk

~~

~
She

fi

days spent here were very pleasant and
we humbly trust not spent in vain.—O.

AN.
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERM

> roe

THE DARK PLACES QF THE EARTH.

Au

Mr.

“No. 1.

t® OvloobaThe canal from Midnapgre

ria, fifty miles distant, affords an easy
popuopportunity of visiting & large and

Wm.

Anderson,

a Pres.

to do, is, to protect the innocent

Scotch

the
nal, a large and dgurishiog village,

of canal and
residence of quite a number

slaves to serve them in'the future world.

for a minute or too, and then

In an article he penned

word, that no more

for the Monthly

Here we spent a fort- Record, referring to this horrid custom,

ef
preacher, is becoming more and more
comis
‘It
work.
of
ficientin this kind

paratively

peculiar

requires

new ‘and

BON

Am,

A

el

said,

¢ Mr.

man

for

TNuke-

die

shook

hands

by the pleasant and, many of them, kind-

Egbo’'law

ly wen with whom he was

human sacriffces on thedeath of any person in all time coming.”

having

daily

was

proclaimed,

For example,” we began with a small twelve-page scholars’ quarterly at 9¢
un year; the same is now 32 pages, each page nearly double the first size, better paper and matter.
yet price the
same.
In gnality we are not surpassed. We employed
170 writers ; during the past year, besi des soy
seven editors,

| Be. Library Boo ks.
VEGETABLE

prohibiting

Y

Ninety-three library books now issued.
First fifty-two are reprints of the
books
written. Original price, from best
60 cts. to

"$2.15, the whole 52 originally costing $57.45. Volumes above No. 52 arewritten expressly for us. Fach
book
printed witheut abridgment, in large, clear type. on good paper, bound in pamphlet form, wire-stitched, and put
up in a neatly engraved cover—a diff
t style fe
ke" Far better
:
an
ree times as long.
1
ng carefull
. ected beforehand, saves selection;
being humbered, and containing di esoriptive ca talogue of the Whole.
saves numbety, catalogues and labor. = A new book coming each week replenishes the library. with little trouble:
or expense. PRICES, postpaid:—5 or more books, 6 cents each; 10 or mare, 5% cents each;
Or more, 5% cents
each ; 30 or more. 53 cents each; 50 or more, 5 cents each ; 100 ¢r more,4% cents each ; 200 or more. 4% cents each.
‘Bo#ks handsomely printed on good paper, in strong.
durable cover; prices averaging one-fifth what other’
publishers ask.
a
:

the ordinary: being ght and BexbIL, and: wiceotisbed.
oii let

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

very

cordially, and bidding him good night,
thanked God and took courage. . . Ten
days after that night's interview, a strong

:

TE

nt. Thereis quite ap
copies of a publication at c., as 5,000 at 25c., or 500 at 1, and we arequite con
tented to make prices on the basis.ofof ciréulation.
Tt is scarcely four years £iti¢é we begah
fi!
sehool Requisites on this plan; we then issued two: publications, we ave now 36, besides Ea Tuiishing Senday
=
58ong
books &c.. &c. Sales last year aggregated over twenty-six million copies, There is not one of our books,
publications
but what since first issue has been either dropped in price or jncreased in size and quality, or both, beside expense of adding new publications.

and my

with him

‘Revolution Sunday-Schdel Requisites.
"ENORMOUS SAVINGTO SCHOOLS.
“It costs little, comparatively, for copies of any publicati
when on‘
opceall ready to
much money in selling 100,000

the

Town this night.”
=
Anderson, “I saw he was in

wholesale murder perpetrated according
to the laws and custoins of the country,

pative

our

Jacob,

sick.

and

Anderson, I give you my hand

sikier
he said that scarcely a week passed with- | Said Mr.
night visiting from house to house, talkout
bringing its barrewing tale of some earnest, so
and
wayside,
the
by
ing with the people
visiting the

MRS.OFLYDIA
E. PINKH
LYNN, MASS,

helpless from being murdered or oppressed. . . . . I want you to take no
gun and sword and go fight with—; but
if, as king for town, you send him’ very
was the cruel custom there," 8s in many strong word to show him that-he do very
other countries of that darkest of the con- bad things already, and he must stop that
tinents, at the death of their kings and ‘bad, bad fashion, I feel sure he will do as
chiefs, to sacrifice more or lessof their youl say.” The king was very thoughtful

took us to
places. Our first boat trip
of the caplace
Panchkura, the half-way

officials.

d

so?” ‘ Yes.” ¢ Well,
myselfsay.” God make
town, and God wants
work for him. Now
gives kings and queens

missionary, was the only white man in
Duke-Town territory, Calabar, Africa. It

important

several

with

them it be God do
that is just what I
you king for this:
you to do king’s
one big work, God

i R. BACHELER.

NTRY WOR: K IN
NTS OF 0OU
th od

lous district
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‘The Positive Cure

THE INTERNATIONAL LESSON HyYmNAT for 1881.

For all Female Coniplaints.
THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
. ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS

AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND ~~
STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE IS radical and ens
tire. Itstrengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC REGION; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS SY &TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.

thasek fon Sunday-schoo! Mbrary ee

original lesson hymns on each Jesson. of the

year

Eight opening and Slosing Qisoos.
Thirty-two old standard hymns. Pieces set to choice new music, and =
arranged to sing at sig ht (without rehearsal) by old and new tune combination.
PrimARY
Songs.
Word
edition, 70 choice gon,
selected from over 300 choice pieces; set in _very large type and illustrated.
Over:
Qinety thousand
al
1
sold. PrRAYER-MEETING SONGS.
Yor prayer-meetings,
revivals, Songregational
ng, etc. Old and new tune combination, enabling the meeting to sing most of the pieces at sight.
EMPERANCE SONGS. For gospel temperance meetings, etc.
Eighty standard
pieces and new selections. P
25 or more copies at 5 cts. each, postage extra if by mail). Sample Copy, postpaid. 10 cents,
RIcEE,
Fifteen different publications. .
Four monthlies, at 5c, a year
cach, with more and better
matter than that of papers costing 12 to 18c., published by others,
ne infant class weekly, at 6c. a year (noth-:
ing else of the kind for less tha n 18c.. and most ask 24 to 40c. .a year). One immense main school weekly,
ve times the matter of the avernze 8, 8. paper, costing 30¢c, a year, others ask not less than 50c. , Specimens free.
Such helps as will secure the best ossible results from
the study of the lesson. A special tedchers’ help and schol&
of
Bid
ny help in five different grades. Credit for lesson preparaon, 8 system somewhat on
the
day-school. plan,
The song service of the school, utilized in the interes
the {essons, by the introduction of purely Li songs written expressly for us, and growing out of Shes, of
sons. The whole series in perfect keeping. Lesson hymns are arranged to sing at sight (without rehearsal) by
the introduction of old and new tune combination.
01d hymns also added. Saves cost of Song books. Scholars’ helps with music and all, cost but from 4}4 cents to 11 cents a year.
Teachers’ helps from 18 cents to 30cents a year. Samples, complete catalogue, etc., free.

Sunday=-Schoo

intercourse.
He said his ‘‘ blood was
tact, but our preachers are working into
Who dare say Missions are.doing no
often
boiling
and
his brain on fire,” and good?
us
brings
effort
If the heathen nations of Africa
it gradually. Personal
he fréquently took occasion to preach on and Asia bad been blessed with the gosmuch more in sympathy with the people
ba
“the sacredness of human life. Archibong pel, they would not now be cursed by
It will, at all times and under all circum.
than preaching to the crowds in the basuch
horrid
customs
and
cruel
superstistances, actin harmony with the laws that
III. was king of the land. One
day
:
i
govern the female system.
foto Z4rSs.
when he and the chief men of the town tions. . Reader, thank God that your lot
Forthecure of Kidney Complaints of either
to
us
brought
boat
the
in
night
is cast in a land of Bibles and Sabbaths,
. Another
sex,
this
Compound
is
unsarpassed.
were present, the missionary preached and henceforth work to send these priceLy
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Ooloobaria, where the canal connects
on the resurrection and the judgment less blessings to the benighted millions of is prepared atthe proprietorsiaboratory.
miles
seventeen
with the Hoogly river,
No,
233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,
day. He assured them that every butch- heathendom.—M. M. H. HiLvLs.
Book of 160 pager, church music size.
below Calcutta, This is the commencePrice,
$1.
Six Bottles to one address, $5.
Choicest
pieces, ablest writers, costs
°
ered wife, and slave, and
twin-child
but $3.00 per dozen copies,
age extra.)
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers allletters of inquiry.
ment of the thoroughfare to Orissa, the
The ordinary anthem books cost from $12.00 to $18.00 per doz.
This
is
a
new
invasion. 'Bpéfimen copy,
Send
for
gmonlety,
Address
as
above,
MISSION
WORK
IN
OSWEGO.
would
hear
the
last
trumpet,
as
well
as
35
cts,
Write
for
catalogue,
and
name
postpaid,
his
paper.
Add
ress—
place
enterprising
No fami should be without
Lydia E. Pinkham’
most conspicuous and
I thought perkaps it might prove a LIVER PILLS. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
DAVID C. COOK, Publisher, Office, 137 Madison St., Chicago.
on the banksof the river between Calcut-- every free man and every free woman,and
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.
2) cts. per box.
stand face.to face with their murderers. matter of interest to your many readers
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents
ta and the sea.
Sold by Druggists.
The large bazar crowded with people This was too much to bear, and the free to learn what the women in Oswego (N.
Y.)
Quarterly
Meeting
are
doing
for
the
men,
headed
by
the
king,
audibly
exthe
when
tide,
-ebb
the
of
at the close
pressed their displeasure, jumped up, Foreign Mission. Our Quarterly Meeting
The Morning
Star.
fleet of boats from Calcutta discharges its
is a large religious paperof eight pages, in it
and went off, leaving him almost alone, organization consists of one hundred and
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
fifty-third
volume.
It is able, literary and pre
living freight, affords us good congregaYork. This schoel was never in better condi- gressive.
All
communications, should be adtwenty-six members.
We have Auxilia-tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc- dressed to Dover, N. H.
tions of attentive listeners. We. have the slaves. not daring to remain after
;
tion. No primary instruction. With three careries at Phoenix,
Secriba, and Gilbert's
Terms ;—$2.00 ger Jean; if paid strictly
“made this a place of annual giifation fof their masters had gone.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
in advance;
$2.20
if
paid
within
the
In preaching on another occasion on Mills, and hope that; we may organize
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue.
.. some years, and so meef: with old ac:
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.
address the Principal.
g
zn
the
sacredness
of
human
life,
he
said:
another
during
the
present
quarter.
Postage
is
paid
by
the
publisher.
:
|
>
Irvine
B
Surra.
us.
quaintances who seem glad to see
The Little Star and Myrtle
. A FRUIT REMEDY AND SURE
AINE CENT
INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
have been able to be of service to some « Suppose King Archibong, you order a Within the last three quarters we have
IVA
Maine.
CollegeXPreparatory,
Normal,
Classi
Cure
for
CONSTIPATION,
weeks,
on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrate
very
fine
house
from
England,
much
finer
received
and
forwarded
$58.70,
and
have
from time to time in the medical line,
cal, Scientific courses. of Tor
both sexes. Both papers are of- tie same size, bul the LITTLE
:
BILIOUSNESS,
Full
board
of
teachers.
Expenses
low.
than
you
ever
see
in
Calabar.
It
cost
forty
subscribers
to
the
Missionary
Helper.
appreciSa
is
for
4h-oldeér’class
of readers than the
fully
and this service I- find is
YRTLE. .t
*
‘Winter terms commences Nov. 1, 1#80, and Jan.
plenty
money,
man
no
fit
to
count-fine
.
Our
meetings
are
well
attended,
and;
the
AND
LIVER
TROUBLES.
Term#: single copy, each, 385 cents,
ated.
24,181;
Spring term, April 11, 1881; Summer
medication is ENTIRELY VEGETABLE an{ - term, June 16, 1881.
Packages of ten or more to one ad:
fine interest seems to be steadily increasing.
We determined to make visiting from doors; fine windows, fine floor,
BRALTTUL. - Pleasant to thotaste, certain in their
dress, each,
«25 cents
Aa
For,
Catalogue
address
K.
Bachelder,
A.
action
WITHOUT
GRIPING
They
take
the
place
stairs,
fine
reoms—and
all
kinds
of
fine
Payment
always
in
advance,
discontinued
when
We
are
sorry
to
lose
two
of
our
most
effihouse to house in the morning and
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
of the nauseating doses, given
for the above complaints,
time expires, and no commission allowed on monPittefield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880. =
soient worker, Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, . They are the best aperient for children as well&&
preaching in the bazar in the evening our furniture come with it, tables, ey sent.
an
adults. Alldruggistssell
them. Price §0 cents per jab"
Sample copies sent free.
t we realize that our loss will prove a.
plan of work here. It would be difficult fas, mirrors, pictures, and all fine “things,
ROCHEST
R SEMINARY.
Fall Term of 12 8. 8. Quarterly.
weeks
1
commence
September
7.
Full
You clear gain to the people of Lansing, and
. . This Magazine of32 pages, contains the Interto gather a company in the morning, it past all that ever came to Calabar.
HALLS
board of teachers and course of study. Students national lessons for three months, .ictionary,
that, king?”
* Yes, I we have the assurance that they will be
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business maps and various other helps. Itis jntended. Te
is so cold just now and those who are not can suppose
Vegetable Sicilian
course
complete and
practical.
Admits both be equal to the best.
compelled to be doing something else us- saby.” * Well, now take your best-loved strong advocates of the missionary cause,
sexes. Secures good influences. For further inTERMS : 20 cents per copy in packages for the
formation
address
the
Principal
or
A.J.
Russell, year, or 25 cents to single subscribers. 6 cents for
ually spend the first hour or two of the wife, Afiong, and put her in it and say: though among another people; and ~ we
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
one copy.
-merning sitting in the sun to keep warm. Afiong, that be your house; I put you in trust in those who will fill their place in
This standard article is compounded with the
Lesson Papers
A
W HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampof the International Series, for both ‘adults
care.
So they are usually at home and always possession of it; no man or woman fit to the church that we, as a society, shall = greatest
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D. and children, are priited monthly. at the rate of
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular 100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
takeit from you. Afiongliveinthathouse also find an able support. Oar last meet- e ver.
ready to talk.
couisesof study fof both sexes. Connected with in advance. Discontinued when time expires.
Xs restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
and
you
go
see
her
sometimes.
She
very
ing
was
held
at
Gilbert’s
Mills,
March
5.
the Institution 1s the best commercial college in Sample copies sent free.
As a portion of the bazar lies along the
;
color.
i
New England.
Telography a Specially,
Best
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
The Psalmody
river bank, and the main stream runs glad of such 8) house, and you glad to see The attendance was large and a good
teacher of Penmanship
the State.
EXpenses
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
is the denominational Hymn Book, exten.
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
close in shore, I found it pleasant to her happy. You understand that, king.” degree of interest was manifested.
Sheep, §t0; Morocof 10 weeks each. Fall Term Beping August 23, sively used. Large book, in
glands to théir normal vigor, preventing baldness,
co,
#90;
Morocco Gilt, 1,25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
1880.
Winter
Term
begins
Nov.
15,
1680.
Spring
spend my mornings mostly there, where “Yes, I saby.” ‘Now, king, suppose
The exercises consisted of choir sing- and making the hair grow thick and strong.
Postage
9
cents
each.
Small,
Morocco, 65 cts;
Term Begins Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term begins
As a dressing
nothing has been foun
80
et;
I could see the rush of steamers small some morning when you get up, some ing, Scripture reading, and prayer by Rev. fectual,
Apr. 18, 1881. Summer Terni tloses June 23.
d postage 4 cents.
or desirable.
P
Spiritual Songs.
for Catalogue to
=
and: great; some with ships in tow, on messenger come hastily and say, \Kin
S. Linderman,
recitations, dialogues, ge- .. Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of MassachuThis book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is:
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
setts, says of it: * I consider it the best preparaKing say,
What Tect reading, &c., also a very appropriate tion
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
their way to’and from Calcutta. One of very bad news live!
for its intended purposes.”
EBANON
ACADEMY-—Pupils
fitted
for
busi
the kind now befove
the public.
The abridged
my favorite stands was at a liquor shop news? Man say, I afraid to tell you. essay on benevolence, by Mrs. G. P.
_4 ness, sciémtific schools or the best colleges. edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
BUCRKINGHAM’S DYE,
MORIUS
ADAMS;
A.
B.,
Principal.
Fall
term
and
more
than
halt
of
the
tunes
found in the
where European spirits are sold. It was King say, tell me quick. Man say, Well Linderman, and one by Miss Libbie Cilbeging Aug. 31, 1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16, larger book, and is designed more ‘particularly
For the Whiskers.
1880.
For
further
particulars,
address
the
prinfor
the
vestry
and
social
worship,but
is often used
king,
some
bad
man
break
down
that
fine
a peat avd orderly place, and I usually
‘ley, subject, Benares, read by Mrs. C.
This elegant preparation may be relied on to
in churches.
cipal, or ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
change
the
color
of
the
beard
from
gray,
or
any
7.
Lebanon,
Me.
y
TERMS
;
$1,50
for
single
copy,
$1,20
for
the. supfound the best of people there. During my house you give to Afiong, smash doors, Hayes.
Upon the
resignation of the other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at disply of churches.
Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
repeated visits which were almost daily I windows, and furniture, and drive Afiong Treasurer, Mrs. A. E. Wilson, Mrs. G. P. cretion. It is easily applied, being in one preparaThe Racred JNMelody
I0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
tion; and quickly and effectually produces a perYou are vexed when you Linderman was elected to fill the vacancy.
is a small. book of 225 hymns and several
Co., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
never saw any spirits sold or drank. A away to bush.
manent color which will neither rub nor wash off.
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30
terms of ten weeks each.
.
conversation I had-4vith the proprietor hear that?” King exclaims, ‘“Yes,I vexed Elder Wilson, in behalf of the society,
cents; postage, 2 cents.
. The courses
of study are.
the
Normal,
MANUFACTURED BY
#Commercial,
College
Preparatory
and
two
College
The History of the Freewill Baptists
may throw some light on the liquor traf- “plenty.” "© Suppose you catch’ that bad made a very earnest plea for membership, R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H. courses, viz. : €lassical and Scientificcovers the first half century ot our existence,
BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN
Board, (including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
from 1780 t0 1830. It describes with censiderable
fio here: * How mugh do you sell by the man, what you do to him?” King cries, “I which resulted in the addition of nine to [\. 14
MEDICINE.
For further information appl ‘to A. A. MOULdetail, the early events of our denominational
TON, A.M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.
* From two to three hundred kill him quick!” ¢* There now,king, one our number. After the exercises, a colmonth?”
history.
$4.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
rupees’ worth.” ¢* Who drink so much?” thing in this world God loves better than lection was taken, amounting to $2 68.
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
give the rise and progress of this body
of
—For further information address the Pres“ Well, the babus mostly.” * But how is husband love wife, or parent love child.
After the benediction by Rev. G. P.
Christians in New-York, till the time of
thei
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULunion with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00,
That
thing
white
man
call
soul.
God's
LONTON,
D.
D.,
Lewiston,
Maine.
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it I never see any signs of their drinking,
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All
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
The Minutes of the General Conference
NY
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1.
ly
¢¢ Oh, they love to man’s soul led him to send his church at Redfield, June 4.—C. J. K. Sec.
and never see them drunk?”
are published in pamphlet form at the close
AST
ACADEMY.
The fall term begins of every
session, and the bound volumes embrac
Aug.
24,1880.
W.H.Judkins A. M., Princidon't drink like Europeans. They never only Son into this world to die to save
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
pak with competent assistant.
-Rooms for selfs
men’s
souls.
Now,
king,
God
knows
$1.00,
including
postage.
publicly, nor at their homes.
drink
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Book.
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They generally

night

a

make

party,

dispose of from one to a dozén bottles.

Ste |

WAR

a

AY

They drink and carouse, vomit and roll
about on the ground, but do not go out
till they are sober. That is the reason
you don't see it.” *‘Do you think liquor
a good thing?” ‘Well, yes, it stimulates and makes men feel strong for a
¢ No.”
drink?”
you
time.” + **Do

geo

* Why not if it is a good thing?”

be

in

«We

confusiop,

the

that

themselves,

the

use

ol

winds

the

hoarded

wealth

Christians?”

reason is clear enough,
for an example.

You

| replied:

God

He

must

himself was

house the refugee had

be

FOR WASHING AND CLEANSING
SAVES

vexed

buried
the

one

day

of the

that

he

had

seen

just

left,

and

he

was sure they would be butchered during the night unless he could save them.
He decided his course quickly and went
in to the king. He said:
“I paused at the outer gateway, lifted

of

my heart to God for a moment, and made
the solemn resolution, as in the presence

of the Omuiscient—either

this

bloody

system comes to an end now, or my life
goes in the effort. I never before felt so

of

powerfully, that there are things

become n good

the wiles of the European because the
..serve your lust for gain, but you discard last, the king asked: ‘* What am I fit to
their virtues because you think virtue do? You know Calabar fashion now,
would not be profitable. As a business Mr. Ahderson, and you know that kingin
man these are your reasons for not bein; ! this country no be all same as kingin your |

a Christian and the masses have similar

reasons.” . This plain talk was listened fo
reby a Rumber of babu and was kindly.
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known
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and raising of blood, have

been cured by the European Cough Remedy, For
sale by druggists generally; 356 cents and $1.00.
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Maine.
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Anderson:

‘I hear whatwyou

say, king,
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ition,
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Sermons.
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Price $1.25 including postage.
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Commentary
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'y the same author,— Prot. J. J. Butler, con~
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reading.
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board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
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great Success brings out dangerous imita«
tions, but PEARLINEis the only safe article.

vastly

death so as to make it result in the suppression of this horrid custom.”
After
exchanging compliments, he was invited
to sit down.
He then reported to the |
king what he had heard, and added:
‘I'his is what has brought me to-night
to your house.” = The king listened in silence, witile he kept urging him with all
the arguments he could think of. Ag

intellect-

TIME

Grocers ; but beware

more important than an ‘individual life,
and I felt too that should I be shot or cut
down, Providence might overrule my

¢ The

INVENTION

and is rapidly coming into general use.

true,

twelve or fourtéen slaves in chains in the

man, and you say if you doall this your
prospects in life are Yoined
You adopt

joaived,

GREAT

saidy ¢“ True,

the natives, told him

ually, but you know if you become a
Christian you must give up your soul-de-8troying business, stop your lying and

learn to tell the truth, and

I

doomed ones, but had managed to escape. A few minutes after, a ship-captain, who had come to buy palm oil of

Take yourself

believe,

it.

N. H., Aug. 7, 1830.

ICHOLS LATIN S8CHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege. The course of study extends over three
years, of three terms each. Expenses are moder
ate. For Catalegue address,
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

may
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Centre Strafford,

In hard or soft water, WITHOUT SOAP, and
without danger to the finest fabric.

before.
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Again, this same shopkeeper turns upon. xe with the question: * How is it that
“hgith all our: preaching so few people
become

out

The Treatise
+ containg ~ brief statement

able rates.
For further information address,

keep that power in my own hand.
Then
when man spoil that fine house for nothing, and drive away soul to other world,
God no be vexed, think you?” King

yard, for the purpose of being

spirits by the higher classes is largely in
secret, It is a fearful evil, besotling
_ some of the finest intellects and scattering to the

and no man

withstheir master who had died

manufacturers
that

and

—_—

so

him and told him that nine of his fellowslaves had-becn strangled in the women's

and dealers in alcoholic drinks are teetotalers

and

ing in the month of Feb., a slave came, to

pees. ‘But if it is contrary to the Hindu religion, how is it that the babus ‘drink
*¢ Oh, they don’t care
with impunity?”
for religion in secret ; should they do it
publicly they would lose caste.” It is
note

in,

for that.”
Mr. Anderson acted as well as taught.
He said that on a certain Tuesday even-

a single taste he would be fined ten ru-

of

live

break it down or drive you

people would take advantage of us, and.
our shop would be a disgraceful place.”
‘* But why not have a good fime and indulge a little after your shop is closed or
when you are away from your business,
since it is a good thing?” ‘It would
never do. It ie contrary to our castgrules, and if any one of us should take but

worthy

to

give you this ‘house,

make and sell but we are not allowed to
drink it.” ¢* But why not, since it is a
good thing?” + Well, it would destroy
our business, all would

house

dg,

God makes house for it far nicer than
Afiong’s [the missionary here described
the body] and when he gives the soul a
body, he say, as ‘you say to Afiong, I

will

some house of ill repute where they
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that soul need
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BORROWING TROUBLE.

only

present

cares

and yet mankind

are apparently so desirous.to have trouble

that they are continually borrowing it.
They are not satisfied with what Christ
said: ** Sufficient unto the day is the evil
thereof;” but they must add to that evil
by useless forebodings.
The Master says: * Take no thought,
saying what shall we eat or what shall we

Ey

drink?

or wherewithal shall we be .cloth-

ed?” Christ did not mean that we should
* make no provision for our food or clothing
case

Thisthe nature of the

beforehand.

forbids. He simply meant that we should
do our duty to-day and not worry about
He'did not intend to change
to-morrow.
the law already established: -‘‘ He that
will not sow by reason of the cold shall
"beg in harvest and have nothing.” This
implies that we should begin to make
provisions for our wants as long before-

' hand as the sowing is before the harvest.
This should

done

be

our-

for

only

not

selves but also for others dependent upon
- us. Paul says: ‘If any provide not for
his own, and especially for those cof his
own house, he hath denied the faith and
is worse than an infidel.”
|
The minister of the gospel or the Sunday-school teacher, as well as others,
should be content with simply doing
present duty. What more can he do?
If he does this his responsibility is at an
end. God will take care of the rest.
The great * wear-and tear”of the minis-

ter’s life is in borrowing trouble from
future. He adds to his present tasks

fear of imaginary evils to come.

the
the

Surely

he has enough every day without borrowing. When he sees his most earnest efforts fall useless to all human appearance,
like ‘¢ water spilton the ground which
can not be gathered up again,”

when

he

sees those whom he would bring to Jesus
slipping gradually away from his influence and those concerning whom he had
~ ‘hope disappointing him, when his own
members refuse to come up to his assist-.

ance and prove stumbling-blocks in the
way of his work, or those who should be
his warm supporters desert him in his
time of need, he ought to be satisfied with
the necessary anxieties of the present
withont drawing upon ‘future, unknown

evils.

The future will take care of itself;

_and there is no way in which

he

can

be

preparedto meet its events so well as by

discharging faithfully the

duties

, day, Then he will be ready
which await him to-morrow.
Those, who have the care

of to-

for those

.ment, will feel sometimes that they have
Gone all that they can for them, and
worry about what they are going to do.
Perhaps, they see them almost imperceptibly sliding away from them; and.O,
©

ing

‘ Do#" why, do
to them accord-

to their best judgment

the wesult with the Lord.

and leave

What better

.can-they do? It is no useto fret even on
.accountof evil doers, or on aecount of
anything which can not be helped; and

TR

* he who does it, not only brings needless

I

sorrow upon himself, but also disqualifies
f his future work.
himselfor
.If the mother would have influence over
her grown-up sons and daughters, she
should be sure and obtain full control of

i

them when children and keep

it day by

day, instead of létting them control her,

Sp Al el

and she will doubtless continue to hold ijt

As the old Roman who

all through life.

‘would carry the ox commenced with the
.calf and continned to carry it every day

. until it became an ox, so it may be with a

A

AS SM

mother’s influence.
* If.all Christians would do present duty
. cheerfully, however arduous it might be,
and borrow no trouble, they would enjoy
lifesmuch better, mcke better progress

accomplish

heaven-ward and

than

.good in the world
A

[ry it.

they

far more
now

do.

;

ei

op an

of human life: the rulerof a great Nation, surrounded. by the pomp and splen«dor of kingly power, attended by an

on the Sab. arthed guard, and passing
palace

to

another

in the

«capital of his empire, but suddenly pros-

trate in the street, a shattered,

te

~

bleeding,

to be expected that the Nihilists,
Jt was

those mischievous **levelers of rank” and
friends of ihe people,” would at
** se
fal
accomplish

.

a

their purpose.

They

had frequently sttempted the Emperor's

- 1 assassination, and his remarkable escapes

thathe led a

at short range

walkingin his own garden ; escap-

ing destruction’ in a vailway. train, only

rators blundered and
conspie
the. us
beca

|

NEW WORDSE.
The English language: is constantly

year ago in his own palace only by
e unexpected detention of a guest
) he awaited before proceeding to
thg'doomed room; itis net strange that

changing and new words

he at length became careless of his own

in this matter.

safety, nor that Lis sense of security
should have made the assassins deed
comparatively easy at the last.
;
The life of the murdered Czar has presented u strange mixture of wisdom and
folly, fidelity and treachery. A long
time alienated from his lawful wife, who

lately died, and living in shameful

rela-

and ‘in

a

certain

his

are

now

have

had

Sometimes

a

another as well as to members of church-

and es.

then introduced. It is amusing losee how
the ‘introduction i§ often effected. Science,
theology and politics

they go from one Quarterly Meeting to

hand

words used

In some cases, we are sorry to say,
« good standing” means simply that there

are no charges preferred against them.
It ought always to mean more than this.
In any doubtful case, Conferences

as mere slang at first-afterwards obtain a. hesitate long before

should

vote

to give

In Ireland ‘ boycotting’ has just
name

of

one

beep

Captain.

N. N. Bull, Rev. T. A, Stevens, Rev. F. H.
Butler, Rev. Y. B, Francisco, Rev. H. H. Allen and others. An historical sketch was
read, and letters were also read from absent
friends by Mrs. Nellie Miller. The closing

spontaneous
expression of congratulations
and esteem, with earnest wishes that the added
years of our friendgmay be full of blessing and
peace. Not the least interesting among the
congratulations offered
were
some
letters

prayer was offered by Rev.'H. H. Allen, of the

written by Mrs. Hills’s friends in neighboring
States, and a poem by Mrs. Ramsey.
i

Presbyterian church.

The occasion

out was one of deep interest, and

character in any such way.

place in the language.
coined from -the

they

brief addresses were made by Deacon’ N.
Bornt, D. M. Miller, Dr. E. J. Morgan, Prof.

move all local bars, and from hundreds of
homes where it is read there will come up the

{#17 seems that the President

of the

Ann Arbor (Mich.) Reform Club, whose
deformed letter the Independent. printed without reforming it, was nearly ruined by drink, but has *¢ by the force of a

Boycott, who was intimidated and prevented from harvesting his crops. It will
probably come into use for the kind of
intimidation which = has. reference ‘to
gathering crops, collecting - rents, and “determined and conscientious. will, become one of the most successful temperejecting tenants.

We have a similar
ogse in ‘the word
« bulldozing” originatigig in the flogging

ance workers in the State,” and

If suitable

month than are published
States in a year.

bis

in-

remembered by those present.
is the historical sketch:

Denominational Hebos.

HISTORICAL
BAPTIST

The Blaze at Bates.

through-

will be

long

The following

SKETCH OF THE SECOND FREER
CHURCH IN ONEONTA, N, Y.

¢ Under a resolution of the Oneonta

=

Plains

Free Baptist church, granting such of its members living in the eastern part of said church,
as might choose to do so, the privilege of go.

The following account of the recent fire

at Bates College; whicli we noted at the

ing into a new

time, should have appeared in the Star of

members of the Oneonta Plains church were
organized into a body at the school-house near

last week, but its omission was not dis-

organization, sixteen

of ge

Emons tavern in Oneonta, on the evening of
February 25, A. D., 1866.”
| | _i{
4

covered in season for its inser
1» that
number.
We join with all the other
friends of the college im expressing thankfulness that the loss was no greater:
* About half-part one o'clock, Wednesday
afternoon [March 2] smoke was. seen is
suing from the bellman’s room in Hathorn

fluence has been. very salutary even
The organizing council consisted of
vs. A.
Wing, D. Green and O. T. Moulton, anilayand abuse inflicted on freedmen to
pre- among the young men in the University
men Joseph Jenks and
Harvey
Mackey.
Revs. P. Seramling and E. C. Hodge were -inmillion slaves, encouraged a system of vent their voting, and now a
to pro itself. This we learn from the /ndependvited
but
were
not
present.
.
;
S
peasant proprietorship of land, built rail- eraliy to any kind of intimidation to pre- ent, which * feels a hearty admiration”
The Confession of Faith and Church Cove.
nant of the Free Baptist denomination’ were
"roads, developed the resources of his vent the independent use of the elective for the man on account of his ‘grand
adopted, and after the usual questions’ were
work for temperance.” We have no doubt
country, increased educational facilities, franchise.
asked and answered, the hand of fellowship
was given by Rev. O. T. Moulton, and A,
broadened his possessions into central
* Blizzards" is another word which has that there are many such men in the Hall, Bates College, and the room was found Wing
the consecrating prayer.: The
Asin, made concessions towards: local come to us from Dakota where it is applied country who are worthy to be reckoned to be afire. The College bell was rung, membersoffdred
comprising the chureb at its organiand
an
alarm
was
at
once
rung
in
from
develabout
set
had
zation were Brethren D. Marvin, Asel Marvin
self-government, and
to a driving storni of snow, or rather fine as the compeers of the most brilliant temcorner of Vale and College Streets. D. M. Miller, Jasper Burgin, ¥. Borat, Jr., J.
oping & scheme for giving the people a particles of ice which fill the air so dense- perance workers. Their illiteracy is of : box 18,
remarka
in
Quackenbush,
Roderick
Marvin; and Sisters
arrived
The fire department
Parliament, when the fatal bomb destroyly that one can not see any distance, lace- course no credit to them, neither perhaps ably short time, considering the terrible | Rachel Miller, Phebe Ann Marvin, Sally Miller, Maria Burgin, Nancy Bornt, Eliza Burgin,
:
ed his life.
rating and blinding those who are expos- may it be, taking into account their social Jbad condition of the roads, in which the Phebe Quackenbush, Mary Blend; Deborah
d
horses
sank
deeply
at
every
step.
succeede
already
is
Czar
late
The
Gifford. Of these sigteen, oulY five have died,
ed to it, and rendering it unsafe in some surroundings, a positive discredit to them.
Hathorn Hall is a large, square, brick viz: David Marvin; Rachel Miller; Eliza Burs
by his son, a young man thirty-six years cases to go from the house without a rope Certainly their heroic struggle against
gin,
Phebe Quackepbush, Deborah Gifford.
a
with
hight,
1n
building, three stories
41d, and who is said to be at heart more to conduct them back again. Some at the an almost over-mastering appetite
is square roof and belfry, und is next east to And most of the eleven survivors are with us
upon this anniversary occasion, among
whom
progressive than his father, more liberal East have applied the term to the cold worthyof all praise.
He that ruleth his Parker Hall, which stands nearer the are
several who bave always been Bon.
college
‘the
are
building
the
In
street.
in his ideas of government, and more conbearers,
and
are
still
among
the
most
promiwaves which have swept over vs; but we spirit is better than he that taketh a city,
chapel, the college library,the laboratory, nent and useful members of the church,
Ile
siderate of the rights of the people.
have nothing like the storms of the North- and so.is he that conquereth his appetite the society rooms, the libraries, recitaTwo deacons ang a clerk were elected at the
a
man,
y
brave
is described as a personall
meeting, David Marvin and Frederick
.west which originated the term, unless for drink.
and rooms containing ornitho- first
rooms,
tion
Bornt, Jr., being elected deacons and Asel
x
0-0-0
friend of Austria as against Germany, of the top of Mount Washington can furnish
logical, mineralogical and other collee- Marvin clerk.
excellent moral character, of strong do- an example. Something more than cold
A call was extended 10 Rey. O. T. Moulton
{IT is.to be hoped that Mr. Mahone tions. The bell-man for the college,—a
and of -studious+ airis meant by it. The air must be stands for more than his individual self in student, occupied a room in the’ third to become pastor of the pew church, which
mestic inclinations,
story, and the fire is supposed to have was accepted, and he entered upon his work
habits.
:
the-United States Senate. Yet, if every caught in this room from coals falling as pastor in April following.
densely filled with fine particles of ice.
The church voted to ask.admission to the
But whateveg may be his views of the
- We also have such words as * tele- man would stand for himself in that body from the stove. It was burning’ between Otsego Q. M. of Free Baptist churches, and .on
relations between Emperor and people,
the
floors
and
walls
when
discovered,
and
the
26th of April following, it became a memit
would
be
a
great
gain.
He
was
electgram,” telegrapher,” ¢¢ telephone,” and
b ber of that body.
The church held its first
and whatever line of policy he might its derivatives, * shoddy” and many others ed to the Senate by the ‘*Readjusters,” had acquired dangerous headway.
~The bell-man’'s room, where the fire covenant meeting at the Emmons schoolhave pursued if he had come naturally to which have within a few years come into so-called, and he claims that their movehouse on March 15 with a good attendance.
the throne, there is apparently nothing existence at the behest of circumstances. ment is aninfated by much more than a originated, is directly over the college Its second covenant meeting wus Belge april
chapel, and between the sheathing of the 19, when Rev. O. T. Moulton and wife united
left him now but first of all to avenge his But words should not be coined unless purpose to readjust the State debt; that chapel and the floor of the uppér story, with the church, and two candidates were received for baptism.
father’s death, and to show to the mob of there is first creat¢éd a necessity for them. it includes, in fact, the adjustmént
Gf) in- was a blistering fire.
When the church was organized several
In a very few minutes from the first
assassinators that their lawless methods We haye more now than any one mind dividual rights, and State laws that affect
stood ready for baptism; five offering : thems”
stroke
of
the
alarm
bell,
the
hose
truck,
can not be the law,of his realm. He owes
time, and others at the second
can retain and use skillfully; and we social relations, and of all that pertains hook and ladder truck, and one steamer selves at the
meeting on April 19.
i
it not only to his own nation, but to. the ought to be content unless circumstances’ to the political, educational, moral and in- were on the ground, and the firemen had covenant
The first sermon was preached to the
Sens
in
Nations of the earth, to defend the rights. render a new word absolutely
church, the first communion service held and
dustrial development of the people—the run two lines of hose, drawing from by- ‘the
first baptisms administered on April 20th,
of just rulers as against the theories of ir- ble.
drants
from
College
street.
Two
streams
adjustment of these to the new demands
1856, Rev. O. T. Moulton, the new pastor offiwere poured into the third story of the ciating at each of these services. Other candiresponsible communists, : 4
that exist in the South. Accordingly he building, where most of the fire was.
dates were received for baptism on June 14
With all his father's hiefits to Russia,
rebelsat what is called Bourbon dictation,
and July 19 respectively.
]
The
college
faculty
and
students
workOceAN
PARK.
For
the
information
of
the new Emperor will find abuses enough
The present house of worship was built the
and takes a position several generations ed bravely. Many of them were drenched second
those
interested
we
would
say
that
the
year after the church was formed, and
to correct, and such as will require the
in advance of the average Southern Sena- to the skin. The hundreds of valuable it was dedicated on Wednesday, Jan. 20,
exercise of great wisdom and forbearance. association has taken a deed of the propby
removed
were
libraries
the
in
1838, Rev. M. C. Brown preaching the deditor. We hope that he may have the books
the armful, and carried to Parker Hall. catory sermon from Exodus 25: 8; “ And let
His country is burdened by debt, his sub- erty at Old Orchard, Me., and paid forthe
courage
them make me a sanctuary, that I may dwell
of
his
convictions,
and that his Once in a while, some too zealous person
jects are uneasy and rebellious, and if he same, wanting lessthan a thousand dollars,
them.”
2
nit
strength may be equal to his opportunity. got more than he could carry, and two or among
and
that
will
be
paid
within
a
month,
Elder Moulton continued as pastor with the
proves.equal to the duties imposed upon
would
volumes
bound
handsomely
three
A little less of partisan polities and more
church for about five years, during which
him he will exhibit one of the marvels of when the last installment on the shares
time the church enjoyed encouraging
prosperiof public patriotism would be a great im- drop, leaves open, into the water and
becomes
due.
Committees
are
arranging
slush, * The perishable parts of the sever- ty, and a strong attachment wus rs
leadership.
tween the church and its pastor. .Afier Elder
and preparing for the completion of the provement in some quarters.
al collections and some of the apparatus
0-0
Mahan
on 4
Moulton left, the church had no
pastor for
in the laboratory were removed in safety, about
plans, but the snow and frost in the grove
one year, the congregation and
Sabbathto
avoid
damage
by
water,
which
poured
school
being
neglected
and
scattered,
The Star Quarterly for the
next three
INDEPENDENCE.
still delay the survey of the grounds. It
in torrents from every erack in the buildThe second pastor was Rev. H. H. Strickmonths has beeu sent to all who have inland, who united with the church April 24,
«« J can take carc of myself,” says the is the purpose to give all parties equal
ng.
,
Tra
dicated their purpose to continge it, and
1862.
Elder Strickland contingned as pastor
" I'he fire was smothered in about an only
unsophisticated and reckless young man. rights in the selection: of lots, and due
a few montbs, after which Brother J. O.
we shall be glad to supply any others who
hour
and.a
half
after
it
was
discovered.
.notice
of
the
sale
and
choice
of
lots
will
Vroman
preached a few times, and then folCan you? This self-sufficiency is your
may order it.
;
Not much damage was done hy the fire, lowed a period of about two years when the
Star. This
danger. What! Take care of yourself! be given in the Morning
itself, but-the building was left in a very church had no pastor and little or no preach
.
and yet indulge in the social glass, visit matter will be pushed with all possible
bad condition from the large quantity of ing.
I'he next pastor was Rev. E. Crowell, under
BRIEF NOTES,
water poured in. There is an insurance whose
the gambling saloon, and other places dispatch, but the greatness of the enterlabors the church and Sabbath-school
where the vile and lecherous resort? You prise, and the importance of right action
Itis claimed that more original works are of $10,000 on the building; which will goon revived and enjoyed renewed prosperity.
are mistaken. Ten to one, the time will in the beginning, forbid hasty movements. published in London and Edinburgh in a more than cover the loss. In the college The debt upon the church wus paid off, the
sense a friend of the people.

During

come when you will

the

require

officers

of the law to take eare of you—its sheriffs,
its judges, with its prisons, and it may be
its gallows. Young man, beware!
The young and thoughtless girl sometimes says the same thing. She may
leave her country home and go into the
city, ignorant of the ways and wiles of
excitement of pleasure, pride, folly and
vice which surround her, and—net live
out half her days. Inthe end she may
find herself deserted, ashamed to return
home and dying of want and disease—a
precious life thrown away. . Instead of
this she might have been a good, useful
woman, lighting up a happy home with her

sunshine, enjoying its felieity,

ing all around her.

and bless-

Don’t be too pre-

sumptive.

E

«J ean take care of myself,” says the
rumseller. * Let me alone.” He may do
it pecuniarily if let alone, by coining his
money out of tlie blood of souls, but
how does he take care of his own soul?
How does he take care of his children ?

‘What is his influence on society and on the
world? His work of making drunkards
will tell its own story; aad will not
his children rise up in

the judgment

condemu hime, especially,

influence

they

His own

grave,

fill

if through

to
his

drunkards graves ?

if he

persists in his

course, will be a monument of his folly..
So the busimess man may

beast

of

his

accommodations

for

Temple

worship, food and lodgings can be. provided, there will be a public meeting called, late in the summer.
[IZ WE are not wholly surprised that
the latest doctrinal position of J. Hyatt

Smith should be that of a Universalist.
At the close of the last sermon preached
to his church—the Lee ‘Avenue—before
taking bis seat in Congress, he announced

his belief that all men

would

be finally

saved.
This announcement created some
dissatisfaction
in the church, and Mr.

Smith

was

asked

to

explain,

which

he did at a meeting of the church Monday
eveningof last week. In regard to his
recent announcementof the doctrine of
universal salvation, he said that he did
not believe that sin would go unpunished,
but that finally all sinners wouldbe saved.
In regard to the deetrine of baptism, he
said that while he thought immersion the
true mode, he would “sprinkle” if persons desired it.. At the closé of the meet-

ing & vote was taken on the question
whether the chuigh would adhere to the
views of the pastor, and nearly all present
voted in the affirmative, expressing confidence in him. Probably there is no
sphere in which men bungle so badly as
in the attempt to apply to moral and doc-

trinal questione
aml’ Healing when
spoke of being

men,

:

made

all

things

he

to all

independence when he thinks himself on
the top of the wave.. From his supercilious hight, he may with baughty mien
look down wpen ethers, oppressing the
poor and despising the needy. But when
reaction in business comes, and financial
troubles stare hin» in the face, and he is
hurried dows into the maelstrom of disas-

ter and ruin, it is a very different thing.

THE DEAD 0ZAR AND THE LIVING.
What a commentary on the vicissitudes

‘bath from one

his

explosion

the world, and plunge into the whirl and

of children,

and are laboring for their moral improve-

what can they do?
whole duty
svheir

followed

the

reign he has liberated more than twenty

pating future trouble whi
experienced is so much additional and
unnecessary weightto the

which

from

man,-a skillful soldier,

Over: anxiety about to-morrows”
increases
the burdens of to-da

and anxieties of life;

saved

tions with a court favorite, he at the same
time showed himself a physically brave

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

=

up ‘the train

own;

He can then see that his boasted independence from his fellow men was - mere
*¢ bravado.”
.
. The fact ¥s, every man, in some way, is

really dependent on

his fellows.

man liveth to himself.”

or less, the

friendships,

‘No

All need,

more

sympathy

and

IN Goon STANDING.

As letters of dis-

mission usually read, the church granting

the letter certifies that ‘ brother A. is a
member of this chureh in good standing,”
and as such he is cordially commended to
the fellowship of the church addressed.
At first view, this looks very much like a
certifieate of good character. There can
be no doubt that that is what it ought to
be. The solemn deelaration of a Chris-

to mean.

As a matter of fact,
far short of it.

it means.

Ina word,

help of others. The rich must depend for a certificate of ** goed standing,” in far
some things on the poor #s well as the too many eases, means no wore than that
of the person mentioned in it is
poor on the rich. The little duties and the name
offices of common life are reciprocal. ‘on the church record, and that he has not
ben
openly charged with ‘ disorderly
| All individuals are alike dependent onthe | walk.”"—E
ner and Chronicle.
Saviour for salvation. Before him is
If we
‘exclude from our churches
perfect equality here as well as at the all those whoge ¢* guod standing” consists
judgment. All may be benefited by only in this: thai, they have not been
openly charged with disorderly walk,
others’ counsel, co-operation and assist- how many would there "he leit? Ah!
ance; andno one knows how much he Now, will it do us any good 10 increase
will need the kind offices of others before | the ‘number
of these - ecclesiastical .deaghe dies. “Then l¢t us be modest and
siderate in our dealings

with

our

fellow

men, and never let the spirit of boastfal

arrogance govern oar conduct.

| of them next August

us in re-

gard to letters given to ministers when

church was repaired and improved and sheds
were built, and
on
March
15, 1865, the
church met for its ninth. anniversary covenant
meeting, several united with the church by

library were over 5200 volumes, exclusive

of pamphlets, and in the two society libraries were 1600) volumes.

liable to be poisoned by corrosion of the tin
that incleses it.
Some pertinent testimony
may be found on the last page of this paper.

ing. It will be considerable labor to rearrange them.
All the college recitation
rooms but one were in this Hall, and the
fire is a great misfortune and inconvenience to Bates, coming in the midst of a

canned

food

It is stated that more than seven hundred
persons united with the churches in San Francisco and its surburbs the first Sunday in this
month, as a part of the results of th# revival
work conducted by Moody and Sankey there
during the winter. Mr. Moody will spend the
summer at his home in Northfield, Mass., and
conduct a Bible ¢lass,

At least fourteen towns in New

Hampshire

—and we presume twice that number—elected
women as Superintending School Committee
at the recent elections.
Doubtless the results

will show that the towns acted wisely. We
do not learn that women went to the pells in
large numbers, but there seems to have been a
fair proportion of them, eonsidering the circumstances.
What a spirit

of peace

and

the letters written by Mr.

trast

pervades

Whittier and

pub-

lished on the first page, What pathos in the line,
‘“ there are now only four er five of us left.”
Noble men, that joined in that grand move-

ment for human freedom. Truly there are
but few of them left. May they all come Tate
to heaven, since earth is so blessed with

presence,
Awhile

their

4
ago two young men

in Canaseraga,

en were arrested

in

Last week two

Chicago

and

wom-

fined the

same amount each for smoking cigars on one
of the avenues.
It is pleasamt to contemplate
such small seeds and think what great harvests they may grow into—the legal prohibition, for instance, of profanity and smeking in

public.

4

Here is an ilem of experienee recorded in the
London Freeman :
2
The town council of Maidstone, after an experiment of three years, hus resolved to bring
to an end the Sunday opening of their museum

and library, closing it on and after March 6.
The reason is given by the mayor, who said—
¢* He believed it had been proved beyond conhad

not

been

re-

sorted to us had been expected. The people
who were expected to go did not attend. It
principally by a

number

of

young

persons who went there not so much to in-

spect and study the contents of the museum as
te meet together to amuse themselves.”
We

have no doubt that a similar

testimony

term, although

could

Monday

evening,

on
was

her . residence

reaching
spent

to’

ip

congratulate

her 74th birthday.
in

recalling

this city
her

The hour

interesting

phases

of the. Anti-slavery struggle, of the lemperance
reform,
and of our missionary

and educational work as a denomination,

in

“all of which Mrs. Hills has borne a most useful
part. “The leaders in those signal

are passing away, and the privilege

movements

of sitting

| With any of the suryivors
and hearing ios

(h

might

have

Professor Stanton, the College librarian,

estimates the loss to the library, the

cab-

net and other contents of Hathorn Hall,
at about $500. The loss on apparatus,
broken and missing, is about $100. There
was no insurance on any of the contents,

so far as we can learn, and the
will have to bear this loss. The

the building is estimated
tween
lars.

two

and

at’ a

three

college
loss on

sum

be-

thousand

dol-

I desire

to

call

the

attention

friends of Christ to the

sudden

of

and

erally known

that

Bro.

the
great

and Mrs.

It is quite genWentworth

then

without

wus

immediately

fol-

a pastor’ for

The church
about

six

~ Rev. D. C. Wheeler next came

and

eontin-,

ued as pastor about six

after

which

months,

followed an interval of ubout one year, during
which time there was no stated preaching

and

the S8abbath-school maintained but a feeble existence.

t

vv

gy

During the year 1879, with no stated preach-

has

ing, a feeble Subbath-school, and few indeed
who remembered the covepunt snd social
meetings, the members very generally lost

He and his wife are

now eld and very feeble. They are in
needy and ‘dependent
circumstances.
They have had the additional expense inci-

hope in respect to the future prosper ty or
even the continued existence of the church.

dent to sickness

established, a congregation has been gathered,
the Sabbath-school has inereased in attendance

and

death,

but

what

greater the'loss of those upon whom

they

and

I would

assure

any

may

moved with renewed zeal and spirituality, our
house .of worship bas been renovated and

friends.

fully received.

ence in proportion to the growth of our pros-

perous village, nor with the otber churches

thank-

Is it our doctrine; our church polity, the char-

or all
acter of our members—any
Oc is the fault or misfortune

own responsibility, believing it to be right
to let the people know that one of their

»

well ask.

We may

Why is this?

around us.

I write this appeal on my

aged and worthy
need.

over the history of twenty-five

and | Jooking

years past,it is painfully apparent that this
church bas not gained in numbers #@nd ibflu-

read

need, and

other arrange-

ladies, and the church has

ments than to die, believing there are better
things in store for the church by the blessing
of God and the united efforts of our members

these lines, that their gifts will be worthily bestowed, in a time of

have

adorned within through the enterprise of our

Yor a *¢ freewill

who

members

to unite soon,the members have generally been

offering,” and forward the same at once to
Rev. J. J. Wentworth, Strafford Center, N.
H.?

valuable

several

interest,

united with the church and others are expected

were 50 largely dependent.
Will not the
pastors of churches in the New Durham,
Rockingham, Belknap and Wolf borough
Q. Ms., and any others who are so dis‘posed, bring the subject tg the notice of

their people, and ask them

-

Bat in the last year stated meetings have been

is

oles is more easily remedied
these?

ministers is in special
E. W. RICKER.

2 Ip
ur

0-0
"+04

the

above-named

than

respects

of these?
something
either

we may

of
i

be

Ohurch Anniversary.
The Free. Baptist

church

in

Oneonta

cele-

brated its 25th anniversary at the church on
Friday, Feb. 25,1881, when a seasonof spe- torates and fi
WYacant paglorates.
cial interest was enjoyed. The members of ‘of
the church and congregation came together. in ing tie list twentythe afternoon and pent the time in soclality
until about six. o'clock, wher refreshments

were served.

appropriate

The evening was occupied with

anniversary

exercises.

Deacon :

Nathan Bingham raided in a most acceptable
mannerythe choir fu furnished excellent musié,

Rev. F. H. Butler reud.s.8cripiues. rrr

Rev.
T. A. Stevens offered the opening

=

prayer: | ute

was the more’ enjoyablé per- “Mrs. Neltie Miller sung un appropriate solo

haps, since it was of a local character, informul and without reference to denominational
limits. . But this brief note will quickly re

and

lowed by Rev. G. PP. Ramsey, who also remained about four years and was blessed with
encouraging prosperity during his term of service, being respected by ull, us also was his
talented wife, who survives her lamented husband, and sends us an interesting communication for this anniversary occasion.
After Elder Ramsey resigned, Elder Moulton again became pastor of the church and
continued for about three years and a half.
During Elder Mouiton’s second pastorate, the
parsonage was built and mostly paid for, and
months, having no predching except & portion
of the time, when Rev. P. Scramling supplied
the pulpit.
The next pastor was Rev. M. C. Brown,
who remusined between two and three years.
Elder Brown was an able preacher, and his
audiences were large; but after bis resignan there again followed un interval of several
months when the church was destitute of
pastor,

J. J. Wentworth in the death of ‘go,
daughters, one of whom died Feb. 26th,

and the other, March 4th.

about four years

several united with the church.

affliction that has very recently come upon
our aged brother and sister, Rev.

first time since it began to do business,
To meet the expenses of repairs and improvements on the church at this time, Brother D.
M. Miller gave the income of one month’s business, which amounted to four hundred dollars
for that
month.
Elder Crowell remained

was

Help the Needy.

|

“Some of the friends
of MrsisM. M. H. Hills
at

results

letter, and the church was out of debt for the

been much more disastrous.

be borne by the mayors of other towns where
the Jian
Sunday opening has-been unwisely

gathered

the

been blind for years.

N.Y., were fined five dollars each for profane
swearing on the street.

fowP— Index.
thousand,
‘moro | The gathering

* The same may be said with

United

that the food is quite

was wsed

something very

the

The first care of the students and faculty was to get their books out of the "build-

any kind should know

ought to mean that be has been faithful
in the discharge of his church duties, liberal in bis contributions for the support of
the
1, consistent in his conduct be-

Al this, we say, it ought

all

use

tian chureh that a man has a ¢“ good standing” im it
t to mean a great deal. It

fore the world.

in

of

Persons who habitually

tradiction that the museum

ment

and anoth

in maintaining

cep-The

iain fnstru=

prewsbility of the-oburch |
much interrupted ‘in its
The Sabbuth-sehool now

and gave a fine recilation, entitled *“ A Single
Heud of Wheat; ” Mrs. E. J. Morgan read an

worship and work.

appropriate essay, entitled ‘* A Retrospect;

in spite of all drawbacks the : church has done

“
Pe

: The oming Star.

which has been

numbers one hundred und ten members,

[J
/

But

°

~~ THE MORNING STAR, MARCH 23, 1881.
i

ave

.

in

the

the’ Pond

I

a

-H. Waldron will close his
with the present month.

f this chureb.

Marvin was , elected deacon
Ia he wellure
und took an
of this church at its organization
He left children

New

active interest in its welfare.

_ CENTRAL

athering, died
President of this Anniversary
about six years. ago. Her ‘uniform Christian
examplé and life were of inealcuable value in

at Carolina

York.

field, his resignation to take effect the

April......Thé Fairport church

Par-

who was an unbeliever, and
skeptic said of Sister Bigham: “If anybody
could ever make a Christian of me, it would be

first

of

held extra

for three weeks in union

with

other

churches

of the place, then for two weeks alone, with
good results. A number whose voices had long
been unheard in the praver-room have taken
up their cross again, a number have been converted and are’ coming into
the
church.
Among them is one formerly a Roman Catholic.
»

Jinew her said in their hearts, *‘ Amen.”

Rev. G. P. Ramsey was our honored
pastor
‘for four years, serving us Faithfully, consistentJy and well. He left us in somewhat enfeebled
_ health; and not long after went home to his

a bene-

‘Rev. G. S. McKinney

was set apartto the |

Another who should receive honorable menwork of the gospel ministry on Thursday evention, was a lady whom many of the church
ing, the 10th inst., in the usual form and order,
knew from her early childhood. She early learnat the Delmar church by the unanimous re~ ed to love this church as her parents had done
quest of the same.
The examination took
before her. Having given her heart to Christ
she next gave it to this church.
Amiable, edplace on Feb, Sthdn connection with a session
ucated, devoted, she gave herself to earnest j
of the Tioga Co.
(J. M., and the candidate was
.and timely service for the church of her choice.
approved.
The council, Revs. 8. Butler, O.
‘The church was without a bell and she gave
“her energies to procuring funds sufficient for
C. Hills and Asa Dodge, were present at the
its purchase, at a cost of ore than one thou- | ordination, except the last, and attended to the
sand dollars, and her effort as usual, was a
pleasant service assigned
them. . Brother
-success, and our excellent bell was placed in
McKinney
has won a large place in the heart
its present position. It first tolled for Deacon
David Marvin, whose name
stands at the
of the Delmar church of which he. has been a
head of the list of original ‘members; and it member for several years.
+
next tolled for Ethloine Miller Abbott, who
The church at Cameron wants “a good
had procured its purchase,and who shortly after
-died suddenly at her newly made home in a smart minister,” and) will offer him plenty of
«distant city, and whose remains were returned
work to do for Christ.
A person who com-

to loving

parents, and her beloved church, and

in the geluetely

are worthy of

honorable

here.

mention,

enumeration

‘will not allow further

*

near

ith all the sacred memories

and

bines the qualities of culture and piety. would

Others

come the nearest to filling the bill.
‘When Rev. G. P. Linderman assumed the
pastoral care of the Phenix church last May,

but time

and

eulo-

holy

in-

there was

fluences that cluster around this anniversary
occasion, we shall be untrue to ourselves, to
our past associates, to our sacred profession
and to our God, if we do not go from this
place resolved to do a truer, nobler, better

work for God and this church

Ministers and Churches.

pay every

Center.

A

few

the

have

come

re-

to the

Saviour.
yet
Also, at South Gorham, one or two wanderers huve been reclaimed, and the pastor, Rey.

7. J. Wheeler is encouraged.

2

Rev. C. B. Atwood has resigned -the pastoral
care of the 1st Brunswick church to take effect
May 31. Bro. A. closes a very pleasant pastorate of two years and leaves his people well

united.

Ten have been

added

to the church

about

Rev. F. M. Washburn,
prayer, held some extra

Evansville
would

and interesting.
May their coming pastor,
whoever
he
may
be, witness
a glorious
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and an enlargement of Zion, in the salvation of. many souls.

My health is very good, and I am ready as
much as in me is, to preach the gospel to any
¢hurch that may need or rather that may
as I once

was, I would go West, where the growth of
population is to be, and see if { could not hold
’

Rev. H. P. Mansur will remain another
year at Milton Mills. He has recently been
generously remembered by a donation party.
The Babbath-school, under the superintendence of Bro,J: Lewis, is in a flourishing

con-"

dition, and the meetings are well attended.
Vermont,’

Rev, H. ilar bas closed a pastorate of seven
‘years in
fl, with the Brownington Center
- church,
and fs-ut liberty to engage with any
-church desiring a pastor.
P. 0, address,

Irasburgh.

.

Rev, I. I. Quint having closed a four years

pastorate with thelehurch at West Charleston

is prepared
to attend to a call from any church
desiring a pastor or supply.
A
:

Massachusetts.

<>

|

Rev. C. A. Bickford fs fairly getting * into
.,/birness” in his new pastoraté at’ Lawrence,

Sn

Es

compelled

to

leave

Wisconsin.

A debt of a few hun-

or take a fort for the Master.”

was

on account of poor health. Nevertheless, in
the two and one-half weeks that he held tbe
meetings some were coming out on the Lord’s
side every night.
All glory be to bim who
presides over his own work.
More revivals
are needed.
The F. B. church was born there.
Mr. A. C. Blake, a student of the Hillsdale
Theological department, has accepted a call to
‘the Bogleville (Van Buren Co.) F. B. church,
where he hus been engaged for a year.
The
new church of which Mr, Blake takes charge
is one af ihe, Tandenment edifices of the kind
in the State.
a
>
The Freewill Baptist Society, of Ortonville,
have recently completed their new church edifice in that village.
It was dedicated on Jan.
27. Rev. A. A. Myers is holding a series of
meetings at the church, with good’ success.
His congregation numbers 400 to 700 people.

and thrift.

ten thousand

I strong

vs. cost

the Richfield church, in the midst of a revival,

«wongregation is lurge, the Sunday-school large

Were

a

Rev. I. R. Spencer

dred dollars remain, which it is proposed to
pay.as soon as possible.”
During the winter.
‘the Christian people have been very much revived, and are in fair working order.
The

want my services,

5

church

permit.

as

longas

The

blessed the church and

since the week of
meetings with the

Lord

WATERLOO

sion with

a score have found Christ since the new year
~ began; and the work has been done without

w

The

storm from

the North,

Friday evening and lasted

bourn Q. M. were

flosen.

a few

wayward

people.

from

with

weeks.

Tuck-

preached

its eb. session with

of

AGENTS

Bro.

the Mapleton

Creek F. B. church has: secured for ity pastor

Bro.

J.. W.

Longstreet.

Our

churches in the West, éspéciully in the rural
districts during the sevére cold winters such as

the present, labor. under greWt*divudvantages,

with houses of worship sattered on the vast |

prairies. Congregations are small’ in winter
but we hope for betters days. Our field is
large with but few laborers.
We need more
to tuke the front ranks here, that can work
hard on small pay, with zeal like Joshoa's,and
endurance like Paul's.

;

4

Towa.

»

;

"* Four churches of Toledo igi
union
protracted meeting at the close of the wkek of
prayer, the I. Baptists and their pastor *
included in the number. “The meetings cdy-

much revived und many bucksliders returned:
to * Father's House,” © There were about $0 |
hopeful conversions, composed of
ple and 8..8, children.
The moral
.

Wie

v

a

young peofluence of

been

made.

viz:

No.

AND

Miss Lizzie Hooper

Castle Rock

,

aS

G

H

B

Bynker—F

H Bnbar—L

Clark—A

D

Corse—A"

J Cole—R

SMITH, 8 West

:

K

Fogg—N

M Foss—A

P Davis—A

Griffith—BH

DR.

R_ Edwards—

B Fish—A
Gillsy

MAIL.

Small

Size, $1.00.
W.

“Pearl’s

Double

Size,

118

I

PE
chil

Mr. Charles F. Anderson and Miss Orinda Brown, |
all of Rutland.
-

H.

BROWN,

York. .

\

;

BED

Arnica

Good for man aud beast.
Reader

feels tired, has a severe headache or loss of ‘appé.
tite, it means that something is the matter with
the kidneys which Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure alone can help.

A Medical Mistake Corrected,
!
The old idea that dangerous pulmonary diseases
could not be cured by medicine has been. forever

silenced by the operation of Dr.

N.

G. White's

Pulmehary Elixir, in the most discouraging

|

Mrs,

Eastman,

PARIS,

A new and massive work, containihg nearly 5000 distinet
tostimoninls gathered from uncient and modern Jiurees,
Jorming a splendid Thesturns of A uments, Facts, Illustrae
tions and Kyidences of the
"Truth
of the Youd of God,
One MAGNIFICENT yoru
B. 1000 Royal ‘Octave
ages. 100 [ustrations,: Full Index. Four styles of hind~
ne, Prices Tow, Deseriptive Cirenlar free. AGENTS
ANTED. Liberal Commissions, Large
Sales, Forterms
address,
J. 0, McOUKDY & C0.,
Philadelphia, Pa,

white glycerive,
to sofien, and,

beautify

Use Pearl's’ White Glycerine Soap.

the skin,

I maven, Ct.

Cards, latest designs, Blue-bells, Ferns

11

ACTS

DOWILS

In Kidney anfl Urinary

|

ON

THE

AND

KID

=

diseases, Bil=

§
KIDNLEY-WORT is adry vegetable coms
: pound and can be sent by mail prepaid.

Dt

as

ei

TERY
Buy

Branford
i

Horse.
Pribting
1351

A YEAR and expenses to agents. Outil
$
| Free, Address P. 0. VICKERY, Augusta,
ame,
;
vio

it at the

cakes

FOR

Price, £1.00,

MORE THAN 100, STYLES OF THE

/

mail 60e.

TORRY

Drugelsts.

Burlington, Vt.
5 —.
:

:

MASON & HAMLIN
=

FRoiRIORs LT SoLERRGPLmNS, |
ARL:S WHITE GLYCERIN S0AP
erfect ‘oilet soap, e
n.1
Box containing
3

IT

WELLS, DICZADDION & €0., Proprietors,

——

{SRY

3

ORGANS
are now regularly

made, from sTyLe

109 (shown in the cut), the latest
and smallest sized ularly known
BABY ORGAN,
at only $22,
e CONCERT ORGAN at

.

TWENTY STYLES at from $22

sit to $120 eich;

SIXTY

STYLES

at $120

7 to $106; rorRTY STYLES-at $160 to
{ $500 and up; cash prices. Seid also
Jor EASY PAYMENTS, from
go
\ quarter up. The BABY
ORGAN
AQ)
I} is especially
adapted tochildren, bw.
will be found equally useful for
PRICE, $22. - adults, having fine quality of tone
and power, and sufficient compass (three and a quarter
octaves) for the full parts of hymn-tunes, anthems, songs
popular sacred and

secular

music

generally,

HAMIIN ORGANS are certainly the .
RES
IN THE
WORLD, having ‘won HIGHEST
WARDS for DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY at EVERY
ONE of the GREAT WORLD'S EXHIBITIONS ron
THIRTEEN

11h
|

PAMPHLET.

YEARS

being the only American organs which

have been found wort Wy, of such at any.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
‘and price LisTg,
ree. ‘MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO,, 1B5#Treiuone
t., BOSTON : 46 East 14th St. (Union Square), Naw
URK; 149 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

WATE,
FOR

TOR

On entire Bible. in ona volume,

ever

28%

COMPLETF.

published.

Endorse.

ments by 200 ablest scholars. Adap
toall; embodies latest
research. Contains Life of St, John; tables showing time of

each patriarch , prophet and king; authorship and dates of
books of Bible; how the earth waspeopled from Noah; par
ables and miracles of Old and New Testaments; the twentyfour Sermons of Christin their order: the eighteen miracles

ofthe Apostles. 1020 pages, ATS

illustrations Lrice 81, 15.4
Selling fast. Agents making $200
to $400.
Bradley 6 arretson & Co., 66 N.4thSt.. Phila

Extra terms.

amonth,

Western Farm Mortgages.
Eight Per Cent.

delicious article,

of Chronie Cough. The Elixir triumphs when all 40 Béautifal Chromo Cards with your hame
neatly printed.-on-eachs 10¢. -C. E.
Kay, New:
other medicines fail, arresting in a few days the |
a
RR La

complete, without
& bottle of Pearl’s

IT

8

oom

Becauce It cleanses the syctom of §
the poisonous humors that dcvelope

“Moth
Patches, Ltack
{na
re
TT
TR
A worms, Impurities
and Discoiorations,

Tike all our chocolates, is pre-

16c.

0

§ and Femaie dicorders.

This is a true bone superphosphate, and
may be used on any crop,
in the Bil or drill
or broadcast, either with or without manure,
oduce a much earlier and larger
of the Mass. Inspector
Iuation is from

BARKER'S

shoe, Chromo ' &o.,
Co., Barntord, Ct.

iT HAS

NEYS AT TIIE SAINI

ALL

PHOSPHATE]

1878.

cases

most tiolent cold or cough, relieving difficulty of
prenthing, and fully restoring thé fecble ‘and-¢maciated sufferer.
19

=3 for mo in come
Liver and Kidney

| WONDERFUL

-

REFINED

INTEREST GUARANTEED.
NATIONAL
BANK
OF
NEW YORK,

SECURITY LARGE

PAYABLE AT
COMMERCE,

@&

PRODUCTIVE.

AND

ears we have made 4,039 loans without
Frnds yt hied
to
. theInuny
loss of a dollar.
For references
loan on first-class securi'y.
&
WATKINS
&o., send for pamphlet to J.
C0,
Xawrence,
Kansas;
or
HENRY

TESTIMONY
OF THE AGES
or Confirmations of the Scriptures.

2612

Porkshire, says, “one

lousness,
Jaundice, Constipation,
¥ Piles, orin Rixcumatism, Reuraigia

and is highly recommended by
. tourists,
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
W. BARKER & CO.
Dorchester, Mass.

|

of St. Albans, Vi.,

Cowpizint,”

Manager.

consists of a superior quality of
cocoa and sugar, flavored with
pure: vanilla bean. Served as a
drink or eaten dry as confec-

and -0il

©. 8. IIOGA BON, of

BECAUSE

bil

tionery, it is a

FAIRCITTLD),

LIVER,TIIE

pared with the greatest care, and

will cure all
at 25-cts. per

The best remedy for strains and gylls on horses

Prescott,

Vanilla Ghocotate,

lung diseases.

Johmson’s

.

fa

nad has never fuolled to

| POWER.

and

JRQUAL 15 NOT ih

GEND

136,

Baxter's Mandrake Bitters
bilious diseases. Sold" everywhere
bottle. Try it.
:

;
Lora

§

MEDAL,

NELSOGI

and

1,

i

l says, “it is of pricclcas value. Aficr sixteen
§ years of great su
ng from Piles and Cos.
M tiveness it compiciely cured me.”

&

Died

COLD

bad cases of PILES,

I

®

At Chilwell College, Englard,Feb. 7, ELIZABETH,

March

New
13t11

re

D. I. Quint,
Jennie M.

wi of Rev. Thomas Goadby, B. A., President of
Chilwell College, after a long and paintul illness.

Charleston,

and

act efficiently.”

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE C0.

Crandall. Mr. William N, Harris and Miss Helen
L. Adams, both of Penfield.
“In Rutland, Ohio, March 8, by Rev. T. P. Taylor,

At"West
aged 74.

8%

[Y

PRICE 75 CENTS AND $1.50 PER. BOTTLE
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Toilet Articles

of Cayuta. X: Y.

Vt., Jan. 27, Miss

Vermont

KN acted like o ciprm. Xt hascurod many very

i

For Sunburn, Prickly Heat,
Chapped, Rough or Chafed Skin

At the residence of S. Mix, Odessa. N. Y.. Feb.
25, by Rev. G. R. Foster, Mr. J. Jeff Charles, of O.,

aged 43.
In Charlston,

on

DR, I. Il, CLARK; South Hero, Vt., says,
‘In cases of KIDNEY TIIOTBLES it has

8

either within or upon the
skin, leaving it smooth,
soft and pliable, and of
that perfect clearness and
purity which constitutes
the really beautiful komplesion, It bleaches the
to a_marvelous whiteness,

Tn Rockville, Feb. 12, by Rev. ¥. Cooper, Jv.,
Mr. Joel Marriner and Mrs. Fannie B. Wood, both

aged about 10 years.

or

Spots, Freckels, Tan
. Penetrates
the skin
without

Married

of New

agents,

LIVER COMPLAINTS,
Constipation and Piles.

$2.00.

ERADICATES
RADICALS

of Camden.

Medicine

i
=

Boston, Mass.
96 Tremont Street,
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
MENTION THIS PAPER.

EXPRESS.
Rev F E Davidson, Biddeford, Me.
Rev N A Avery, Epsom, N: H. ;

OIL JELLY.

of

Ba

BW KIDNEY DISEASES,

CURE

Address all communications to

J Wakeman, Wheatville, N. Y.
Orin Baxter, Fall City, Wash. Ter.
C T D Crockett, Jackson, N. H.
Rev'W H Harrison, Killbuck, N. Y.
A D Linsley, Lena, Ill
Lewis Jones, Niles, Mich.

-In Charlestoo. Vt., March 7,by Rev.
Mr. John B. Grow, of C., and Miss
Moulton, of Morgan.

Agent for

Hampshire.

TTERY.

Rev J E Cox, Mt. Vernon, Ind.

8. Lockerby,

Vt.,, Special

Sent by mail everywhere!

Forwarded.

¥. PS Hylton. Willard, Ky.

Miss Anna

bier
|

that the company have enlarged their works especially to
supply the Northern demand, and we are now in a position
sw t0 fill orders promptly.
Pamphlets containing testimonials

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases
No other like it!
Paralysis.

8S Williams—H White

(eo Combeck, Providence.R. I."
W H Lvster. Mces River, P.Q.

and

York.

=>

RHEUMATISM!
NEURALGIA!
- DYSPEPSIA!

—7 J Wheeler—DB R Woodsom—H F Wood-2—S G
Wheeler—Mirs HO Whife--F M Washbourne—S
Weed---W H Yeoman---D Yeaton. Books

New

Soluble Pacific Guano,

Sutton,

WILL

& Co—C L Russell—V D Sweetland—G B Shorey
—R Sholes—F Savage—Geo Swain—J W_ Seribner
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A Win.
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Street,
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[SEXD POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR.]
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C Manning—Mrs
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—W B Gardner—F Hayes—P BM Hobson—A
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Hathaway—E S Hallack—J K Hardy—J Hargie—
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R Hill-J ¥ Heath—W H Harrison—S
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Haskell—E T Hurd—L Jones=J M Kayser—T
- Keniston—D Keay—J J Leavité—G P Linderman
—J N Longstreet—L Lewis—S Lent—A D Linsley
—B F Lane—J M Lamprey—A Libby —T F Maxim
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Dealers can trust
to their

BOSTON; MASS,

E

H Crowell—O

Mrs F P Eaton—C C Ford—B

Not one Dissatisfied Purchaser.

a superior instrument from us.

“GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,

Crosgon—Mrs M J Chafdler—E Chandler—M J
Chandler—J B Davis—F E Davidson—R Dunn—G
W_Dally—Mrs E Durfee-<M E Denton—M Dussler
M Freeman—Miss

Paten

GLIDDEN & CURTIS,

Bovd—

—J W Dunjee—A

ottom,

application to

H. A.

W Bachelder—J

Lots, Carved
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and other information furnished by our local

1.00

Avery—E

Board, ,

~~ SECONDTO NONE.
&
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8 00

A

dings,

affe Treble, areal

CH

This Fertilizer, which was at first’ sold almost entirely in
the Southern States, has of late years become go ‘deservedly
popular in the North, for the cultivation of all Farm Crops,,

$.00

Atkinson—A

A

Resonant

Sale in 1865 ** 1880

WC
Barrows—E Bunker—H Billings—J C Crane
—S§ P Crossman—Mur3 P Curtis—L C Chase—Mrs
M A Curtis—H
G Chamberlin—C Case—T Clark—
T D Clements—E Crowell—C T PD Crockett—L C

Downs!
Elixir always necessary
to have at
hand.
It is & sure cure for sudden colds and ‘all

No toilet is

every

MARCHAL

3-83
12.00
2.00
15.26
10.43
, 2.00

Allen—N

Strings,

ts in instr
ts they sell, We cannot know
who will test ours, and we must send instruments so superior that their merits cannot he hidden. Oxdef direct from this
"= advertisement. You take no responsibility till Piano is received and approved. Be sure to get our Illustrated Catalogue
before yonhuv,
It gives information which protects the Purch aser, an makes deceit impossible.

2.00

Allen—W

Bass

A Moments Consideration will show the certainty of securing
own shrewdness, and the want of information of purchasers to

A; A. SmrTH. Treas.

Ad#ms-D

Bass, Capped Hammers,

Musical

2.00
2.00

.

Covered

CANVASSERS

COD LIVER

Ifany

cale, and

omplete

a

Letters Received.

8 Abhott—E

Allen—D

MARCH WINDS. - The sudden changes and high
winds which prevail in March make
a bottle” of

Lintment.

Patent

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Angell—W Andrews—G W Anderson—S W Brown
—W
H Brown—G B 'Bradbury—H O Berry—C H
Burnham—C L Brown—Mrs B_Binghtoi—E H
axter—Biglow
&
Main—J I Batchelder—D

this Jelly than by deuble the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach. will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,

&

Plank,

improvement, with Beautiful Cover, Stool, Music and Instruction Book k M Makin
utfit for $196, and securing to every purchaser ‘facilities for a thoroug
deli ghtful study for both ol
and
yo ung.
Making home attractive and furnishing a
“ ‘musical education.
5 snd with your o er the guarantee of your bank, or some responsible businessman, that the
forpromptly
Piano willbe p:
0 r returned to us, and we will Re
NG for fifféen days trial and examination.
i returned,
If Piano is
we pay
freig
both ways. PURCHASER T
3 0 RESPONSIBILITY till the Piano is tested and approved.
Duplex

of
W.
D.
H.

69.52

most mtld, bland, and ‘nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of

Henry

Grand Action, Overstrung

Wiest

=

)

Miss RB A Smith Clinton Massy

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The

is

Veneered

Addresses.

5

East Castle Rock Ch

~87

by the Academy

Platt St., New

F' rame, French

“Triple

Dan-

Wom Miss Coll Hennepin
QM
Champlain Ch
.
Maple Grove Ch
:
Minneapolis Ch and Wom Miss Soc
Houston Ch
”
Mrs H A Litchfield Lewiston Me

May our churches soon

learn their dutyms regards the paying of the
ministry, .
4

QUERU’S

is

revival interest there. ......Lillie

at present,

to:

L. C. CHASE.

Wm H Smith North Randolph Vt
Friends Candia N H

:

50 cents and $1 a bottle.

church in the B. E. W, @ M. with good reculis”
with some

Contribute

Lyre,

Minnesota Y. M. Home Mission.
For the quarter ending Feb, 28.

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchilis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,

There have been some four or

five conversionsin the last few

+ Full Iron

chair—

In East Penfield, N. ¥.. March 15, by Rév. J. M.

Howe reports a steady growth in the Elmore
church of which be is pustor, the church having increased in membership about one half in

Howe is also preaching

to

‘I'hat offers a full size First-Class Rosewood Plano, Don le Veneered throughout, with Solid Rosew

Litera-

the

(52638)
Rev. John Ashley, Box 542, Hillsdale, Mich.

Money

. Business Hotes.

the Nashville

Lord

by

sion
should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me
(2522)
Rev. S. . Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com| munion Baptist Asscciation, Marion, Ohio.

>

church, of which he is pastor.......Rev. A. E.

still going on.

led

Churches

Post-Office

The Auburn
church is without a pastor,
Rev. L. D. Boynton having finished his labors
there.
Correspondence
may
be had with
Mrs. Lola S. Robinson, of Auburn.

Apuroved

six months, and the good work of the

our

J& The Only House in Americ

”;

H.

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our; Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Mes
52t
La
C A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom all mission money within’ the bounds of the
Central Association should be sent.
52t.
Al
ney contributed for the Maine State Mis-

S81. Francois Co. (Mo.) Q. M.—Held
its
4th session
with the Renelton church
commencing the Friday niglit before the 1st Sundayin March.
This series of meetings
continued until Wednesday night when it closed.
Our preaching was by Rev. John Wood, W.
H. Copass -and Parson Huff of the United
Baptist Sect. The meetings were well attended with considerable interest.
Josnua Woop, Clerk.

Minnesota.

$16.50 in cash as donation

all

Society should have

ones

receipt

Duty

Denominational

discnesion

BY

Rev. J. P.'Hewes acknowldges a donation of
$45.
™
the

not

of

no FES) onailuli
till
the
0 is tested
and approved in his
own home.

the following credits of money for the Educational

the church at E. Otisfield.
By reason of the
weather but few were present, and, only four
churches represented,
Th® meetings of worship were quite interesting, Rev. W. J. Twort,
delegate from Cumberland Q. M. was present,
rendering much asssistance in the meetings.
Bro, Adams who has been supplying the Otisfield church for some months, having left, this
church is without a pastor.
1t is a good place
for the, right man.
:
Any church wishing for the June
session
will inform the clerk.
:
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

Sabbath evening at the ** after” meet-

acknowledges

Importance

J

oc-

Cheng
and

ty

Mode

William Bradley,

¢ Pastoral

1-8

due

ville, VL. $1.20 the New Hampton Ch. .38 cts,§sandS. CURTIS.
C wich Q. M. .50.cts.
4
.
‘

ing, the Lord's Spirit was specially manifest
Make from
$2353 to $30 per week selling goods
with his people and in the awakening of sin- | for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10, Barclay St, New
Yors.
Send
for their Catalogue and terms. 1y34
ners.
Praise God for salvation.

Rev. E. Berry

‘ Baptism,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Ohio.

Tues-

of the

CORRECTION.
In my report of money received
for our Benevolent Societies,in
last weeks Star

a doctrinajfermon on Saturday.
Subject the
Judgment
and Future Retribution.
Revs A.
M. Simonton protracted the meeting a few
days by which the church was encouraged and
strengthened.
§
Next session with the Zion Church commencing May 27th.
\
E. C. WILLIAMS, Clerk.

graciously

have. been reclaimed.
One soul has been converted and made happy in Christ and others
are inquiring the way.
He has. not had extra
meetings since
the severe storms, but the
Lord's Spirit is working on the hearts of the

8. Gordon,

8 foet 4 rd

taves; with Handsome Covers Stool.
N Book and Music for

appear above, select subjects, and come prepared

er was chosen Q. M, agent to solicit subseribers, and work jn the)interest of the Printing

:

on

which

ey

wide;

tioned in John 3: 1; N. V. Sutter, “Sanctification”;
J. D. Tindale, “ Question Box ”; W. E. Stephens,
‘ Church Covenant, Sacred ”; L. C. Chase,
It is requested that others whose names
do not

session

EstablishmepfSAB4v. M. R. McKee

“ih

Kaller,* Life and Character of Nicodemus *’ men-

Clerk.

Rev. D. A.

H.

Opening

“ Ought

‘The Muy session with Algansee church.
last

of

Mission Interests 7? N. W. Roberts, * Skeleton
Sermon”; J. H. Smith, “Origin of Sin 7; .J.
Freeman, “ Relation of Pastor to Church”; W.
Cockrum,
‘ Relation of Church to Pastor ”; B.

ghn has been holding extra meetings with
Kinderhook and Gilead churches since the Q.

its

*

ture”;

BraNcH (Mich.) Q. M.—Held its winter ses-#
sion with Kast Gilead church, Feb. 11-13.
A
fair delegation was present considering the inclemency of the weather, and tbe business of
conference was done with harmony and dispatch,
We were favored with the presence
and labors of Revs, H. W. Vaughn and J. T.
Patridge, who preached the word to good ac-

Rock River Q. M.=Ileld

Birth”;

Moon,

on

Clerk.

C. Wt MyEns,

place

he Sunday-school “Teacher”;

ters could net get out to our covenant meeting,

:

to commence

preceding the next session

M., time and

to take part in the exercises.

the first instance during the history of the Q.
M. We bad a good meeting, and it was protracted with quite a good interest.
Next session will be held with the South
Hazleton church, of which due notice will be

- Rosewood Piano
of the

programme of

Ill. Central Y.

‘Prohibition ”; A. Thompson,

until Saturday ev-

HIRAM CHAMPLIN,

The

J. H.4Cully, Sermon, * The Resurrection ”; G.

ening, blocking the R. R. so we were dnable
to return home until the middle of the week.
On Saturday the snow was so severe the sis-

given.

CONFERENCE.

and Subjects”; M. A. Shepard,
* Evidences of
‘Immortality ”; J. W. Phelps, ‘Justification ?;
Sermon by 8. E. Rogers,
“ Atonement ”’ ; T. O. McMinn, * The Lord’s Supper, Design and’ ParticiPints 7; G. A. Gordon,
Paper, ‘
Heart Power in

weather

that commenced

EE

J. 3. HARRING
ION, Clerk.

day at 9, A. M.,

New

Q. M. (Iowa)-—Held its last ses-

the Oelwein church.

cost of Pianos, we can
furnish this Beautiful

Roa

a

by Rev.

notice will be given in the Star, as requested by
Conference we subniit below:
3
PROGRAMME:
Sermon
by J.C. Gilliland,
‘ Power of Revivals”; T. O. Franklin, * The

was 80 unfavorable, there weré only twelve
delegates present.
We had a terrible snow-

the weather

has

in the new relations which they have assumed, tioned 8 weeks. It" wus" interrupted -seversl
and in, the results already achieved, Nearly’ times by the severe storms, the churches were

7 eXtra meetings or panoramic preaching.
:
ul

church, Mareh,

ELMER 8. CRAIN, Clerk.

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held

dollars upon their house of worship, it was
burned by an incendiary, the society baving
no insurance, and being between one and two
thousand dollars in debt, Within the last four
or five
years they have built a very fine
church
und paid the old débt, besides sus.

taining public worship.

tional publications.

Clerk. . .,

evening, April 8,

the Ministers’ Conference

M.—Held" its Marc

Janes requesting a copvention to be called for
the purpose of organizing a Y. M." Bro. H.
8. Otis was requested to correspond. with the
Q.Meetings of Kansas requesting them to send
delegates to meet in a Convention to be held
in connection with the next session of the
Central Kansas Q. M. June 4 and.
at Canton,
McPherson Co. Rev. H. 8B: Otis was chosen
agent to solicit subscribers for our denomina-

by the

Michigan.

The F. Baptist society is large, and fully able
to meet the financial burdens of sustaining the
constant means of grace.
Withina few years
past they have had peculiarly heavy burdens.

After? having expended

indebtedness

Western.

Rev. Dexter Waterman writes as follows
from Laconia:
* It has been my privilege to
spend the winter in this place, with my son,
to sit under his ministry, and unite with .him
and the people of his charge in worship, and I
have enjoyed ‘it much.
Laconia is a manufact-

enterprise

dollar of the

SR

New Hampshire,

villageof much

amounting to $1600 on

Rev. Geo. Donnocker'has held special meetings with the Tuscarora and Woodhull churches, resulting in fifteen conversions at the former place and seventeen at the latter. Collections at the two places, amounting to $49.25,
were given to Bro. D., and he will preach for
the Woodhull church the coming year.

by baptism and a general steadfastness prevails.
‘
There is a precious work of grace at Clinton
under the labors of Rev. G. W, Cortis..... .
Our church at So, Montville is hoping to settle
a pastor the present spring.
Also the North
Montville chiirch is desirous of securing some
faithful man soon.......Our church in Unity is
. on the point of rallying anew, and Burnham
village is ready to strike hands with them ina
pastorate,
There seems to be.no reason why
an inviting pastorate may not be formed, that
shall give a faithful man a good support.
Rev. G. M. I'ark, of Presque [sle,has labered
three days with the Bangor church,and severaj
have started.
The work is still going on. The
pastor will use the Tllustrated sermons Sunday
evenings vee. The church in Newport have
engaged G. N. Howard to preach a part of the
time, instead of uniting with the Christian
chureh to employ a pastor as they have done
for several years.
Their prospects are most
encouraging.

uring

Q.

MINISTERS’

with the Prairie Center church, Feb. 25—27.
Owing
to the condition of the roads, the
churches at Homer and Inlet were not repr
strengthened this winter by a precious revival,
|
sented.
Revs. Dunn, of Hillsdale and ‘Felt,
and in consequence about 40 additions to the
of Fourmile Grove were present. The preachchurch "have been. secured.
Their ¢huarch. ing was excellent, and the meetings spiritual.
building fs-new and beautiful and they will.
A. D. SANDBORN, Clerk pro tem.
thank God when they can say,‘ We are out
of debt.”
~aing
RirLey Q. M.—Held its last session with
Rev. D. A.
The church in Putnam is in want of a pas- the Union church Feb. 25-27.
Tucker
was chosen moderator.
The Deartor. They have a comfortable house of worbourn Q. M. sent a letter of correspondence
ship, good parsonage, plenty of fruit trees, but
by its messengers, Rev. A. M. Simonton, C.
C. Ruble and S. Hushman.
The corréspondcan’t pay a large salary,
Correspondence may
ence was received and Cor, Mess, to the Dearbe had with. A, Hulett. _

Maine

the cross and

W. A. Myers,

enjoyed. . A letter wus received from F. A.

15th of Aug. "81; and they look for the $300
per agreement, The church'has been greatly

Eastern.

up

Opening sermon Friday

M. granted Bro, Augustine H. Lacey
%icense
to preach.
He. preached on Saturday and
Sunday evening, assuring us of his calling.
Bro. H. 8. Otis preached Sabbath morning.
“The Lord was with us and a good time was

say that they have just completed the task assigned, and ample provision has been made to

°

cently taken

a debt

D. C. BURR,

THIS BEAUTIFUL INSTRUMEN}
SENT ON TRIAL. :

at

OAKLAND (Mich.) Q. M. will ‘convene wifi the
Commerce chuich, April 8.
Opening
sermon,
Friday evening.
E. O. DICKINSON, Cleri:.
HILLSDALE Q. M., with the Osseo
church.

tion, they secured a conditional pledge of $300 M. session, with good results. The little band
1 of brethren and sisters at Gilead, - who were
from the Asgpciation, providing they would
almost discouraged and ready, to give over,
raise the rest inside of a year. They desire to were greatly encouraged and
strengthened.

of our lives.

church at Windham

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
EDGECOMB
Q. M., Ministers’ Conference
Parker’s Head,
Mar. 25, at 9 o’clock, A. M.

ceptance. Bro. J. E. Crites is the only. preachin this Q.-M. that "is dt, present in acits cer
tive service, und he is a licentiate.
Bro. Vau-

house, clogging the wheels of its'progress.
At
the September session of the Central Associa-

during the rest

“here is some increase of interest, with

Boticss nd Sppointments.

the

of Wis., united with the Sand Creek church and
will doubtless be a great help to us.
The Q.

meetings, beginning with the “week of prayer,”

When the officiating clergy-.
Mrs. Bingham.”
man at her funeral pronounced, her '*‘ a living
read of all,” those who
and
epistle, known

KANSAS

session with the Sand Creek

Rev. J. M. Crandall has resigned at East Pen-

One
all the circles blessed with ber presence.
a pronounced

now rest

and

6 and 6. The roads were bad and some of the
churches were so far away that only the Canton, Maridian and Sand Creek churches were’
represented.
The session ,was one of much
interest. - Bro. C. Stephens and wife, formerly

tinued for a number of days resulting in a
deeper religious interest in the church......

Bingham, wife of the honored

rest, leaving au influence that is still
diction to this church.

strengthened,

’ Quarterly Hleetings. Tam

ma church in Dec., extra meetings were con-

afid revered
an example remembered

_.

labors

At the close of the Q. M, with the. No.

among our
and grandebildren whirareifoday
and hi¢‘also left’ a name and
#seful mémbers,
by all.
Mrs. Hannah

been

.. Arkansas.

St. Journal alone netted over $200... .Rev. W.'

rant with true devotion ig a loving interest

i

has

St. church

to
of sainted aaeriory have gove home
Be
lend.
«receive a Christian’s reward, Without el
lo
it is
ing any invidious discrimination,
remember in this connection a few who >ave0 recent ‘‘ Fair and Festival” held by the
been connected with -this church, and
the river Ladies’ Aid Society netted $500.25. The Park
served it well and have gone over
memory fraleaving an example bright and

town

chreches and pastors much encovraged.

absence

"Dr. W. H. Morehead reports that sincetFeb.
acceptably for several months, has gone toi
v Harper’s Ferry preparatory to his removal to 1, he has organized five churches and three
Chepachet. ...At the annual visit of the Dorcas
‘Sabbath-schools.”
There are five associations
Society of Olneyville at the residence of the
in the State and fine opporiunities for mispastor, he and his family were surprised with sionary work.
a
valuable presents.
These and other things are
tokens that the bond between pastor and people are strengthening from year to year. ., The

have
growth in faith and grace. ot a few
been brought to Christ and have become Hee
ful Christiane here or elsewhere in Christ’s
™t

the

Island.

of the pastor, supplied

toll, triake™ hardship, just the discipline
50d
Ss v
necessary’ to make them useful, “and
vineyard.

Rhode

‘Rev. A. H. Morrell who has

EL

age.
C

Muly eternity can unfold to us what
has done. Seme of its members

ONISNASNVIL

In

ELECTRIC

enty-five years,-and the members
to dank God and take courmen
this

:
gah

|

v DICKINSON,

4 BY THE AUTHORS OF THE POPULAR

243

.

Hroad way;
2

TO SELL THE

:

CAROLS. y2 Hllustrated Little Women.

“This book is considered superior to any of their
other books th ad aptation to all the wantsof.the
Sabbath-school, ‘Never before were the authors

so successful and happy in their music.”
- 192 pages, board cover, Single copy, 85 cents;
I= doz., $3.60 by express, not prepaid ; $4.
Sample
copy, paper cover,
y mail, post-paid.
23 cents. Send for it, » Speen pages free.

Aadress,.

}

AGENTS WANTED

OLDEN . , “HEAVENLY!

SONGS” 2"d

Manager,

York.

New

W..J. SHUEY,

“

Dayton, Ohioe

.

.g-orgad

One’of the most

le

rw

popular books ever put on: the

market. A handsome profiton every copy sold.
Special inducements to Ladies. Send at ounce for
po phe

299

and

terms.

Washington
49

Sold only by subscription,

ROBERTS BROTHERS,
Street,

‘Boston,

Mass.
fi

:

nit

“Bort, a
tee

stances of Macaire’s envy and hatred to

Aubri de Mondidier had been conspicuous.
Additional circumstances created
suspicion, and at length the affair reached the royal ear. The king, Louis VIII,
accordingly sent for the dog, which appeared extremely gentle till he perceived
Macaire in the midst of several noblemen, when he ran fiercely toward him,

eer rem eee

‘THE KING IN HIS BEAUTY. :
BY

MRS.

Senne eyes shall

see

V..G,

RAMSEY.

FLA

the

-

King ‘in

His

beauty.—Isa.

"" Mine-eyes are weary watching—
The

night of death is drear;

‘When will the darkness vanish
wad

the day of life appear?

Gl

y of joy and gladness,
day of cloudless light,

growling at and attacking him,

The king, struck with
tion

When all thé promised glory
Shall burst upon my

-

»

sight?

were

And death is known no more;
And while the heavenly arches
With glad hosannas ring,
‘Mine eyes shall see the glory
And the beauty of the King.
I shall not be a stranger,
I shall not be alone,

i

‘When in the golden city
I stand before His throne.
He is my Friend, the dearest,

The sweetest for His grace,
And I shall see the glory
And the beauty of His face.
brow was crowned

With thorns, that I might wear
The crown of life eternal,
And in His glory share;

{

And the hands that bear the nail prints Shall be outstretched to me,

When I shall stand before Him,
And all his glory see!
+0

NO EVIL SHALL OOME NIGH.
F. WYMAN.

Nothing should tempt the Christian heart
To murmur at its lot;
For justice comes in God’s own time.
That time is best. Fret not.
If others injure, be assured
Thy cause is with the Lord,
And unto him alone is power
To punish or reward.
‘We can not read each other’s lives;
How can we censure them?
’Tis ours to counsel and to warn,
Bit never to condemn.

Nothing afflicts His children here
Phat God can not explain.
Keep peace within thy heart, nor fear
: +The trial and the pain.
Tn perfeet safety do they dwell
‘Who on His love depend.

For he is faithful, and will keep
The tempter can not harm

".
the soul

in

the

Isle “of ‘Nitre

recover

breath.

the dog

no

of so faithful

Afflictions come on angel wings

To guard the soul from sin.
And death is but the gate of Heaven
To those who enter in.

five thousand crowns’ worth of lace, —the Je to see them pleased. Indeed, I think
care much more for the opinion of the
folks under my own roof than I do for
faithful dog.
those away. I would rather be admired
oo
by my own boys than by an indifferent
A DISGUISED PRINCE.
| company in somebody’s parlor. And,
A pleasant story is toldof Rudolf, the Eunice, I think all these little things help
us to keep our hold on our boys when.
Crown Princé of Austria, who, while
hunting in Bohemia, entered a grassy they grow older. When they are just
clearing where an old woman was feed- passing out of childhood into youth, I feel’
ing her goats. He said to her,—
that they need a mother almost as much
How
“God bless you, Miitterchen!
as when\jn the cradle. Indeed, another
might give the baby food and clothing;
are you to-day ?”
¢¢ Ah, how can such a Hhodsome young ‘but boys at their later age need great
man speak so friendly to an old woman!
mother-love and care to keep them from
Yes, it is'a hard life I live; but, God be | going wrong. Everything that draws them
thanked, I keep healthy.”
nearer to a mother, and ‘ makes them re“Is life, indeed, so hard?” said the spect her more, is worth attention. My
young
forester.
boys never think of a walk in the streets
« Y&5, my young master; but it would of an evening, but sometimes spend an
be worse without these two darling goats, hour at a friends house, or ask a few boys
who support and provide for my old here. Mother is always importuned to
age. Ne
-join in any games or plays and very often
* They ate odio handsome animals. takes a hand with them. Oh, it would be
I should like to buy one.”
dreadful to me to feel that my boys were
*¢ Oh, to that I can not

an

animal,

caused

gant marble monument, with an appropriate inscription, to be erected .over the

florins, and begged fer to keep

spot where Gelert

for her own,—** feed it well.”

was

buried,

to

sold her goat, desired her to use

com-

Here oft the tear-bésprinkled grass®
BY G. B. GRIFFITH.

And oft, as evening fell,
In fancy’s piercing sounds would
Poor Gelert’s dying yell.’

sculpture, which represents

a dog fighting with a champion, is ex-.
plained by the following narrative: Aubri de Mondidier, a gentleman of family
and fortune, traveling alone

through

the

Forest of Bondy, was murdered and buried under a tree.
Hig dog, a blood- hound, would not quit his master’s

grave

for several days; till at length, compelled by hunger, he proceeded to the house
of an intimate friend
Aubri, at Paris, and

of the unfortunate
by his melancholy

howling, seemed desirous of expressing
the loss sustained. He repeated
his cries,
ran to the door, looked back to see if any
one followed him, returned to his mas-

‘ a

the

slipping away from

mether’s

influence,

keenly appreciate the other side.

So do

some of our friends the New Yorkers.
One of the younger New York poets, on
visiting Cambridge for the first time, said
tome:
-‘ We hear a great deal about
the failure of Boston to quite appreciate
the mental breadth and energy of New
York.
But with all the admiration I felt
for this region before I came here, 1 find

‘Words can not describe the old woman’s
joy, but all she said was:
**A prince,
and not even in a golden coat! I could
not have thought it!"— Youths CompanTon.

.I didn't wholly appreciate it: there is
such a thing as New York Bostonism.”—
Harper's Magazine.

S6-O-0-0
4

0-0-0
4-09

“iY am glad of a rainy day

once in a

NAME OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN,
Oberlin, the well-known philanthropist
of Steinthal, while yeta candidate for the

Fitérary Bebe.

mics,”

BARLY SPRING IN MASSACHUSETTS.
From
the Journal of Henr D. Thoreau, suthor of and remarkable beautiful plaque of birds ang.
“ A week onthe Concord and Merrimack "Mowers for china painting; are given in the
Rivers,” ¢ Walden,” etc. Boston : Houghton,
Mifflin & Co. 16mo. pp. 318. ($1.50).

Now is the'time to read this book, while the
mystery of life which the author so finely and
minutely describes is unfolding.
Thoreau’s

Having

thus

passed

the bounds,

spirit of fife returned.

he

He then helped

yo

by all the historians ‘that relate

er; were

all the gates shut against Both

interesting phases to him, which he would
note down in his diary. with apt and piquant
comments, which

made

them

more charming

and valuable still. The friend to whom this
Journal was given after Thoreaii’s death,
kindly shares its contents with the large number of persons who had learned in *“
Walden”

he overcame every obstacle; ‘sometites

fact, the ‘Chevalier Macaire ; when,

eizing hin by: the throat, ho

he leaped over the wall ; at others Joss

It

Lawyer

day

confined only to Macaire, appeared very
°

‘near Malines, he was shot, and died in

=
“I'am not going out in‘ the rain, and
the duller it is out of ‘doors, the more
cheerful I like to have it in the house.

the water.

The boys always like this dress, and I

would thus accomplish his “aim, " Oné
day, however,

2

while swimming a stream

There was then

about

him

|.

of ‘his

or

period,

for

instance,

in

succeessive

with the observations recorded in the journal
under those dates.
So of other days of other
spring months.
We believe a portio or all of
the book have previously appeared in the A¢lantic Monthly.
Itis a delightful book for
the season, and for all seasons.
1

rn,

GLEANINGS IN THE FIELDS. OF ART.
By
Edaah D. Cheney. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
8vo. pp. 345. (82.50).
:
This book contains a- variety of papers on
art topics, the aim being to set forth -the
characteristics of the different schools of art,
such as the Greek, Early Christian, Byzantine,
French, Spanish, Old German, English and
American.
The author admits that in America, while there is a newly awakened interest in art studies, yet our thought on the gen-

eral subject is crude, and that the temptations
to haste make our artists superficial.

This and

the tendency to highly colored work and a
disposition to follow the prevailing fashion instead of pursuing an original course present
great obstacles.
But these defects may be
overcome, and the book presents some very
good suggestions as lo the manner and spirit in
which it may be done.
Besides the characterizatipn of the different
schools of art, there is more or less space given
to essays on such artists as Michael. Angelo,

Durer and David Scott.

These

erable study of the genius
artists dealt with, while the

dotes

introduced

show

consid-

and work of the
illustrative anec-

Will help to gain

attention

and to make more clear the author's . thought.
The closing paper on Contemporaneous. Art
presents much that is entitled to thoughtful
consideration.

The book is one of the signs

and expres-

sions
of a growing interest
this country, which we
trust
better and yet better products.

in
art
in
is te show

will interfere

with your bugs
\

¢

travel in Egypt.

Mrs.

Story of a Lion.” A bit of fiction true to life is
the quaintly weird New England story, “ On
the Edge of the World.” A story of which the

scene is laid in Spain is “ A Girl of Cadiz.”

cates the opposition manifested by some of the
southern bourbon papers to the views regarding the condition and needs of the South, re-

cently expressed by Senator Brown, of Georgia, and others.

i

The

National

Temperance

Society

(New

York) publishes a pamphlet containing the cel.

ebrated address of Rev. Dr.

Howard

Crosby

in the Boston Monday Lecture course, and a
full and conclusive answer, prepared by Rev,
Dr. Mark Hopkins, ex-President of Williams
College, of Massachusetts, upon the invitation
of the National Temperance Society, together
with the uble and eloquent reply in Tremont
Temple, before the Methodist Ministers’ Association, by Wendell Phillips, Esq.; also the ad-

dress by Mrs.
Tremont

J.

Ellen

Temple.

Foster, of Iowa,

The

pamphlet

also

at
con-

tains the letter of Rev. T, L. Cuyler in the
Independent; the sanitary
aspects of the
questiog, by Dr. Ezra M. Hunt; the letter. of
Rev, Dr. A. J. Gordon, together with numerous selections from the newspaper press of the
country, and Medical and Biblical authorities.

Dr. Oswald continues his articles on ** Physical Education” in the

Monthly, dealing

March

especially

Popular Science

with

the subject

of indoor life, ventilation, and the care of
babies and consumptives.
Dr. R. B. Tracy
deals with the problem of * Municipal Nuisances” with the purpose of showing that
Paris and Lendon are troubled with dirty

streets and bad

odors as

well

as New York,

and that these evils ar» not wholly due to the
delinquency of city officials.
** Cerebral Localization; or, The
New
Phrenology,” by
Henry de Varigny, is an account of the course
of discovery in regard to the functions of the

different parts of th@®rain, and is chiefly devoted to the experi nts and reasoning of
Ferrier, whose investigations, begun some
years ago,have opened up a new departnient of

nervous physoiogy. Mr. R. S. Calvin describes
the natural history of“ A Piece of, Coal,” illus-

THE LONGFELLOW
BIRTHDAY-BOOK.
Arranged by Charlotte: Fiske Bates, Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin & Cb. square 1Smo. pp.
398. ($1.00).
This graceful recognition of Mr. Longfellow’s
latest birthday is one in which very many persons may take delight.
It contains selections
made with a fine sense of appropriateness from
both his prose and poetical works, for every
day of the year. These selections are printed
on the left-hand pages.
On the right-han
pages are important memoranda, usually
names of historical individuals whose birth
occurred on the days mentioned, and spaces
are left for autographs.
The book is embeéllished with a fine new portrait of Mr. Longfellow, and twelve other illustrations.
It is
bound in tasteful style, and is in all respects
a unique-and attractive book.

trating his story with pictures of the coal-plants
as they have been revealed to ustby microscop-

ical, botanical, and geological science. The
fifth of Mr. Spencer's articles on * The Devel:
opment of Political Institutieus” treats of
‘* Political Forms and Forces.” Under the
title

of ** Lingering Barbarism” Carl Vogt coners the present persecution of the Jews in
ermany, tracing it to the influence of the
classical or middle-age culture of the universities, ** which is bound up in the closest relations with barbarous and violént usé of power.”
‘The Legul Position of Married Women,” by Mrs, Anna Garlin Spencer, isan in‘structive summary of the progressive improvement of the position of married women, closing

with a statement

of their present legal status

in the United States.
An article entitled
“ Rock-Weathering, as illustrated in Church-

yards,” by Professor Geikie, F. R. S., contains
THE DIARY OF A MINISTER'S
WIFE.
By
Almedia M. Brown. - Part I. in No. 53
Standard Series.
Octavo. New York:
I.
K. Funk & Co. (15 ceuts.)
This

book

is

pronounced by a writer

tobe’

“ one of the most humorous and witty books
of the day, ‘showing, in a pleasing manner,

their

Avior. i.

Rev.

E.

P.

Thwing.

much useful information on the relative durability of the different stones employed for
monuments and for building purposes.
The
encroachment of the state upon the domain of
the individual in matters of education is earnestly discussed by Mr, H., H. Wilson, under

the title The State as an Educator.”—New
York: D. Appleton & Co,
a

The

Sunday Magazine

sustains

its reputa-

tion for giving a greater variety of reading and
illustration, for the money, than
the monthlies.

It is now

any other of

conducted by

Rev.

Alfred Taylor, and the April numper contains *
a good deal of useful and interesting reading

for everybody.—New York,
Persons contemplating a trip to Europe this
season will find much useful information as to
routes, modes of travel, expenses, etc, in a
pamphlet issued by Thomas Cook & Son, the
renowned excursion
managers of London.
The pamphlet will be mailed . free on applica-

tion to the American

Manager,

Barattoni, 261 Broadway, New

Mr, C. A.

York.

The American
\Book Fxchange has removed
its head-quarters from the 7r{bune Building
to No, 764 Broadway, which ‘is in the very
midst

of

the‘ book

district” of

New

York

City, and therefore, of the publishing enterprise of the nation, Their list of recent and
early forthcoming publications includes Green’s

larger* History of the

English People,”

re-

duced from $10 to $1; Carlyle’s’ “History of
the French Revolution,” reduced
Carlyle’s

‘ Heroes

and

cents, and the ‘‘ Revised

Hero"

New

to 40 cents;
Worship,”

25

Testament,”

which is promised to be manufactured
rapidity heretofore unheard of.

with

—

82 pages filled with both engravings and de-scriptions of novelties in science and the use-

ful arts. ~ Ornamental
vases and objects of

In the depart

wood
ern

york; pottery,
nd ancient art

are finely shown.
De March” number con‘tains, among various er sabjects jllustrated, a full description of the hanufacture of

for artisans and

:
|

Munn & Co, (New York) publish The Illustrated Scientific News, n paper containing

Iog the vocal score of the four principal songs, paper hangings, ‘with engravings; of Capt.
some of which are likely, to become as popular Eads’ proposed ship rajlway across the Tstha8 the airs of ** Pinafore.” ‘There fs also page |.
7 hydraulic. ruilwa
the fending ch araoters tothe | tive. Ther
iy also many VaJuabloil ree pes

this morning that I can’t speak the truth.” ment of ‘Decoration and Furniture” the
Dr. M.: * Well, 'm glad thdt it's noth- | achievements of Alfred Stévens; an eminent

ing that
ness.”

is a sketch of modern

Jd: WChampney has a cleverly done satiro on
rephemeral literary reputations entitled * The

an

springs.
Thus we have th@20th of March ’40,
41, °42, %53, ’55, ’58, etc., following in order,

| fiend
Wy. Mood eplaking 3 hoarse |
whisper) : “Fred, I've got such a cold oper drawn by Geo. R. Halm.

In’ shoft, Whenever the ning ‘between the logs of" travelers, ‘bo beak it thisfor Bitavs

spl A ‘chevalier he continued. to
and attack. him with equal fary.
** Such obstinate vidlence in the: animal;

C. (entering. the office

lisher, 23 Union Square, N. Y. City.

; ‘| There is an installment of Rose and the Doctor; Octdve Thanet has a Colloquy in which
to admire the talent for observation;
of Nuture and the original manner of d crip- the methods of practicing charity are discusstion which characterized those books.
The ed; there is a paper ot the New Testament
aud Creeds; and several articles under Disarrangement of the contents curiously shows
cussion and Suggestion, one of which deprethe train of thought that ran through the same

and “ Excursions in the Field

lee Taylor,” the new English comic opera, giw

good looking woman in good clothes.
withhold mine.”— Christian Leader.
iim
Wot“Bat, Lucia, you can’t afford tobut on :

lement, together with smaller designsifor
Is aud borders.—Montague Marks, Pub-. :

>

Good Company (Springfield, Mass.), num.
‘genius was remarkable.
No American, and
hardly any other, has shown so deep an in- ber eighteen, has a second article by Dr. G.H_
sight into the life and work .of Nature, has .| Hepworth, one of the committee for the dis.
loved it or sympathizéd with «it more,or has tribution of the New. York Herald relief fund,
so clearly and simply expressed his thought: on Ireland and Irishmen, in which he relative
upon the subject.
His walks in the early his personal experiences. among the famine.
Spring ‘mornings, while the dampness and stricken people, and expresses his views fs to
chill of the night were disappearing in a sun- the situation in decided language. An account
illumined vapor, while the first notes .of re=}| of Seargent S. Prentiss is given, the man who
turning birds were to be heard and the tender| attained such wonderful proficieney in elo.
blades of grass were ‘breaking through the quence by ‘his twenty-ninth year as to rani
with Webster and Clay as an - orator.
There
crust, were always revealing charming and

while,”said Mrs. Lake, *¢ especially when
the trials, tribulations, expectations. and ac.
I have some work I want to finish off as ministry, was traveling on one occasion tual exepriences of a minister's , wife in a
we have to-day, Lucia. There will be no from Strasbourg. It was in the winter country parish.” *“Itis very humorous and
A man engaged in smuggling tace in ‘one calling {o-day, surely, so what'is the time: Fhe ground was deeply “covered ‘earcely exaglerated.” It will lessen the burto France from Flanders trained an ac- use of your stopping to dress? Your with snow, and the roads were almost den of many a country preacher’s wife if this
tive and sagacious spaniel to aid him in husband is away for the week, and we impassable. He had reached the middle book is placed generally , in the hands of the
his enterprise.
He caused him to be can just take our ease in these morning of his journey and was among the moun- laity. ki
shaved, and procured for him the skin of dresses, and keep on with our sewing.”
tains, and by that time was so exhausted
THE PREACHER'S CABINET:
A handbook 3
another dog of the same hair and the
illustrations. ~ Second Setles: i PY Rev E.
x P..
““ The boys will be home at three that he could stand up no longer.
Tbwing.
New York:
unk & Co.’
same shape. He then rolled the lace o'clock,” said ber friend, taking down her
He was “rapidly freezing to death.
(25 cents.)
round the body of the dog, and put over wavy hair and proceeding to dress it in Sleep began to overcome him: all power
This little book is brimful of bright epiit the other skin so adroitly that the trick her accustomed graceful fashion. I will to resist it left him. He commended himgrams, beautiful similes and elegant extracts
could not be easily ‘discovered.
The just remark that it was not done up in self to God, and yielded to what he felt from the literature of all ages. It has been
lace being arranged, the smuggler would “bangs,” or *frizzes,” or snarls of any to be the sleep of death.
aptly styled “ a cabinet of pearls and a casket
say to the docile messenger, ‘ Home- ort, but was arranged in rich, classic
He knew not how long he slept, but of gems.” Teachers, writers and public speakward, my friend,” At these words, the style, which gave her the appearance of suddenly became conscious of some one ers will find here fresh, vivid and quickening
dog would start, and.pass boldly thrcugh the noble, beautiful matron she was,
rousing him and waking him up. Be- truth on more than two hundred literary and
religious themes, the whole indexed and conthe gates of Malines and Valenciennes in
““ Dressing for your boys!” exclaimed fore him stood a wagon-driver in his blue veniently arranged.
the face of the vigilant officers placed the other: ¢¢No wonder folks talk of, the blouse, and the wagon not far away. He
there to prevent smuggling.
with Historical Notes of
extravagance of the times, when mothers gave him a little wine and food, and the STANDARD ig
hear

“ Needlework” and “ Industrial Art?

there are, as usual, profusely . illustrated articles. Full size designs for outline embroidery
for a tea cosy in crewel work, and for a large

make such a parade just to meet their
New York:
funk & Co. (6 cents.)
would await his master at a little dis- school-boys at the tea table,” and practi- hifi on the wagon, and brought him fo
This little vx contains nearly 150 hymns,
tance in the open country.
There they cal Cousin Eunice snipped off a thread. in the next village. The rescued man was
with tunes indicated, and names of authors
mutually caressed and feasted, and the a very energetic manner.
profise iin his thanks, and offered money,
and dates of composition given. The biographant placed his rich package in a
ter’s friend, pulled him by the sleeve,
ical notes are interesting and valuable.
It
*¢ It pays,” said the mother quietly, as which his benefactor refused.
and, with dumb eloquence, entreated him place of security, renewing his occupa- she took out a fresh pair of cuffs and slip‘It is only a duty to help one another,” isa unique and cheap book, intended for
Such was the ped into them a pair of sleeve buttons said the wagoner. “ And it is the next prayer meetings, Sunday-school and for family
to go with bim.. The singularity of all | tign as occasion required.
.
these actions of the. dog, added to the Ch cess of this smuggler that, in less than | Freddie had given her on - her birthday. ‘thing to an insult to offer a reward for worship.
ve yeurs, he amassed a handsome for- | He had saved up his pennies to buy those such a service.”
circumstance of his coming there without
The place of honor in The Art Amateur
his master, whose faithful companion he tune and kept his coach.
© ‘““Then,” replied Oberlin; “at least for March is occupied by Frederick A. Bridggarnet buttons, and he liked to see her
Envy pursues the prosperous. A mis- avear them, as she did almost every after- tell me your name, that I may have you wan, whose genius and industry have won
. had always ‘been, prompted the corhpany
to follow the animal,
who conducted ‘chievous neighbor at length betrayed the noon, although
him, at the early age of thirty-three, a high rein thankful remembrance before God.”
she had prettier ones.
An enteitaining
them to a tree, where he renewed his lace, merchant; notwithstanding all his
‘1 see,” said the wagoner; ‘that you pute in two hemispheres.
Cousin Eunice could dress up very
to disguise the dog, Cub
as richly on occasions, but for the ‘bosom of are a minister of the gospel. Please tell sketch of the artist by Edwafd Strahan, a felhowl, seratehing the earth with his feet, efforts
Jon pupil in the atelier of Gerome, is illustrat
and significaptly .entreating them to suspected, ‘watched and. discovered. her family she had a set of. ‘old gears,” me the name ofthe Good Samarilan.”
ed by a portrait and a number of drawings by
search the particular spo. Acgordingly, But the cunning of the dog was equal ‘to a8 William said, which if they were use“ Tised,” said Oberlin, “I can not do;| tlie artist, while the frontispiece, drawn by
Did the spies. of the fal were. not. ornamental. The children for {6 was not put on record.”
on digging, the body of the murdered the emergency.
Camilee Piton, represents Bridgman’s *¢ Lady
Jhe did not admire mother as they might in
Aubri was found. Some time after, the custom-house expect him at one. go
“Then,” replied the wagoner, *‘ until of Cairo Visiting,” A special feature of the
who is saw themat a distance, and ran 10 | and
[those dresses,
d
though she was quite a you can tell me his name, permit me to number is Caryl Florio's: long review of‘ Btl-"
og accidently met the asdassing

1

:

ten

the ‘goat

DRESSING FOR THE OHILDREN.

Llewellyn’s sorrow proved,

And here he hung his horn and spear,

The dog of Montargis became familiar
“to the public by being made the subject
of a melodrama that used to be frequentThe fame of this English
ly acted.
blood-hound has been transmitted by a
monpment in basso-relievo, which still
remains in the chimney-piece of the
grand hall, at the Castle of Montargis, in

of the vilthe honest

old woman that His Imperial Highness
Crown Prince Rudolf, to whom she had

an ele-

‘‘ Here never could the spearman pass,
Or forester, unmoved;

SOME REMARKABLE DOGS.

The

consent, espe-

his disappearance, the mayor
lage appeared and informed

smit-

memorate his fidelity, and unhappy fate.
The place to this day is called BethGelert, or the Grave of the Grayhound.

Kumaly Cancle.

France.

323, 1881.

loss of which did not afflict his master,
but he was inconsolable for the loss of his

ten with sorrow and remorse for the rash
and frantic deed which had deprived him

| His power is never known.

o

appointed

hound had destroyed. - Llewellyn,

Whose home is near the throne;
or in our heavenly Father’s courts

@

words,

MARCH

cially now when I have plenty. of fresh and I hope never to know it, even when
| my head is gray. J
grass for them.”
:
springing forward, he seized him fe the
It is such mothers who retain their hold
“If [ pay you well, what then?”
throat and threw him on the ground.
¢ Then, perhaps I could let you have of the children while life lasts, and who
Macaire now confessed his guilt in pres- the old one. 1t would be a shame to let are mourned with heart-broken sincerity
ence of the king and the whole court. In you have the young one.”
when they are removed. And the same
consequence of this, the chevalier, after
|. guiding hand reaches out still through
¢¢ But it is the young one I want.”
a few days, was convicted upon his own
‘¢ No, no, impossible. She gives me the mists of time, and helps to shape the
acknowledgment, and beheaded on a seven seidel milk daily.
I couldn’t child’s destiny forever.—.drthur's Home
scaffold in the Islé of Notre Dame.
T spare her. But the other is also good. Magazine.
The memory of the dog Gelert has been You canthave her for four gulden” (about
BOSTON AND NEW YORK.
preserved by tradition, and celebrated in one dollar and pinéty-two cents).
So long ago as 1719, Daniel Neal, an
poetry. In the neighborhood of a village it But I ill give you six gulden, and
at
foot of Snowdon, a mountain ir take the younger.”
observant traveler, who ought to be held
| Wales,
Llewellyn, son-in-law
to king
Je, Gott! that is a Heap of money. in high esteem by Massachusetts people,
wrote of the New England metropolis:
John, had a residence.
The king, it is Young master is surelgrnot a’ butcher.
said, had presented him with one of the God bless you! But will -the poor goat * There are five Printing-presses in Boston, whith are generally full of Work, by
finest grayhounds in England, named. . be fed well by you?”
which it appears that Humanity and the
Gelert. In the year 1205, Llewellyn one
¢« Of course.”
So the bargain is made,
Knowledge of Letters flourish more than
day, on going out to hunt, called all his and he handed her a ten-florin note.
in all the other English Plantations put
dogs together, but his favorite gray- 4 Here, give me four tlorins change.”
York
hound was missing, and nowhere to p
*¢ Ah, dear master, you must be fond of together; for in the City of New
there
is
but
one
Bookseller's
shop,
and
in
found. He blew his horn as a signal for joking. In my attic room down there in
the chase, and still Gelert came not. the valley, I have ten kreuzers, much the Plantations of Virginia, Maryland,
«Carolina, Barbadoes,
and the Islands,
Llewellyn was much disconcerted at the less—"
none
at
all.”
heedlessness of his favorite, but at length
¢¢ That is unlucky; but here, take the
Happily humanity and. the knowledge
pursued the chase without him.
For ten-florin note, and in eight days I will
of letters are no longer confined to one
want of Gelert, the sport was limited; come back here for the change.”
“Oh, no! I couldnt be responsible corner of the country; but notwithstandand getting tired, he returned home,
when the first object that presented itself for so much money. Keep your note,and, ing the growth of an opinion that Boston
to him at the castle gate was Gelert, :who when you change it, bring the money to and New York are to occupy relatively
the positions of Edinburgh and London,
bounded with the usual transport to meet | my room down in C—.”
his master, having his lips besmeared
‘Here is a better offer. Keep the the capital of Massachusetts still has a
with blood. Llewellyn gazed with sur- goat for eight days longer, feed it well, peculiar prestige as the oldest center of
| prise at the unusual appearance ‘of his and so I will pay you the four gulden literary culture in the country, causing
the eyes of the rest of the Union to turn
change as ‘ board money’ for. my goat.”
dog.
:
¢¢ Four gulden for eight days!
No, no: toward it with a particular interest, a
On going into the apartment where
he had left his infant son- and heir asleep, that is too much money, young master. glance compounded of respect and remjnhe found the bed-clothes all in confusion, You are really a spendthrift. Surely, you iscence with something of insatiable expectancy. -The privileged Bostonian, it
the cover rent and stained with blood. must lear to be more careful.”
is true, laughs at Boston in his quiet way.
He called on his child, but no answer
“¢¢ Ah, little mother, here, take the note.
“It is a capital place to live in,” said an
was made, from which he hastily conclu- Now expect to hear from me in eight
eminent publisher who has his dwelling
ded that the dog must have devoured days.” And he disappeared.
him ; and giving vent to his rage, plunged
The poor goat-keeper called after him there, *‘ because then you can go to New
‘his sword to the hilt in Gelert’s side. in vain. One of the retinue, who had York. ‘But if you live in New York,
The
noble animal
fell at his feet, been an unobserved witness to the scene, where can you go?” The mot epitomizes
utteringa dying yell which awoke the quieted her at last $y assuring her that the sentiment of many among his townsinfant, who was sleeping beneath a min- the young forester would return in eight wen ; but if they sometimes join in the
alien laugh against their * little city,” and
gled heap of the bed-clothes, while be- days.
neath the bed lay a great wolf covered
+ And so he did,—by proxy, however; recognize a degree of smallness and conwith gore, whom the faithful and gallant for eight days later, at the very hour of straint in its general attitude, they "also

In the eternal daylight,
My feet shall walk the shore
‘Where sin can never follow,

His own unto the end.

other

sooner found himself at liberty, than he
ran round his adversary, avoiding , his
blows and menancing him on every side,
till his ‘strength was
exhausted;
then

*. For the beauty of the King
Forgets the joys and sorrows
‘This mortal life may bring.

.

in

Everything being prepared,

- The heart forever yearning

BY EMMA

of battle;

retreat, to enable him to

To see the day-star rise?

His bleeding

against

Dame, then an unenclosed, uninhabited
place, and Macaire was allowed, for his
weapan,” a great cudgel.
An: empty
cask was given to the dog as a place of

What earthly pomp or splendor
. Can charm the longing eyes,
That are ever looking eastward
*

evidence

he gave orders for a combat between
the chevalier and the dog.
The lists

"Of the morning, open swing,

+

such a confirma-

of circumstantial

‘to the chance

1 shall behold the glory_And the beauty of the King.

©

as usual.

Macaire, determined to refer the decision |

My soul, amid the shadows,
. Climbs up to watch and pray’
For:the first bright, gleaming tokens
That usher in the day;
For when the golden portals

A

‘as several in-

especially

extraordinary,

STAR,

housekeepers,

)

Euglish art worker, are described and illustrat
i Niew YORK Attics and Housestops” is “the
‘ed, and numerous practical articles: for makodd: title of an article by William H. Rideing,
| ing the home beautiful are given. Jn ** Cera- ‘which will be printed in the April Seribner..

Co
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to’ think: we have said enough to show that lenvesto mourn her loss, a widowed mother,
those who accuse temperance writers three children and numerous other relatives;
while they ‘mourn, they are not without
harshly
should lock to themselves. They bnt nsolations.
Funeral sermon was preached
‘conditions of remaining should be the
may not know it, but we assure them
at the Freewill Baptist church, March 2d,
same as for becoming members. Church- that they are capable, of being very fool- from
Job 19:25—-27. » _
L..C. CHASE.
es dishonor themselves and bring sBandal ish, and never more so than when they
q~, LYDIA SLOPER died in Rochester July 31,
to religion, who ‘retain immoral persons are .airing their superior learning and 1880, aged 4S years.
This worthy Christian
to

help

wisdom.

a

him, though he may believe and not obey.

communion
church,
other
immorrality,

on

relation to God who does not believe

The salvation realized by complying
with the conditions and continuing there-

accept, and dt the same time have the

power of contrary choice includes pardon

" “the new birt}, adoption, and eternal life.
“Such thus become the special children
of God, members of Christ's family, joint-

institutions,

proved,

involves

besides

many

church should be a clerk
an executive committee,

and treasurer,
and so far as

_possible a preacher’s factor; and any other officers or committees found neccessary.
All associations

of Christians, as

such,

for the worship and service of God, and
the salvation of men through the gospel,

‘have equal rights to be called Christian
churches, and

should be so recognized.

* These churches, being

voluntary

asso-

ciations of Christians for worship

and

work, have the right to decide with what
Christians they will associate ; and, while

they may not accept any they do not believe to be Christians, they may properly
decline to receive some who “are, if it
“shall seem necessary forthe highest results.
But in deciding who of Christ's disciples

shall be refused there is danger of selfishness, and bigotry ; ‘and there is also -danger of two much sympathy in receiving
such a8 promise to destroy the unity,
peace and efliciency of :the church. But

circumstances ‘should greatly modify the
action of the church in this matter.

I con-

sider that under existing circumstances, the

organizing and sustaining .of churches
composed substantially of Christians who

believe in free salvation, free will, free
communion and baptism, is right and ex-

pedient;

and

that Free Baptists

done a good work and have
“to accomplish for

have

much

Christ and

more

the

world.

But I would not have young persons examined very much in technical theology.
Those who get-their doctrines from the

Testament will not accept the false

doc-

trines against which we have to contend.

Baptism should be as

soon

afler ggnver-

sion as circumstances will allow.
Disciples in their first experiences of communion with Jesus should be freely welcomed
“to the.Lord’s supper.
The sooner after

“becoming
a servant of Christ one unites
with fellow servants

"better.

in

the

Church

‘Membership in a given

the

church,

- bein
a matte
g r of choicé and subject to
the action of others, can not be a prere
quigite

to baptism

or

communion,

and

when, for any reason, one of three acts

must be deferred, neither of the other
s
should for this reason be delayed.
Thys

while every Christian is & member of the

many

quo-

grant

highest authorities, it is applied to unfermented juice of the grape as’ well.
See
their definition of the word ** must.”
It is said that missionaries find no un-

If

not. easily solved.
But these churches are simply voluntavy societies of Christians; which it is an
important dutjto organize and sustain,
and they are higher than other associations, being composed of Christians—
workers with Jesus in saving sinners.
Their government should be consistent with allegiance to Christ and the
equal rights of members. - Officers of each

in

ed article, of course, but in Webster and
Worcester and Latham’s Johnson,
the

not

are questions

now

the premise, for the rule of one language
is not necessarily’ the rule of another.
But we do not grant the premise.
The
word wine generally refers to a ferment-

they were divine, all Christians would
have clear right of membership, without other condition.
or
..»» How to divide large villages
‘how to secure God's credentials for each’
church in cities, and how to walk togeth-

er without being agreed,

fermented

wine

in

Palestine

to-day.

What of it ? Syria is inhabited, for the
most part, by hulf-savage people. Itisa
desolation. Ten thousand of its ancient
arts have perished.

Moreover,

it is

in-

habited chiefly by Mohammedans,
has been governed by Mohammedans
centuries, and Mohammed forbade the
of wine, so that its production is the

and
for
use
one

art which has

any

suffered

more

than

other in Mohammedan countries.
The
testimony of the missionaries as to what
they find to-day has no bearing whatever
on the

controversy.

The wine used by Christ at the Last
Supper was that in common use among
the Jews of His day at the Passover, for
the Lord's Supper was instituted at the
Passover. The strict Jews of America
‘and Europe avoid fermented wines at the
Passover; do those of Palestine? The
advocates of fermented wines bring testimouy to prove that some Rabbis use fermented wines.
But there is testimony
that other Rabbis use no wine at all, but
substitute lor it a mixture of water and
grape-syrup, which is unfermented.
In
fairness, both sides ought to be stated.
To state the custom of the laxer Rabbis,
and to pause there creates a false impression.

5

We find an able article on what we
term for convenience the Crosby side of
this

question

in the last

Bibliotheca Sacra.
Horace Bumstead.

number

of the

The writer is Rev.
He says
that God

sanctjons the moderate use of wine by re-

buking the immoderate use of it. .He
dwells at considerable length on this
proof. A case must be greatly in need of
support when such arguments can help
it. Our readers must beware, henceforth,
of reproving drunkards and condemning’

drunkenness,

for in doing

so they

pressly encourage the moderate

This

writer says

ex-

drinker.

again, * The

Bible

sanctions the use of wine by the example

of good men and women whoused wine
without ever being reproved for. doing
80." This refers to the Old Testament
saints, and not te Christ, whose custom
he considers under another head. But in
precisely the same mdnner, the Bible
sanctions pulygamy and concubinage and
many other things which we are quite
sure Mr. Bumstead does not approve.
A capital instance of the weakness we
criticise is found in the manner in which
writers

deal

of the school, to which

with the Hebrew

quently

rendered

word

we refer,

tirosh,

fre-

‘‘hew wine” in the

common version.
A number of passages
speak ofit as ** found in the cluster,” as
‘* gathered,” as * trodden” in the winePress, as ¢ bursting out” from the press,

as making the vats *¢ overflow,” all shows

practial

Christian

in. what is to be done and

how

“damaging: friction and: equal right to the
“same should be accorded to others.

the Bible, as also the

writer on the

same

subject in the last edition of Kitto's En:
cyclopedia, leap from this to the conclu-

sion that tirosh was an intoxfeating drink.

The passage does not, atall prove that
the sacred writer regarded the drink as
intoxicating, and this is admitted by Mr.
Bumstead, in the article referred to
above. He surrenders the passage very '

frankly.

But if it did refer to intoxica-

tion, it would only show that the

Hebrew

word was sometimes applied to an igtox-

icating substance, while usually it wag!
applied to an unintoxicating substance. ’
As we have seen, Mr. Bumstead admits that there is not a solitary passage in
which tirosh is used with reference to a
fermented liquor,
itl it be believed

we

.

:

»

the excess over:

accompany

LINE

the

i%

1

copy..|

of eight

Quimby, died

Lyndon Center, Vt., Feb. 20, aged 59 years.
For upwards of four years the subject of this
notice struggled against falling
a victim to.
consumption.
The disease
was contracted

at church

Thanksgiving

Her life has been one

:

riage, and three times before

before

twelve

of

se the Extract

though four miles of difficult rosd must be
traveled, even teaching her Bible class when
obliged to whisper her words of instruction.
She was devoted to principle, to her friends,
to her church, to her Bible, to every true in-

3

in oon:

strength of her

out

i
Piles,
>

this had been dene by an opponent.in ar
gument, he would not have been slow to
perceive the fallacy.

hx

~
#

.
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Fifty . years ago, Elder

Whooping Cough,

Downs was given up by his

And other Lung Affections.

physicians, to die with Consumption. Under these cir-

——

The astonishing success ot this Elixir, ana

other pre-

Itis never sold sn bulk, or by measure.

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidéneeof
its superiority over all other remedies of the

Toilet Arti-

cles and Specialties,

of one doctor’s yisit.
For sale everywhere.

kind, for

| Lung and Throat Affections.

HERRY
&
JONSON'S
ARNICA®
OIL

NEW YORK AND LONDON.
Tor sale by all Druggists and Faroy Goods
Orders for
2 worth, carriage fi
on recei;

|

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.

| Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

words “Pond’s Extract’ blown in the Shes,
and our picture
mark on surrounding bu
wrapper.
None other is genuine,
Always insist

. on having Pond’s Extraect.

Js a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping

phys-
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For Man

and Beast.

A sure cure Lor Wounds,
Bruises,
Sprains,

Ulcers,

an

Burns,

WARRANTED RQ Scalds

Cuts,

Galls,

Sores,

Corns,

Boils,

Wind § SATISFACTION §/ G alls,

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

and all Skin Diseases.

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

it in well with the hand.

Strain,
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FROM ALLFRUITS
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Rub
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Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,

SALE

BY
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‘ including
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’

CONSUMPTION.
A WELL KNOWN

A TRUE TONIC
A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

PHYSICIAN WRITES:

*“It.does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses

the lungs and allays irritation,

thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearing similar names.

, JRON BITTERS are highly recommended for all diseases res
quiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches

Be sure you get

DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of “ I, BUTTS ** on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W, FOWLE & SONS; Bos- *
ton, Maes.
I, by druggists and dealers generally,

the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives pew life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing #11 dyspeptic symptoms, such

as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc.
he only
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
headache. Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
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useful and amusing reading —sent free.

DVERTISING Cards.Send 2 3c. stamps for 2
A large sets elegant floral cards. G. P. Brown,

I'he same day she died at night she made a
She died sitting
and peaceful.
should attend
the Christian
a very large
was present
her sons were
D. M. Stuart,

pastor of our church ‘in Cleveland, O.. The
writer was u-gisted’ in the services by Rev.

BROWN

Beverly, Mass.

CHEMICAL

CO., Baltimore,

Md.

A GENTS WANTED for the Bést and Fastest.
Selling Pictoral
snced 83 per cent.

Books and Bibles.
National Pub. Co,,
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Cards,

name on, 10¢. A 32 tol. story paper
ith every order.
American
Card
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Rev.

WM. WALKER.
at the resi- |

dence of her husband, Henry E. Friend, near
Okawville, Ill., March 1, 1881, aged 28 years.
Sister Jf osie wus converted when 16 years old,
und united with the ‘Grand
Praivie F. B.

church,of which she remained a worthy mem-

her anticipal
rly departure,
and ‘expressed
the wost, ¢hP®®ring confid nce of salvation
through Him that doeth all things well.
In
her death the church has lost a valid member,
rociety a firm friend, und the household a loving wifeund mother.
Besides a husband, she
:
“A

SUMMIT

convenient

DR. N. G. WHITE'S.

CAUTION.
Pond’s Extract Tho
ee reenimats
genuine has
paration,

all bright over the river. For the past two
vears she has suffered with heart disease.

died

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

M'F'G CO,

YORK.

235 South Third St., Philadelphia.

ician need
of female diseasesif
directions accompany

be called in for the majori
the kxtraet be used.

LUCINDA STUART
WHITING died at her
home in Eust Springwater, N. Y., Feb. 24, in
her 72d year. ' This dear sister with her compinion who died six years ago, embraced the
Christian religion over 50 years ago in Naples,
where they commenced life together.
She
was baptized by. Rev, Geo. Stebbens, and
united with the Naples F. B, church, and remained a worthy member until released by
death.
She was a patron of the Morning
Star over 50 years, She will be greatly missed among her neighbors and also at our denominational gatherings, where
she has so
often met to help plin and work for Christ
and his cause.
Her house was a plice where

;

BROS.

Blind, Bleeding, or Itching.
It is the greatest known remedy : ra)

Female Complaints.

dorf, died after a short illness, Feb. 23, at her
home in Sparta, N. Y., aged 41 years.
She
found the Saviour about 14 years ago, was
baptized by Rev. Wm. Peck and united with
the Free Baptist church and was a consistent
‘member
of the Scottsburgh church until her
death. She was a modest and unassuming lady
in every respect.
Twenty-one years ago she
was married to the one who with fopr children (the youngest being only six weeks old)
mourn
her irreparable loss,
When it was
known that death was near, hér family were
all called to her and she told them to keep up
the family devotions, even if their father
should be nbsent.
She mude all her arrangements for the funeral, and as the final hour
approached, her mind was clear, her resignation complete and her death
triumphant.
She will be missed by a large circle of friends,
but at no place will she be missed as in her
own home.
Her husband being in very poor
health, it was a severe shock to Lim, and we
ask for him the prayers of his friends.
The
children have lost one of the best of mothers.
A large circle of friends and neighbors were
present at the faneral, showing their appreciation
of her life ynd their sympathy for her
dear husband who is expecting the sammons
to join her begond the river.
WM. WALKER.

Mgs. JOSEPHINE KINYON

HUNT

cannot fail to

Send for Catalogue.

New Eng. Gen’l Managers,
608 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

and

A. L. MOREY.

Mr. Hibhard, of the Christian order, and
Mr. Hobbs, of the Adventist order.

All fully warranted.

2)

idly curing when other medicines have faile
Pond’s Extract Medicated Paper for closet
use, is a preventive
fing and
,
Ointment is of great service where the
Temoval
of clothing is inconvenient \3

Price of Pond’s Extract,

society, took the

in her chair. Her end was calm
She requested that the writer
her funeral which was held in
church in East Springwater, and
and Sympaizlig congregation
to attest her worth. . Three of
present, one of them being Rev.

suit.

the slightest fear, of harm,

Mgs. S. M. OBERDORF, wife of Lester Ober- | *

visit to ene of her neighbors.

variety of styles, at prices which

Stove-Pipe

cious that mothers who have once used it will never
be without it. Our Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.

Star for a number of years, and tried to trust
in the Saviour.
Owing to the sickness of the
pastor, Rev. W. J. Twort, of Raymond, was
called to preach the funeral sermén’ and com-

!

The above well-known Pianos gre unequalled in

Eyes.

Toothache

- HAINES,
BILLINCS.

BY THE

PARK

NEW

For Broken Breast and
Sore Nipples. cleanly
Gn,
ma: ction
and
eflica-

Elder Newell.
Since that time she has lived
an upright, exemplary life, never bringing a
wound upon the cause, She was always in-

fort the bereaved.

a

fl

Faceache. Wien, theExtractls

SARAH S. WEEKS, of Gray, Me., was born
June 17, 1826, and died Dec. 21, 1880, and was
consequently 54 years of age.
Nearly thirty

and

MENLO

Cure.

IANO
HAZELTON,

Pains.

Sold by All Druggists.
(PREPARED

Diabetes

tions, its effect is simply wo!

LesLIE R., only child of &. F. and M. J.
Oliver, and grand child of Rev. D. C. Burr,
died in Auburn, Me., Jan. 28,.aged 19 months.
We all loved Leslie, and wanted him with us,
but Jesus wanted him more.
B.

terested in her church

p:

Earache,

Sore

Nervous

Price, $1.00 PER BOTTLE.

Extract ; it will aid in

or

Lefey eine

Redeemer.

and baptized

cific

Head-

Burns and Scalds. fo sams
Inflamed

Sister Oliver was a faithful wife, an affectionate and tender mother-in-law and a kind neighbor; dearly and earnestly beloved by all who |
knew her. She retained her faculties to the |
last hours of life; was tenderly cared for by
her children and grand children, during her
last illness, as well as through all the years of
“her advanced age. We mourn our loss, but
rejoice in her gain.
PASTOR.

years ago she was converted

Itis a sure cure.

Softening
and in keeping out the air,

scars.

at

the age.of 18 during an extensive revival, under the labors of
Elder Stinchfield,
united
with the 1st Georgetown F. B. church, and.
continued her connection with that church,
until called up higher. During all these 72;
years of Christian life, she was an active earnest worker in the Lord’s vineyard; not laying
_ off the armor until called to exchange it for
the crown. She was a lover of all God’s children,
but especially of the people of her choice, reJoiging in the prosperity of all God’s people,
and anxious for the salvation of souls.
She
was a constants reader of the Star, hailing its
weekly visits with gladness; and deeply interested 4 the work of all our beaevolent
societies, contributing of her means to their support. She ever distrusted her own goodness
and strength, constantly
relying upon - the

righteousness and

all

Warner's Safe

For Sale hy Drugglata and all Dealers at: $1 25
er bottle.
rgect bottle in the market.
t.
. H. WARNER & CO., Rochester,
N. Y.

Prof. Edison authorizes the publication of the
following certificate,
MENLO PARK, N. J.
I CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION"
EKNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS
MADE ACCORDING TO FORMULA DEVISED AND USED BY MYSELF.
:
THOMAS A. EDISON.

it is unrival
and should be kept in every family
ready
for use in case of accident {44 A dressing of
our
tment will aid in
and prevent

Oliver, died at Georgetown, Me.,#Feb. 10, aged

converted

‘and

For allayin

Mrs. FANNY, widow of the late Dea. David
was

on with the

,

Diabetes, use

Back or Side Ache, Ner-.
jvous
Head
Ache,
Gout

Sprains
and Bruises.
Lt.»
ng, 9)
and Feansing,
Use our Ointment

E.OwEN.

She

SCIATICA,

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds,

She will be missed by a

90 years and 1 month.

NEURALCIA,

&c. Our * Oatarrh Cure,” specially prepared
to meet serious
contains all the curative
roperties of the Extract 3 our Nasal Syringe
nvaluable for use in catarrhal affections, is simp
and unex;
ve.

very wide circle of acquaintances und friends.
Her end was peace. Husband, daughter, sons
and numerous relatives followed her remains
to their last resting place.
* Precious in the
sight of the Lord is the death of his saints.”

Is made from a Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
Value, and is a POSITIVE
Remedy for all the
diseases that cause pams in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid
Liver—Headaches -Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of
the Kidneys, Liver rand. Urinary Organs. For
Female
Diseases, Monthly Mengtruations, and
during Pregnancy,
it has no equal.
restores
the organs that make
the blood, and |
is the
best
Best Blood\ Purifier.
It
he only
known remedy that
ures Bright's

RHEUMATISM,

Bleeding from the

promptly.

A. EDISON,

_ for the cure of

.

lay y is is dangerous. prompgy
C atarrh
The Extract isthe only 8
» for this disease, Cold in

flagging. No storms preventing her attendance,

:

|

Diphtheria & Sore Throat.

age, persevering in her course of reading until
strength entirely failed.
Her devotion to the
church and its work in every feature was un-

terest of community,

| Prof. THOMAS

N
‘or f from any ca use, is 8 posit by
cont on an d
stoped: Our re
Ee ( FE and Injn ers ($1.00) are great aids 1n arresting internal

mar-

vears

.

Hemorrhages.

Bible reader, having been

eleven times through it by course

of the distinguished inventor,

these
eompiaints as the Extract. Our
r
risinvaluabloin these diseases, Lum
y
Pains in Back or Bide, &¢.
Our Ointment (|
cents) for use when removal of cl
g 18 incon.
venient, is a great help ia relieving
tory
cases.

poused F. Baptist principles, and was immersed, joining the church, and ever remaining an
active, devoted,
consistent member.
She was

? RR a

THE CREAT
DISCOVERY

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia.
No other p
tion has cured so many cases of

of

unusual activity and devotion,as all former pastors of this church will testify. tHe was converted

a very persistent

:

;

idl!

THE GREAT VEGETABLE
PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
INFLAMMATION AND HEM> ORRHAGES.

in

| witie,

‘6. mignt cite a good many. other in"The question of discipline is involved he ces
of similar weakness.
But we
J

is but just that CASH should

age to the very last.

and

_POND’S
EXTRAC

death,
For many months previous
‘the process of manufacture ; but not yet tober heruntil
departure, she was in poor: health, but
was usually
able to uttend to h
luties
campleted, and further, in order to find: - “Her
sioknow was: short, - Faken siok- on Frida
=sanetton-for-the
nse-of fermented
evening,
dhe
died
ubout
eight
o’clock
the
foiIne, quotes pussages in which &rosh is
Monday mofoing.
During’ this brief |,
to spoken of favorably? If something like lowing
time, sheher wa
ard to speak several times of

doit, that they can work together without

fh

For

ing that it was viéwed as the juice of the many of God's dear servants were made welcome, and to whom words of comfort were
grape unfermented. There is just one given, and often something bestowed to ‘aid
passage which speaks of it as ** taking, them on the way. She was at our Q. M. last
away the heart,” and the writer of the October, and while speaking of the near aparticle on Wine in Smith's Dictionary of proach of her dissolution, said that it looked

that he then defines Zirosh tibe wine in

mental atid
agree

should be

BRIEF and for the public.

from a chill taken

clusion does not follow, even if we

are

difficulties.

NOTICE. Obituaries

day, 1876. . She bere up with remarkable cour-

tations from ancient writers which ought
never to have been treated as proofs of
their positions. But then, we find the
writers of what we may call the Crosby
school going to just as great extreme on
the other hand, making a8 many foolish
statements, and indulging a spirit of arrogance quite out of proportion to the
strength of the reasons they adduce for
the support. of their views.
i
It is said, for example, that our EngJish word *¢ wine” always refers to -the
fermented juice of the grape, and hence
it is inferred that the Hebrew and Greek
words for wine do the same. = The con-

to carry

being

w

advocates for teaching that
sanctions only unfermented
have been looking into the
a little, on
both sides,
convinced that the extreme
men have adduced many very

foolish arguments, and made

forward the work of Christ as best they
can,
;
if
divine

LAR

—

rd

life

in Strafford

o

at the rate of FOUR CENTS. PER
words. VERSES
are inadmissible.

temperance
the Bible
wine. We
controversy
and we are
temperance

or

our local churches

Watchman.

SARAH A, wife of Alpha

early

she never removed her relation.
sincere, devoted
Christian, ever
cause calcula- |
ted to promote the welfare of
the church, and
the advancement of the cause of Christ.
She
bid adieu to. earth. with Bright hopes of a |
glorious immortality, leaving twobrothers and
ive sisters, and other relatives, to/lament her
departure.
=...
E, TRUE. ..

is no such thing as unfermented wine, in early life in Sandwich, N. H., ber native
either in the Bible, or out of
it. 1c. | .plakey-and, for a number of years was identified
Crosby, and others who are a8 ‘‘calm” as with the M. E. church; but after marhe, heap unlimited scBrn ofi the extremd’] “riage and settlement here, she voluntarily es-

lifeto righteousness.
oe
;
Neither the Supper nor Baptism is a prerequisite to the other, or has any valid
claims for precedence.
SEES
The churches in the times of the Apoestles appear to have been the Christians in
the several places, without any other condition or election. The Apostles assumed
the care of these churches, but left no successors, nor rules for church organization or gevernment.
So, with reference to meeting-houses,
* to ministers and times, and forms of ser-

The theory that

eirrns ieee

‘church

from which
She was a

Obituaries.
PARTICULAR

religion .in

not | feeling a deep interest in ever

dismissal is not for immorality, and when
it is for this, itis not necessary and should

many quarters, in the assertion that there

Christ and to represent death to sin and

associate

they do

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by.
sons who do not patronize the Morning Siar

There is great enthusiasm just

to forbid water that they should
be
baptized : which is a Scriptural and eminently proper way to publicly profess

must

where

doctrine or polity, or any other reason.
The epithet, exclude, 18 improper. when

‘BIBLE WINES.

have a right to all the ordinances and
privileges of the church: and no one has
a right to pldce any obstacles to their freely partaking of the: symbols of their Savjour’s broken body and shed blood at the

vice, Christians

wines

create any great moral evils, We think
it is well to wait a little till writers on
both sidesof the question-have studied it

or close.

stealing or
abandonin®

S60
940+

All such; by virtue of "their union with
Christ, and membership in his church,

Lord's children,

for
for

* Read before the F. B. Ministers of Provideace
and vicinity by D. RB. Whittimore.

church on earth and in heaven, without
any human vote or organization.

table with the

Universalist,

never be used.

heirs and fellow-workers with Jesus: and
these constitute the Christian church, one

Lord's

Baptist,

of fermented

farther.
The

the church, for radical disagreement in’

to

"in, and which each is absolutely free

Free

lady experienced

united with the3d F. B..

Free

West

8

mol con«

of dismissal, whether it be to unite with

Faith is necessary, for one can not act in

not

ROCK

3

OH VE

LEY

Do

repentance, consecration, and ‘obedience.

The conditionsof This salvation are ‘sure given should be found in the cause

do

P=

a Care

Dismissions
should always be
for
cause, plainly stated on the records-and
in the certificate always given to the. dismissed. All the commendation or -cen-

we

for Sleeping purposes, and

perish but have everlusting life.” *¢ Itisa
. . . that Christ Jesus
faithful saying
‘came into the world to ‘save sinners.”

At the same time,

wish to be understood as maintaining
that the Bible does not permit the use

only.
an ‘entire Meal.

as members.

ip ci

that

" whosoever believeth on him might not

We run Pilice Sleep

« God gave his only begotten son

But the

4

should primarily be

sustain and to retain each other.
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BEWARE OF POISONED

Union; tor even were Massachusetts, for instance,
clear of the plague, there was nothing to- prevent

the shipment from her poris of cattle from

any

such as fruit, meats, ete., in tin cans,

is

likely

Ex-Senator Howe has accepl\ed the commissionership'on the part of the
ited States to

receive a serious set-back hy the discovery that so
much of the canned goods is likely to be poisoned
by corrosion of the tin. Mr. Geo. T. Angell has
lately been investigating this subject, and we

the international monetary conference at Paris.

new davger has arisen,

herewith give

which congists in shipping

matter of fact, cheaper

and violence abound.
The independent course of Senator Mahone is
having a salutary effect on the independent
Democracy in Virginia and other sections of
the South.
>

and

regulations,

but

it will

some guarantee on the part of this
nation, and not as separate States.

A tornado swept over southwest Missouri
on Tuesday night, snd at Gulena, Kan., just
across the Missouri line, fifteen houses were
demolished and several persons severely injured.
:

France,

carry

note of October 3, including Crete.

but this must be done by
ment.— Christian Union. -

Connecticut Senate has passed a bill

giving wonien the right to vote in school-meetings and making them eligible for election on
boards of education.
;

the

General

New

U.

York

S.

I'ribune,

Consul

just arrived

that

for

Rouen,

ples, cherries, marmalade, corned beef, tongue,
head, tripe, oysters, sardines mn oil, salmon, lob-

or three

ster, shrimps, fowl, rabbit, mutton, chicken, turkey, soups, and condensed
milk—all
of which
‘Contained more or less tin.

He gives various authorities showing that this
tin is poisonous ; - a'so experiments with it on
guinea pigs,

which produced death—and

caused by the tin;

and

that

even

tin-canisters,

sauce-pans, and cooking utensils ought to be discouraged by public analysts and medical men.
CANNED FOODS IN AMERICA.
:

« ©
>

CURIOSITIES OF THE SUGAR ORCHARD.

In the Scientific American of Feb. 26,

1881,

moned, and he was conveyed to a room in the

Carolath

chester, Vermont,

alms-house, as he was a stranger without
friends in the place. Since that time—nearly
six weeks ago—he has
lain prone upon his
back and has given no sign of life except an

patch from Berlin, The princess is the wife of
Prince Charles of Carolath Beuthen, Count of
Schonaich-and daughter of the Countess Reichenbach.
:

Upon

A movement

three

American

Pork

he

has

complimentary

reception was

given

to

Hannibal Hamlin by his neighbors in Bangor
last Thursday evening, and Music hall was
Alled to overlowing.
Mayor Brown presided,

and an eulogistic

official work

with an urgent reminder to the British

to

address

was made

by Chief

Justice Appleton of the Maine supreme court,
and remarks followed by a number of others.
Complimentary despatches were read from
many prominent men at the national capital,

Lega-

tion that it is their immediate duty to contradict the false report sent to Fingland by the
In New York Wednesday the owner of a
Consul at Philadelphia concerning the condi- |
cargoof beef shipped on the steamer City of
tion of American pork. Inj usfice is not to be
Brussels for Liverpool four years ago recoverdone with impunity under the new Adminiseda verdict of $32,622 against thé Inman
line
tration, even to American pigs; and Mr.
of steamers for the value of the beef, The
Blsine promises to be quite as vigorous in the
Cabinet as he has been in Congress in driving steamer broke her shaft, the voyage became
protracted, the meat became tainted, and it
other people to the work which he thinks
was found necessary to throw it overboard.
right and expedient at the moment,

The total loss by the burning of the Bartlet

The assassination of the Czar recalls a well,
known bon mot of 4 diplomat who was present
at the coronation of the Emperor Paul.
In his

mills at Newburyport, Mass., on Friday night

account of the ceremonies to his Government,

will reach $300,000, and the insurance amounts

he said: ‘ Before him stood the assassins of
his grandfather; on his right and bis left stood
the ussassing of his father, Behind him stood

Latest News.

os

to $249,250. One large mill is to be erected in
place of those destroyed.—— Bath, Me., celebrated on Saturday the one hundredth anni+ + versary of its incorporation as a town by ap-

his own.” Shocking as this melancholy picture
is we seem to find in it a true reflection of the

truth thut history repeats itself.

* . propriate exercises, consisting of an historical
address,
an oration and 8 poem.——One mil-

lion dollara.bave been: subscribed

toward

The executive committeeof the

metin New York Wednesday,

the

solved to make no

world’s fait iu New York.—~It is expected:

further, efforf

fair

to secure

location being definitely settled upon.

In last evening’s (March 11th,
Star, 1 find the following:

POISONED

ago,do not bore

arer than one

CANNED

1881,)

be-

Washington

SALMON.

A

dispatch

says that a sad case of fatal

poisoning occurred in Elkader, Clayton county,
where Mrs. A. B. Vines, in company with her sister, ate

canned

salmon.

Mrs.

the effects of poison which

Viaes

died

from

had

pro-

the salmon

duced by corroding the can.
In Boston Transcript, a few

days

since,

I saw

this:
:
9
Two little girls, neices of Mrs. C. P. Ives, and a
Miss Tainter, died suddenly at their home in Man-

a

last

ered that they were

the poorest; wet land gives us much sap. but it is
poor; rocky and dry land gives little, but sweet
sap. 7. If you should tap a tree
difectly below
where it has been tapped, even if/as long as fifteen years

BY

from Dubuque, Iowa,

foot

corned beef,

week.

It has been

poisoned

by

Several other fatal

ing from the same
recently reported.

article

eating

discov-

canned

cases of poison-

of

food

have

been

GLUCOSE.

In the Scientific
American of February 26, 1881,
will be found the experiments of Doctors Barth
and Nessler,"German chemists,showing the poison-

a

this’

A reso-

11.

The larger

the

bore

the

more

you;
and I have.in my store a barrel of molasses
that I can not put in a tin vessel, for it would eat

sap you will get, and the greater the in jury to the
tree. 12. If you wish to do the tree as little harm
rs possible, then plug the hole air tight after pull
ing the spout; 13. A tree will run more and
sweeter sap in the daytime, and less and poorer in
the night; sap runs the best when fires burn the

best; sap will run the best when the atmosphere
is the most heavily charged with oxygen. 14.
Sap on the south side of a tree is the sweetest. 15.
Sap starts the earliest on the south side of a tree,
but it will runiéhie latest on the north side. 18.
The top of a tree contains more water than any
other part of the same, but if tapped will produce
the least sap. 17. The slower you boil the more
sugar you will make, but it will not be so good.—
Timothy Wheeler, Waterbury Centre, Vt.
A

rreame——

SOIL TREATMENT OF ORCHARDS.

claims,& first and second postmaster-general,

a commissioner
‘of agriculture, and six or

6.000, including a su wription of $250,000
.

while some members of the Cabinet, |

through.’ I would not sell it, but others do.”
A prominent Washington lawyer tells me that
on account of adultérations of sugars, he has for
some time past obtained all used by his family
direct from a Louisiana plantation. A Louisiana
member of Congress tells me that glucose is now
being carried to plantations and mixed there.
(Rn

Ey

Another Candidate.

liked the trouble of preparing it from the dry

form.
For such a new candidate appears
the shape of Kidney-Wort in Liquid Form.
is very concentrated, is easily taken and

| equally efficient as the dry.

Try

in
It
is

it.—Louis-

the orchard in best.condition, I depend on mulchund, and especially that under ne
| ing the,

treed.”

This is nature’s own

management

for

ful with evagihing Piano,

make

a complete

ofitiit for the parlor and the player, is

put in the home of every one who wishes to buy.

Purchasers are relieved of all vexations and tropb-an.
instrument.

rm

Ozar.-——The

on

Ct prevailed at Chi

Soy

re a
West on Saturday,

ther
on

iwi

:

p}

somewhére about

several of the em

of the

points

A

far-

railroads
od

midnight,

and

made

“testimony of Captain

is very good. “THe muck
linge and ¢oal-ashes
A
artil- ‘some

Hasbrouk, fourth

Jery,and letters written by deceased to. his

should be drawn and somo

lime

nixed

with

it,

thie remarkable success that this

"has brought.

liberal scheme

1tudds another tothe mapy obliga-

4%,

im

~

5

, Ji

Aaa

Lewis

4 vols.

Boston:

Boston

Produce

Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, bezns, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3 :
Quincy Market, Boston.
1881.
19,h;
Marc

BOSTON, Saturday Morning,
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19 @ 195; Red
Common
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1 50 @ 1 60.
idneys
Canada, choice, ¥ bu., $1008 1 05; CanPEAD.
,
Northern
Peas,
Green
8bc;
@
70
ads, common.
125 @ 15); Green Peas, Western 160 @ 1170,

bu,

Aroostook Rose, #

POTA10ES.

Collection),

(this

last

for

Boards, and

:

USIC!
Send for lists of Easter
Anthems, and begin, in time, to
4
: Li

Light,
“sadsy-scioot
H TENNEY and Rev. E. A.
New

and

beautiful

Specimens mailed for 30 cents.
RECORD,

$2.

DITSON & CO., Boston.
(Established

¢

in

1841.)

TOURS.

$600,

ravel

and

Hotels

First-Class,

all necessary expenses included.
Also_special
Excursion in August for Methodists. London
and return. $115 and $125. Pamphlets with
Map containing full particulars sent free by mail
on request.
Tourist Tickets
for Independent
Travelers issued by all routes. Address,
THOS. COOK & SON, 261 Broadway, N. Y.
CABARATTONLMan'g'r. P.0.Box 4197.
i
2t12e0w

common to good 1 85 @ 24); Medium, choice hand
1 93

Maine Central Rose 65@70c;

Motette

Quartets

Quar-

Motette

Very
Sheet Music (Vocal).
of Bound
Gems of German Song, ($2.) an!
Irish Melodies, ($2) are also of the
of the same class.

y

@ $2

Pea, Northéru, H. P., # bu. $210

Sacred

Buck's

subscribe for the MUSICAL

0S

EGGS. Eastern, ¥ dozen 21 @ 22¢; New York
Vermont 21@22¢; Canada, fresh) stock 20a21c; West.
0 @ 21¢; Southern, 20 @ 21C.

8

Sacred

h's

Ne Plus Ultra of Luxury, Comfort and Economy.
Five Grand Excursion Parties to Europe,
giving choice of dates and routes, April 27th, June
Ith and July 2d, 188]. Prices ranging from $350

good 11 @ 12%¢; Western factory, skim 7 @ 10c.
and
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HOFFMAN.
This book was prepared by the best
and may safely claim to be among the very best
music books
for Sunday-schools ever published.
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Sones 260
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Corn Meal
Rye Flour..... Le
Oat Meal, common to rood Western...500
Oat Meal, (ancy brands... eeeeees eereed00
NEW NORTHERN DAIRY.
BUTTER.

50

4 vols.

Library.

Quartet Books Quartets,
for Choirs.
ten:
Thomas's Sa-

and

}

coasreresnssasssssnsasassssnsne 57
sasesssssssssssanassencainsned 500

St. Louis

Library.

Male Voices only).
Price of each of the above, $2.00, in

8%

«$725
62

5650

5 vols,

:

D. Lothrop

Collection

6 00

@

ORIG. .eassanssasssnennrses

Girls Library.

tets (and his New Collection),

560

Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy..... B70
WINTER WHEATS.
ces sevressnsasiens
Patents, ChOICe.
Patecte, common to good

7.50

6 vols.

THE BEST MUSIC BOOKS.
cred

470

470 8

bakers..... crrraseerinnenn,

Minnesota,

7.50

§ vols

Library.

Emerson's Sacred

SPRING WHEATS.
. FLOUR. Western superfi@..esseecescsscsasess $4 00 @
Common exiras.....«. tesane cessassrend 2B 8
45 @
Wisconsin. .

@ 80c;

75

65@70c; New

Vt. Rose

York Rose, 65 @ 70c; Jacksons, 60 @ (5c; Prolifics,
C
70c; Peerless, 55 @ 65¢; Chenangoes 85¢.
ONIONS. Red, 4 bbl, 3 00 @ $3 50; White, $3 75
4 00.

APPLES.

Choice, Russets# bbl,

Choice Baldwins,

ins, 75
Ne

1 00.

@

$125

@ 200;
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.
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b5ke; New
@
4
sliced
Southern;
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vartered 4]8 4%¢; New York, sliced 4 @& 4c;
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@
4
py and Northern,quartered

and Northern,sliced + @ 4}c; Evaporated, choice

8

1c; Evaporated, good 7@ 7c.
Choice, coarse 2200 @ $23;
STRAW.
HAY AND
Ordinary, $1800 @ 21 00; Fine, $1800 @ 2000;

Hay, $12 00 @ 13 00; Rye Straw, $400 @
Swale
:
;
26 00; Oat Straw, $1200 @ 14 00.
SEED. Clover, Western 8% @ 8Xe;
GRASS
bu.,
Western, New York 8!{ @ 9%c; Timothy,
¥ bag, $2 30 @ 2 40; Canary
@2 90; Red Top,
#285
$245 @ 2 h5.
*y

POULTRY

Western Turkeys, choice

AND GAME.

BC
vs

15 @. 6c; Common to fair 12 @ l4c; Chickens |
choice 12@14c; Fowlsind Chickens 10@12¢; North-

ern Turkeys, choice 15 @ 16c; Common
14c; Chickens,

choice

16c; Fowl

12®

to fair 10 @
10 @

Reese, 9 @ 12; Ducks, 128 14; Grouse ¥ pair,
@

+ Qual,

12¢;

7

2 00.

dozen $150@

Mess is very firm, in sympathy with the

POKK.

market in Chicago, and the demand continues fair.
01d mess is selling at $1550 @ $1575, and new

mess at $1650 @ 17% bbl. Boston clear is firm,
with a'moderate demand, and sales of long cut at
backs

and

¥

$2150

rices.,

buy

We notice sales of Western

wess and

Letter.
- Ex erimental Grounds in |
which lo test our Vegetable and
Flower Sceds are most soutplete;
Plants
and our Greenhouses for
1
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PETER HENDERSON & CO.

any kind under 11%c.

Easter Annual No 5." conti

8, by LOWRY,
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100 copies.
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TERMS :
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Bed if pet
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$2.50 if not.
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Library.
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*
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The Getting

and lie so for six months or a year, being shoy. | tions that loyers of the Piano are uflder to this enarm
confirm the previous impression that | elled ovér once or twice in the time, then it is fit to terprising firm which, during the past twenty
pri
was duo 10 depression, of mind conse: use whether mixed with manure or not though the years, has been foremost in every liberal enter. at Seven and Eight per cent. net per annum. Adquent upon his inability to adapt his system of orchard should not fail to -have the manure in prise. Those who think of purchasing, should get | dress MANLEY & COATES, Atchison, Kansas.
tactics to the movementsof companies
of 200 some way. The application of ashes I give sepatheir catalogue; it gives information which pro.. Corréspondence solicited, Eastern and Western
references. Lands for sale.
42
or moré'men.,
. ’
rately, and if coal-ashes nse any quantity of them;
tects the purchaser and makes deceit impossible:
sister and to the adjutant general United States

ol

The Helen Lester

THE MARKETS.

for triaf; where it is to
Monday night, by shooting himself through give them. The mulch ‘may consist of almost any remain, and where its merits alonb can influence |
t- Sunday the head, In the inquest on the remains, the: material, but # compost of muck nnd manure, with the purchasor.. Messrs. Marchal & Smith deserve BUS
a meeting
slists-a
o
Soci
Chicag

- night approved the assassination of the Rus-

The

' MUSIC FOR EASTER.

and elegant

.

Books.

=

The Chautauqua

~

fore been considered, incurable.

$20 @ 20 60, short cut at $21,

in Kidney-

i

No writer has achieved a more enviable reputstion than ¢* Pansy.” Her style is unique, and the
strong, healthy, natural spirit, breathed through
all her writings, ennobles the mind—making the
manly more strong and the womanly more true.
They are put up in sets as follows:

says

one

every

What

doubt?

you

will

Why

a mess at $10 50 @ 11 50, and plate and family at
$13@ 13 50 & bbl,
SMOKED HAMS. There is a steady demand for
Hams, with sales of large at 10 @ 10jc, avd small
and fancy at 11 @ 11%c¢ 1b.
LARD. Prices continue firm, with sales of Bostonat 11% @11%c¥
1b and it 18 very Jifficult to

faith

de

The Household

Wort as a remedy for all the diseases of the
kidneys and liver, some, however, have dis-

their

«

The Esther Ried Library. 5 vols.

bbl
BEEF. . There has been a moderate trade at firm

declared

.

1

Local Editor,
Syracuse Courier.

By a large majority the people of the United

States have

PIANOS
$125 up.
Paper
free. Address Daniel F. Beatty

Pansy

ville
Post.
RESSED HOGS. The sales of City dressed have
I have become convinced that an orchard
been at 8% &@ 3%¢c ¥ 1h.
should not be cultivated much after it begins to |
Your Mind will Grow Strong
bear—or say ten or twelve years from setting; but
and great not by what you reject, but by what you
before that Iwould prefer to have it most of the
time in tillhge to some
hoed crop, only as, cordially accept and believe. "Your health will
the trecs advance in age take the moreswphing to. Jmprove, just in proportion as you obey Nature's « Lord, for thy tender mercies’ sake.”:-FARRANT.
laws. If your mind id diseased, refresh it with
not lect the plough go to much depth.pear the trees
1» Why seek ye the living among the dead 1—K. J,
Lewin
suitable relaxatiod. If the two great organs of 4» HOPKINS.
but finish tilling about the trees by hand, and
+»
Christ our Passover is sacrificed
us," —G OBB.
when hoeing be sure to take more pains in hoeing your body, the kidney and liver, are out of order, _ Ohrist is risen from the dead »—XJyEY.
the trees than (he corn. After being tended thus restore them by using Warner's Safe Kidney and
l Anthems for 15
Liver Cure. The mind can be kept clear by care, ‘t These Four Beautifu
with care 80 as not to have the roots much disCents; $1.50 per dozen.
and
the
kidneys
and
liver
by
the
great
remedy
turbed up to about the time the trees begin to
2t12
bear, I would seed an orchard down, not because ahoye mentioned.
FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
it will do better for being in grass, but I'would
" By Dr. J. H. VINA Successful Enterprise.
thus avoid.the risk of having the roots of the
CENT, A fine Contree, which geek to grow near the surtace, broken
The celebrated Piano House of Messrs. Marchal
or disturbed, as they wonld necessarily be by & Smith have recently started an enterprise in Pi.
| tilling
the ground
roun to ort. These surface roots anos which is previnga great success. A beauti- 1]
i
.
"A
i

lution was also adopted pledging the members
the subscriptions
by A i 16, providing
the
I
, will subscribe $1,000, 000
and other citizens of New York another mile and rootlets I believe to be the ones ‘which princiready qubscribed is pally nourish
the growing fruit.
Next, to keep
| lion. The uionG

week, including a member of the court of

gress, |

world’s

and finally re-

more, centrally Jocated site than Inwood,

thet a large number of executive nominations
willbe sentto the Senate during the present

- eight foreign ministers.——Much speculation
still prevailsat the national capital over the
of callingan extra session of Con-

near

the

a tin-can were made violently sick—‘‘ tin only
mgfoundinthe fruit”
=~.

cold spring; a tree standing near the surface will be

you will get.

A

Abroad.

Secretary Blaine begins his

taking form in Chicago

standing

that

ordinary fruit acids all act upon tie, and refers to
a case in which persons cating fruit preserved in

I to pick out a tree tavsee ho® rauch sugar I could
make from it, I would take one

Prof.

of the old hole; and if you tap it above (I mean
directly above), be sure and not tap nearer than
two feet. 8." The lower you tap the mors sap you ous effectsof eating glucose.
will get, but it will be of an inferior quality; the
mated at $5,600,000.
BUGAR.
higher you tap the sweeter is the sap, but the less
In the Philadelphia Times of March 6th, 1881,
A box containing fifteen pounds of gunyou will get.
9. The shallower you tap, the
‘powder, with a fuse attached, was found by a sweeter the sap, and the whiter the sugar and the sent me by a director of the Philadelphia Board of
policeman on Wednesday night in the recess of better the grain, with the least molasses (in tub- Trade, I find the follgwing statement of a Philadelphia grocer: ¥ The great trouble is that there
a window under the private apartments of the | sugar) ; the deeper you tap, the darker the sugar
lord mayor of London, and but for the timely with a larger per cent. that will not grain. 10. is no law to stop the sale of adulterated articles.
Sugars are sold go full of acid that the fumes,
discovery an explosion, entailing a serious 10s
The more spouts you put in a tree the more sap
when a barrel is opened, would almost suffocate
of life would have very soon followed.

bis identity.

His home is unknown. Apparently
been a more than ordinary person.

late dis-

build an underground rallway from the river
north to the city limits, in connection with the
Proposed rapid-transit system to Evanston and
ake Forest. The cost of tunnelingand laying
the track in the tunnel to the city limits is esti-

occasions his attendents
noticed
that
his
breathing had ceased entirely, and the man’s
death was reported. Before burial, however,
it was noticed that breathing had again begun.
Very small quantities of liquid nourishment
{have been poured down his throat, but there
is no apparent action of the digestive organs.
There has been no wasting of the body.
His
‘ physical condition is normal, and his color and
general appearance betoken perfect health.
Prominent medical and scientific men have
been invited to investigate the case.
A prayer
book in one of the
pockets of the patient contains the name of John Gyumspere, and is the

only thing upon him to indicate

is

bya

suggests

that the mysterious poiscning cases recently repeatedly traced to canned goods may bave been

Govern-

ashin

the

EF

Charles E, Munroe, of Annapolis, states

is confirmed

that

QA $30 to 81000 2 to 32 Stops.

:

The Canning Workmen

Northern

says

Ellery* Albee, treasurer of the Ashuelot Savings Bank of Winchester, N.H., is found by
Maple sugar makers of New England and Newginia, where there are only 4,355 to 100,000
the bank commissioner to have made false York State may calculate on a seasou that will be
whites, and in Missouri where there are but
entries in his accounts, and it is feared that the
about medium—a little nearer a poor than a good
7,168. Outside of the former Siave States the
bank will suffer a loss of about $100,000.
_| one.for their product. The general run of sugar
proportion of negroesis very small,
. John O’Neil of Taunton committed suicide, a will be better, or whiter, this year than last year.
deficit of $2,200 having been found in his ac- I add a few ‘points, established by observation and
Suspended Animation.
experience:
1. A rock-maple will make more
counts as secretary of the Mechanics’ Fund and
The Tribune of March 15 deseribes a re- . Loan
Association of that city.
sugar than a water, or white-maple,but it will no
markable case of trance, catalepsy, or .some
be so white. 2. A second-growth maple will make
The usual St. Patrick’s day parades were
form of suspended consciousness which is atwhiter sugar than others. 3. - The whiter the
abandoned
in
many
of
the
principal
cities
tracting much attention in Lehigh
County,
wood, the whiter the sugar. The darker the wood
Thursday, the money usually expended in that
Penn.
The subject is a German about fortythe darker the sugar.
4. The, thinner, or more
direction being contribu
the funds of the
sparse the trees, thefhetter the sugar; the thicker
five years of age. He fell asleep, apparently,
Irish land league.
fed fo!
fund,
the stand of trees thé
poorer the sugar.
5. The
in his chair near the stove in the dining-room
smaller the tree the sweeter the sap; the darker
The reported elopement of Count Herbert
of the hotel at Fogelsburg.
Efforts to awaken
Were
Bismarck with the
Princess
Elizabeth of the bark the more and sweeter the sap. 6.
him proved futile. Medical aid was sum-

Beuthen

tak.

in a paper read before the society of Public Avalysts that. he he has been analyzing a great variety of canned vegetables, fruits, and meats, including asparagus, peas, tomatoes, peaches, pine-ap-

as a
feat-
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Guaranteed by all dealers.

Albert

that Mr. Otto Hehner, chemist and F. C. 8., stales

demand

remarkable
cures sent free. Write for it. Address,
DAY KIDNEY PAD 00, Toledo, 0, somulERuwe
For sale by B. F. RACKLEY, Dover, N. H.,
-GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., GENERAL AocuNte
;
STON.

After suffering for years, and trying hundreds
of other so-called remedies, for acidity of the
stomach and indigestion, without any benefit, D.
R. V. G. has given me instant relief. D. R. V.G.
will do all is claimed for it.
8. G. Lapham,

or sent by mail (free of postage’

(extra size), $3.00 ; Child's
Pad (for incontinenceof urin J,
£1.20, Our book, “Ilow a Life was Saved,” giving the
historyof this new discovery, and a larga record of most

must be true. DAY’S KIDNEY PAD is controlling
and curing a clasg of diseases that have hereto
Mr.

General

from

L. Leiter, of Leiter Bros.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

For sale by

on receiptof the price—Regular
Pad, $2.00; Special Puc:

Guaranteed by all druggists.

own

In the London Analyst of December, 1880, I find

satisfied that the United States is free from pleuropneumonia this trade is impossible, and Great
Britain will import ite * frames” from other countries. Dr.Lyman is satisfied thatthe disease can
be successfully eradicated in the course of six. or
eight years at a cost not to exceed $200,000 a year,

cepted the frontier line offered in the Turkish

his

vides for the seizure at custom-heuses of all goods

both countries,but until England and Scotland are

It is reported that the ambassadors at Constantinople on the Greek question have ac-

in

imported in this condition from abroad.
CANNED FOODS IN ENGLAND.

years old, which can be fattened quickly by use of
concentrated foods. This would be profitable for

The opinion is said to prevail quite generally
in Washington now that the President will
call an extra session of Congress in the course
of two months.

results

French Government have recently passed a decree prohibiting the sale of eatables from *:soldered cans.”
:
The decree makes it a misdemeanor for any one
in France to solder the insides of cans, and pro-

ure of the trade in live cattle which promises to
become important,is the shipment to England and
Scotland of * frames,” or lean cattle, ®wo

from

Rhodes,

deal-

to be

country,
Another

the

I find in Chicago Tribune of March 5, 1881,
en

disease, the Government of Great Britain would at

once relax its

of

CANNED FOODS IN FRANCE.

stopped instantly by Congress.”
Dr. Lyman
thinks that if the General Government were to
take any action looking to the eradication of this

by which the De Lesseps canal enterprise is to
be placed absolutely under American. control.

some

words:

the seeds of the disease to the West the worst consequences would follow, and there wotld not be
safety anywhere.
Of course this
should
be

It is reported that a treaty has been entered
into between Colombia and the United States

The

than elsewhere,

ers aré buying them for shipment West,
grown into beeves.
:
“If,” said Dr. Lyman, “one calf should

. among the former Slave States is in West Vir-

almost imperceptible breathing.

to

diseased center of any other State. Dr. Lyman
says that he is convinced after a thorough examj.
nasion, that the disease has not yet spread into
any of the Western States, but within six weeks a

Mob law prevails throughout various sections of South America, and scenes of pillage

100,000

FOOD.

The industry of puttingup various kinds of food,

calves lo the West from Eastern States.
The
The new French loan has been applied for
necessity for this grows out of the increased
ten times over in Paris, one firm of brokers
European demand for American beef.
Eastern
offering to take twice the amount of the entire calves from the neighborhvod of the large cities
| where there is a great demand for milk are, as a
issue.

whites is 15,153, against 14,528 in 1870. The
greatest proportion of colored to white is in
South Carolina, where three-fifths * of the
whole are colored.
In Louisiana and Mississippi from
one-half
to
three-fifths
are
colored.
In Alabama, District of Columbia,
Florida,
Georgia,
North
Carolina
- and Virginia, the colored form onesthird to
one-halfof the total. In Arkansas and Tennessee from one-fourth to one-third of the total
population are colored. The least proportion

DR. A. J. STONER, Decatur, IIL—“Your Pad i:
Itsells every day and gives un: :.

i great good here.
doing
he

OMe Oo

with

the

Britain

mend it.
.

complai-t,
a i

:

oe

treat

They will grow upon prairie soil if it is rich, or
made so by manure.—J. M. Smith, Brown Co., Wis.

V.G. has greatly benefited me. I heartily recom-

Pu.

‘erer from
days
hE

Poe

not

with

of Great

to

t
iain

2

could

‘A recent fire in Tokio passed over ten streets,
consuming 1,663 houses and 22 godowns.
The
population rendered homeless jas 5,382.

bulletin

to each

objection that the Privy Council

have been destroyed.

populationto be 50,152,866, of which 43,404 877 are white, and 6,577,151 are colored.
The

-of*‘colored persons

results, though he was met at the outset

Another shock of earthquake has been felt at
Casamicciola, Italy, and many more houses

giving in detail the population of the United
States classified by race. It shows the total
' numaber

might be removed from the ports of Porta and
Boston, was not, he says, wholly barren of® good

exception,

have submitted to Russia.

three weeks

dry, then top and put them away on shelves ia a
coof and ary place and leave them until sold, or
until they are in danger of freezing, when they
should be stored away in their winter quarters.

WEITZEL, Policeman,

00

a

without

CASPER

~“] have been a
and after chisel
have in 15
n

LI ™OC

the Tekke-Turcomans,

Jet them lie on the ground for two

purpose of making some arrangements by which
the embargo on the exportation of live cattle

states that

r sold.”

OD

Intelligence from St. Petersburg

Citizens.

issued

by order of the Government.

Shanghai advices state that important negotiations are
pending
between
China and
Japan.
“,
>

PADIS havin:

| gives better general satisfaction than i...

od

has

Protestants in Spain has

rh

AN

been abandoned

Gonzales

Druggists, Niles, Mich.

years in business)—*
Day's KIDNEY

remedy we

THE EMBARGO ON AMERICAN
OATTLE.

&*

general,
,

LARIMORE & DEAN,
(30

iid

wr

Bureau

:

The prosecution of

An Incident of High Mass.
High mass for the repose of the soul of the
late Czar was celebrated, according to the custom of the Greek church, at the residence of
the Russian Minister in Washington.
Several
public functionaries were present.
A correspondent of the Boston Advertiser says: * The
most suggestive feature of the occasion to
many Americans was the presence of Robert
Lincoln, the son of the greag emancipator of
the western continent, who also perished by
assassination, at the service in memory of the
assassinated liberator of the East,who was also
our nation’s best friend among tbe rulers of
European nations in the dark days ef our
struggle with the slave power in arms.”

Census

ellameous.
Mexican

The doctors had given

in

while in

persecutions.
Judge Ludeling’s
son
was
graduated at Yale College
in one of the late
classes, and was engaged in managing his father’s plantation. Both father and son have
bee sarmest Republicans and bore a high
cha: cter. Stubbs had a plantation in the
neighborhood of that of the Ludelings, in
north Louisiana.
The ostensible reason of the

The

aM

R. BISHOP, Spencer, 0.

me up with what they calle Bright's disease, and twoo¢
your Pads have entirely cured me.”

O™

wa
The famous.
Ortega, is dead.

‘|

dave now uscd DAY'S KIpNAY Pap thirty days, and it ha:
done me more good than any remedy
I ever tried.”

00

fighting, and will endeavor to promote peace
between the belligerents. A Newcastle dispatch states that three officers and one hundred men have been killed or wounded by the
| Boers at Pretoria.——The republicans are said
to be very active throughout Spain.

by a well-known white-liner-named Stubbs,
who has figured prominently in- past political

Colored

more

y
J
SYSTEM.

NERVOUS

124 Myrtle Street, Bostont

ID

jp difeulties can ‘be -adjusted without

CIIAS. DAVIS,

Ne
OO ~~ re

into the Transvaal, hostilities will. most certainly be resumed.
President Brand, who has
arrived at Mount Prospect, believes the exist-

For Diseases of the
ALLY ORCANS and

— ea

the Boers do not comply with the Qemands of
Great Britain and witharaw from Laings Nek

‘Washington last week received dispatches announcing that his son, a young man about
twenty-five years of age, had been assassinated

and

Ex-

ive reforms are under contemplation by
“new. ruler.——The trial of the Land
e at Tralee, Ireland, has been postponed
to th¢ summer assizes,.——1It is asserted that if

>

¢ maintained until the end of the year.

Assassination.

White

of

commence
at once.
The remains of the Ia Emperor have been removed from the Winter Palace to the cathedral in the Peter and Paul fortress. The coronation of Alexander 1II., will take place at
Moscow, where the imperial housebold will

Judge Ludeling, for many years chief justice

of the supreme court of Louisiana,

Czar

will

Im OOS

A Southern

for the murder of the

trial

The

ud

found at Roussakoff’s lodgings in St. Petersburg warns the new Emperor to beware of his
father’s fate, as tlie work of the Nihilists will
continue.
A response to the American messages: of condolence was’ sent to Secretary
Blalge from the Russian foreign office Thurs-

are to be tried

Russia.

BA

A revolutionary proclamation

ry and St. Hilaire think the cabinet should oppose it.——The provincial ministry of South
Australia has resigned, and a pew cabinet will
be formed under the Hou. William Morgan as
chief secretary.——Three men and a woman |

he

Sunday failéd.

HEALTHFULNESSOF MILE.

“stans and Gen. Farré favor the bill. and MM. Fer-

PE

The house at which’ the assassin Roussakoff
obtained the bombs bas been discovered, and
upon the police making an entry the male occupant of the building shot himself; a woman,
however, residing with him was arrested.
Roussakoff has confessed that he threw the
first bomb.
The Russian peasants have been
called on to: avow allegiance to the Car.
Roussakoff is to be tried before six officers of
the Guards:
A mine has been discovered jn a
small street in St. Petersburg which was to be
used to blow up the Czar if the attempt on

-| great care one or two years, giving good clear cul- ly cure you?
Children like it: Sold by all
ture, say with early potatoes for the last crop, he
druggists and dealers at 85 cts. Trial size, 10
can then seed down to orchard-grass and clover cents.
:
1f any one wishes to grow fleshy, a pint of milk about the middle of August. This will make the
COOK'S TOURS.
best permanent surface crop for orchard, but
taken on retiring at night will soon cover the
Those who contemplate traveling in Europe,° or
scrawniest bones. Although we see a good many | the more this is covered with a mulch the better.—
Henry Ives, Genesee Co., Noo Ya
any other part of the Globe, either alone’or with
- fleshy persons now-a-days, there are a great many
excursion parties, will find it to their advantage to
lean and lank ones, who sigh for the fashionable
investigate the numerous facilities offered by
measureof plumpness, and Who weuld be vastly
RAISING AND KEEPING ONIONS:
j~
improved in health and appearance, could their
Thos. Cook & Son the renowned Excursion ManOnions will grow on almost any soil
t a
figures be rounded with good ‘solid flesh.
Noth“agers, of 261 Broadway, New York. A large pamvery dry sandy oue, or & very wet mucky one,
A,
ing is more coveted by & thin woman than ‘a full
“phlet, giving full particulars of their Tours will be
light loam , a little inclined to sand, is as good as,
mailed free, on application, to any one interested.
figure, and nothing will so raise the ire and proIt must be made
1 and perhaps the best of, any.
See advertisement.
;
voke the scandal of the clipper-build” as the
very rich. A large crop of onions from poor soil,
consciousness of plumpness in arival.
In case
without manure, is an impossibility. Any kind of
We do not see as our readers will Tun much
of fever and
summer complamt, milk is now
barnyard or stable manure will answer, provided
risk in sending for the remarkable Dr. Scott's
given with excellent results. The idea that milk
there is plenty of it. If it is coarse plough it under; Electric Hair Brush,advertised Feb. 23.. The prois feverish has exploded, and it is now the physiif it is-well rotted, or is fine compost, put at least. prietors, who are vouched for as ‘respectable and
cian’s great reliance in bringing through typhoid
one-half of it on after ploughinz, and harrow it in.
trustworthy, promise to return the price if not
patients,or those in too low a state to be nourThe beds where the onions are to grow should be,
found satisfactory. We are glad an opportunity
ished by solid food. It is a mistake to scrimp the
if not underdraived,at least so thoroughly surmilk pitcher.
Take more milk and buy less face-drained that no water will stand either on the now occurs to get that «which appears to be an
honest remedy, of good value for the money.
meat. Look to your milk man ; have large-sized,
beds or in the alleys around them. After harrowwell-filled milk pitchers on the table each meal,
ing and surface draining i$ completed the beds
‘Wilbor’s Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.—The
‘and you will have sound flesh and save doctors’
should be carefully raked by hand with fine steel ‘great popularity of this safe and eflicacious prepabilis.— Housekeeper.
toothed rakes. We are now ready for the seed, I ration is alone attributable to its intrinsic worth.
>r
ord
sow with a hand
seed-sower, making the rows
In the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,
about twelve or thirteen inches apart, and sowing
Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all
three and a half pounds per acre, or as near that
as possible. The Yellow Danvers is a favorite
Consumptive Symptoms, it has no superior, if
variety in the West, and next to them the old t
equal.. Let no one neglect the early symptoms of
Wethersfield. As soon as the rows can be distinc:
Dr. Charles F. Lyman; the veterinary surgeon:
charged by the Agricultural Department with the tly seen, begin going through them with the hand disease, when an agent is at hand which will cure
cultivator. The weeds in the rows must be pulled
all complaints of the Chest, Lungs or Throat.
investigation of the subject of pleuro-pneumonia,
out by hand. If a good crop is wanted they must
Manufactured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist,
be ket clean. Ikvnow of no crop that is more
recently said that the subject was, one of the
Boston.
Sold by all Jruggists.
impatient of neglect while young
than this; and
gravest importance,and more than others connectwhat is still worse, it rarely recovers and yields a
ed with agricultural interests of the country, .de- | large Tropa it is allowed to become overrun with
Six or seven years I have dosed for dyspepsia
manded. the consideration of Congress.
His
weeds while young.
After fon onions
ripen
and dizziness with no benefit. Two bottles D. R.
visit to Great Britain, whither he weit for the which is generally in August, full them up an
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ANCES must be made in monible, or jn_a’
or bank-checks -if
Id letter and at our risk and expense.
fiting to this office, persons will pleas
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and communications Por insertion ought to be
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If Mr. Wilmot will
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Czar.

in turf is good treat-
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Murdered

all this applied to an orcha

A

The

The remains of the-late Emperor of Russia
will lie in state at the Winter Palace, St. Petersburg, for fifteen days. Jt is now known
that the person who threw the fatal bomb at

BDorhestic.

BF

va

Baral WY

sion and a thyeatened crisis in the French cabinet prevail in Paris, growing out of the propased scrutin de liste system of voting by the
‘departments.
It is said that MM, Cazot, Con-
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